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Summary 
SUMMARY. 
Energy conservation and fuel diversification in the wake of the abrupt crude oil 
price rises of the 1970s gave the initial stimulus for research work into all aspects of non- 
oil based internal combustion engine fuels. Alcohols, primarily ethanol and methanol, are 
one group of potential alternative fuels which are attractive for two reasons. Ethanol and 
methanol can be produced from indigenous energy resources such as renewable biomass or 
coal and natural gas to derive economic and strategic independence from oil. With growing 
concern over air quality, environmental considerations are becoming more important in fuel 
formulations. Alcohols are favoured in this respect owing to their 'clean' combustion 
characteristics. 
Alcohols are particularly suited for use in spark ignition engines but, before any 
alternative fuel implementation policies are introduced and in order to gain maximum 
benefit from them, the problems associated with using alcohols in compression ignition 
engines must be overcome. 
This thesis reports the conversion of a diesel engine to spark-assistance and 
assesses the effect of injection and ignition timing on engine performance with ethanol as 
the fuel. Two combustion analysis techniques have been applied to study the combustion 
characteristics of the engine when burning ethanol. 
The engine was successfully converted to burn ethanol. The operating envelope 
was mapped out with respect to injection and ignition timing. The engine was optimised 
for minimum brake specific fuel consumption with injection and ignition timings of 50° and 
220 before top dead centre respectively at 1800 rev/min and 5.6 kW. At the optimum 
timings the brake specific fuel consumption was comparable to that of gas oil on an energy 
basis. 
Analysis of the combustion rate showed a distinct two stage burning characteristic 
over some parts of the operating area. This is explained in terms of the engine geometry 
and, of the injection and ignition timings. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION. 
1.1 BACKGROUND. 
The development of alternatives to petroleum derived fuels for internal combustion 
engines became attractive for oil importing countries following the OPEC price rises of the 
early 1970s. Subsequently the escalation of crude oil prices, as a consequence of the Iran - 
Iraq conflict, reinforced the development of alternative fuels. The dramatic fall of the price 
of crude oil over the last few years, however, has reduced the need to develop alternative 
fuels. Oil remains a finite resource that is becoming increasingly more difficult and more 
expensive to find. Many predictions indicate that by the turn of the century the demand for 
oil will exceed supply. Severe restrictions may need to be placed on the use of oil and the 
price of oil in real terms may rise significantly. 
There is also a need today for developing countries to implement the use of 
alternative fuels derived from indigenous resources to reduce their dependence on oil 
imports. A notable example of this is Brazil's national proalcool programme where ethanol 
produced from sugarcane is displacing petrol as the prime automotive fuel. In 1985 the 
saving in foreign exchange as a result of the proalcool programme amounted to $1860.6 
million (1). 
Both of these problems need to be addressed. Research into alternative fuels is 
being directed to make use of renewable energy sources. Whilst it is possible to employ 
alternative energy sources such as solar and wind energy for static applications the need for 
easily storable, readily transportable liquid fuels with a high energy density will always 
remain. 
Alcohols are particularly suited to use in spark-ignition engines but before any 
alternative fuel implementation policies are introduced and in order to gain maximum 
benefit from them, the problems associated with using alcohols in compression-ignition 
engines must be overcome. 
A diesel engine is inherently more efficient than a comparable spark-ignition engine. 
Power is controlled in the diesel engine by varying the fuel-to-air ratio rather than by 
throttling the incoming fuel/air mixture in the inlet manifold as is the case with the spark- 
ignition engine. Pumping losses at part load thus remain low. The high compression ratio 
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in the diesel also leads to a higher thermal efficiency. As a consequence the diesel has 
found widescale applications in both static installations and automotive use. It is 
considered to be the most economic engine for future use, especially when oil reserves are 
depleting and fuel prices increase. 
The combustion of alcohol fuels in diesel engines presents major problems. 
Alcohols have low cetane numbers and so will not ignite spontaneously under the high 
temperatures and pressures found in diesel combustion chambers. A cetane number of 
thirty is considered the lower limit for compression-ignition fuels (figure 1.1). Yet, ethanol 
and methanol have cetane numbers in single figures. It is recognized, however, that cetane 
number, whilst being an effective criterion for the comparison of traditional hydrocarbon 
fuels, is not an appropriate parameter for comparing alternative fuels. A wide range of 
fuels, especially vegetable oils, is under consideration as substitutes for gas oil and it is 
questionable whether cetane number is the most appropriate measurement of fuel 
suitability. This question is comparable to that for combustion of spark-ignition fuels. 
Unleaded gasoline with the same octane number as that of conventional leaded gasoline 
may be seen to have inferior combustion characteristics. Octane number is a measure of the 
fuel's resistance to ignite spontaneously at elevated temperatures and pressures. 
70 
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Figure 1.1. Effect of cetane number on the performance of a 
diesel engine (source 2). 
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Alcohols, either methanol produced from natural gas, coal or wood, or ethanol 
produced by the fermentation and distillation of biomass are recognized as attractive 
alternatives to oil derived fuels for stationary and automotive engines. Both methanol and 
ethanol have high octane numbers and are, therefore, well suited for use in high- 
compression, spark-ignition engines. These two oxygenate fuels can be used directly in 
gasoline engines as a replacement fuel, as an octane booster in place of lead alkyls or mixed 
with gasoline and gas oil to extend oil reserves. There do not appear to be any 
insurmountable engineering problems to be overcome for the introduction of alcohol fuels 
in automotive spark-ignition engines. Compression ratios may be raised to take advantage 
of the higher octane number, thereby increasing the engine efficiency. 
1.2 FUEL PROPERTIES. 
The primary specification for a compression-ignition engine fuel is a high cetane 
number. This ensures that the delay period between fuel injection and the start of 
combustion is short and that the rise in in-cylinder pressure owing to pre-mixed 
combustion is smooth enough to avoid high stress loads on the engine. Cetane number is 
the characteristic parameter of the combustion of a particular fuel in a particular engine. 
The delay period is, however, a function of cetane number and in-cylinder conditions of 
pressure and temperature. Other requirements of the fuel are suitable viscosity and pour 
point values to enable injection and fuel handling at low winter temperatures. The 
petroleum fraction most suitable for this application is gas oil, which is composed of 
distillates in the boiling range 180 OC to 360 oC. This brackets hydrocarbon molecules in 
the range C14H. to C19H,,,, and can be approximated to C15H28 for calculations. The 
minimum cetane number for automotive use is specified in BS 2869: 1970 and is 
approximately 50, which corresponds to Al gas oil. For comparison some of the 
properties of gas oil, gasoline, methanol and ethanol are given in table 1.1. 
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Fuel Gasoline Gas oil Methanol Ethanol 
4-star BS 4040 Al BS 2869 
Formula CQ to C12 C14 - C19 CH3011 C2H5011 
hydrocarbons hydrocarbons 
Specific energy 
MJ/kg (net) 43.8 42.5 19.9 27.2 
Energy density 
MJ/l (net) 32.4 35.7 15.8 21.5 
Molecular mass 114 236 32 46 
Research octane no. 97 na 114 111 
Cetane no. 20 50 3 8 
Spon. ign. temp °C 312 245 470 400 
Stoic. A/F ratio 14.6 14.8 6.46 8.94 
Flammability range: 
% vol of fuel in air 1-6 1-5 7-35 4-19 
A/F ratio (mass) 25-4 21-3 13-2 14-3 
Equivalence ratio 0.6-3.8 0.7-4.9 0.5-3.2 0.6-3.3 
Table 1.1. Fuel properties (source: 3,4). 
The properties of alcohols do not appear to be favourable for their use in diesel 
engines, but if large scale implementation of alcohols as alternative fuels is to be carried 
out, the problems of substituting alcohols for gas oil will have to be overcome. 
Alcohol production does not necessitate large scale chemical plants. Ethanol can be 
produced on a small scale by individuals for their own use, particularly in remote rural 
locations where stationary engines are used widely for pumping and electricity generation 
purposes. The process used, involves fermentation of biomass feed stock and subsequent 
separation of the alcohol from the aqueous solution by distillation. Simple distillation 
processes can yield up to 95 % pure ethanol. The last 5% of water is expensive and 
difficult to remove (5), but this does not present a problem as alcohol of pharmaceutical 
quality (anhydrous alcohol) is not a prerequisite for internal combustion engine fuel. 
Methanol can be produced from cellulose based biomass feed stocks such as wood or crop 
residues by heating the feed stock in an airless container and distiling the liquid and tars 
remaining. This technique can be used for small scale local methanol production. 
Commercial production at present uses natural gas as its feed stock. The examples below 
given some indication of the quantities of feed stock required for alcohol production (4): 
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I tonne sugar cane yields 671itres of 99.5 % pure ethanol. 
1 m3 natural gas yields 1litre of methanol. 
1 tonne wood yields 170 litres of methanol. 
The specific energies of alcohols are much lower than that of gas oil or gasoline. 
This is because of the high proportion of oxygen contained in alcohol molecules. In the 
case of methanol, oxygen accounts for 50 % of the mass of the molecule. The energy 
densities are correspondingly lower, thus approximately twice the fuel flow rate is required 
when using alcohols and, in the case of automotive applications, the range of the vehicle is 
reduced if fuel tank capacity is not increased. 
The enthalpy of evaporation for alcohols is high so, if alcohol is carburetted into the 
engine, volumetric efficiency will improve owing to reduction in charge temperature 
leading to a higher charge density. Full evaporation of alcohol in the inlet manifold can 
give rise to an evaporative temperature drop of over 100 K. By comparison, gasoline 
would give a temperature drop in the order of 25 K. This property can however cause 
starting problems at low ambient temperatures and inlet manifold heating may be required. 
The octane numbers of alcohols are high thus enabling the use of high compression 
ratios which leads to increased thermal efficiency. 
The extended lean flammability limit for both ethanol and methanol permits weak 
mixture operation which leads to reduced exhaust emissions. Carbon particulate formation 
is not a problem but aldehyde emissions are increased. 
Engine parts in contact with alcohol must be capable of withstanding corrosive 
attack. Aluminium, magnesium and zinc alloys should not be used in direct contact with 
alcohols. Also polymers such as nylon, vinyl and neoprene should not be used in the fuel 
system. Automotive parts can be nickel or chrome plated or made from plastics such as 
polyethylene or tenon. The water content of alcohol can cause rusting of ferrous fuel line 
components. Anti-corrosive additives may be used to overcome material incompatibility 
especially in the conversion of existing engines. The additives should not, however, cause 
a significant change in fuel properties. 
Alcohol is miscible in water in all proportions and this can cause problems when 
alcohol is blended with hydrocarbons owing to the phase separation of the two fuels 
promoted by the water content. Miscibility with water, however, is advantageous in that 
ethanol and methanol fires can be extinguished by the use of water. 
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In the case of diesel engines, where gas oil is replaced completely, a lubricant must 
be added to the alcohol to provide lubrication in the fuel pump and injector needle. This 
would normally be provided by the gas oil itself. The lubrication oil needs to be miscible 
with alcohol and two per cent by volume was used in this research programme. 
As individual compounds, rather than blends, alcohol fuel properties would be 
highly consistent and make prediction of engine performance more accurate. In this study 
it was assumed that the fuel properties were essentially those of anhydrous ethanol. 
1.3 IGNITION TECHNIQUES. 
Combustion in a conventional diesel engine occurs in the following way. Near the 
end of the compression stroke, liquid fuel is injected into the combustion chamber. The 
fuel jets entrain air and break up into droplets. This provides rapid mixing which is needed 
if the combustion is to occur sufficiently fast. The combustion process itself, can be 
considered to be made up of several separate processes: 
Ignition delay. Injection of the fuel has occurred but there is no deviation from the 
motoring pressure. In this period, the fuel is vaporizing and mixing with the air, a- 
b in figure 1.2. 
Uncontrolled combustion. The fuel/air mixture spontaneously ignites causing a 
rapid rise in pressure, b-c. 
Controlled combustion. Combustion proceeds through the whole combustion 
space at a rate determined by the fuel/air preparation, c-d. 
Final combustion. Combustion continues at a reduced rate until either all the air or 
fuel is utilized, d-e. 
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Figure 1.2. Typical combustion of gas oil in a diesel engine. 
The rapid combustion period gives rise to the characteristic 'diesel knock' caused 
by a sudden pressure rise. The ignition delay period is independent of speed, whereas the 
subsequent combustion occupies an approximately constant number of degrees of crank 
angle. For spontaneous ignition by compression in the conventional diesel engine, a high 
cetane number fuel is required. 
In order to burn low cetane number fuels in diesel engines some means of 
artificially increasing the cetane number or a positive method of initiating the combustion of 
the fuel is required. 
1.3.1 Cetane number improvers. 
Various techniques are available to reduce the delay period between injection and 
ignition by compression of alcohol fuels in diesel engines. Commercially available ignition 
improvers, such as ethyl D113 and cyclohexylnitrate, originally formulated for addition to 
automotive gas oils are suitable for addition to ethanol and methanol. The ignition 
performance of these improved alcohols is comparable with that for automotive gas oil at 
high compression ratios as found in diesel engines. The main advantage in using cetane 
number improving additives is that alcohol fuels can be used directly in unmodified 
engines. Unfortunately the additives are expensive and as much as fifteen percent by 
volume has to be added to the alcohol. 
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1.3.2 Emulsions and solutions. 
Alcohol can be mixed with gas oil but it is limited to about 20 % substitution if the 
solution is to remain stable. Emulsions facilitate the addition of larger quantities of alcohol, 
about 40 %, but for stability an approximately equal amount of emulsifier is required. 
Would be unstable solutions may be used successfully in large installations where it is 
possible to store the two components in separate tanks and to mix them in the correct 
proportions immediately prior to injection. When using either of these two methods little 
engine modification is needed but only a small proportion of the gas oil can be replaced by 
alcohols. 
1.3.3 Dual injection. 
Higher proportions of alcohol, up to 80 %, may be substituted using dual injection 
systems. Combustion is started with a pilot injection of gas oil before the main power 
producing injection of alcohol occurs. Whilst the mixing and separation problems 
associated with solutions are eliminated, use of a dual injection system requires expensive 
and extensive engine modifications. Complex control systems are needed to meter and time 
accurately two separate fuel injection systems. Converting to dual injection requires that 
space in the cylinder head is available for a second injector at a location where the injector 
can be effective. Work is being carried out on a dual fuel system where the pilot injection 
and alcohol injection are carried out using the same injector thus easing installation 
problems (6). The use of alcohols in gas oil injection equipment raises the problem of 
providing adequate lubrication to the moving parts in contact with the fuel, this necessitates 
the addition of lubricants to the fuel. This is needed in all applications where neat alcohol is 
in contact with the moving parts of the fuel pump and injector. 
1.3.4 Fumigation. 
Fumigation is a method by which alcohol is introduced into the engine intake 
manifold by a carburettor or an injector. Combustion is still initiated by injection of gas oil 
into the cylinder. By this method up to 50% of the engine power can be derived from the 
alcohol. As is the case for dual injection, two separate fuel metering systems are necessary 
but would be easier to retrofit than dual injection. The ignition delay period is increased 
with fumigation and combustion shifts significantly into the expansion stroke (27). 
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1.3.5 Surface ignition. 
Alcohol can easily be ignited by coming into contact with a hot surface. This low 
surface ignition resistance can have detrimental effects in carburcttcd engines, such as pre- 
ignition of the mixture before spark discharge or running on after the ignition has been 
turned off, but advantage can be taken of this in the diesel engine. Using this method 
complete displacement of gas oil is possible. At twenty five bar a surface temperature of 
825 °C will ignite an atomized methanol spray in the time scale required for a high speed 
diesel engine. The ignition delay period can be reduced by increasing the surface 
temperature. Below 725 °C combustion may be erratic and below 675 °C surface ignition 
will not occur. It is possible to fit heated ceramic inserts into the cylinder head to ignite the 
fuel. 
Glowplugs are often fitted to standard diesel engines to improve cold starting, they 
may be able to be utilized as hot surfaces to ignite alcohol. Injector position in relation to 
the hot surface would be critical and must not allow fuel droplets to impinge directly onto 
the glowplug as quenching may occur leading to loss of ignition. At full load the glowplug 
may not be needed if the in-cylinder metal temperatures are high enough. 
1.3.6 Spark ignition. 
In common with surface ignition, spark ignition also provides a way of displacing 
100 % of the gas oil. The injection system can be retained as it is, a spark plug must be 
introduced into the combustion chamber and the associated ignition system components 
must be fitted to the engine. This approach is very attractive as it uses the high energy of 
vaporization of alcohols and their high octane numbers to good advantage. The high 
compression ratio and positive ignition which leads to smooth combustion helps improve 
the thermal efficiency. Problems may occur in locating the plug in a favourable position in 
relation to the injector and also in providing sufficient plug cooling. A spark ignition 
system requires less energy than a glow ignition system where electrical energy needs to be 
supplied to the glow plug continuously. 
The spark ignited diesel engine need not be smoke limited as alcohols burn with a 
clean blue flame and so engine torque can be increased at low speeds, providing the 
structural and thermal limits of the engine are not exceeded. Injection timings need to be 
advanced over those for gas oil to allow sufficient time for the vaporized fuel to reach the 
spark plug. As for dual injection some form of lubricant needs to be added to the alcohol to 
lubricate the injector and fuel pump. The original fuel injection equipment may need 
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uprating to cope with the larger volumetric flow of fuel required since alcohols have about 
tR - 2/3 the specific energy of gas oil. 
This type of engine has been given many different names, but spark-assisted diesel 
engine is the most descriptive and will be used as the name for this type of engine 
throughout this thesis. 
1.3.7 Summary of ignition techniques. 
Several methods are available in order to utilize alcohol fuels in diesel engines, the 
main advantages and disadvantages are summarized below in table 1.2. 
Method Advantages Disadvantages 
Chemical cetane no engine high cost of 
improvers. modification additives, large 
quantity required. 
Emulsions. minimum engine still needs over 50% 
modification gas oil, two fuel 
supplies required. 
Dual injection. small amount of gas complex control, 
oil required for pilot two injection 
injection systems required. 
Fumigation. simple to retro fit still needs over 50% 
gas oil, two fuel 
supplies required. 
Surface ignition. only one fuel needed large energy input, 
location of glowplug, 
lubrication of pump 
and injector required, 
electrical system 
needed. 
Spark ignition. only one fuel needed location of spark plug, 
cost of ignition system, 
lubrication of pump 
and injector required, 
electrical system 
needed. 
Table 1.2. Combustion system alternatives for alcohol fuelled 
diesel engines 
The suitability of each system depends on particular individual installation 
requirements and fuel policies, and no one solution can be labeled the best. At the time this 
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project was initiated all of these approaches had been the subject of detailed studies with the 
exception of spark ignition which had been given very little attention. It is believed that a 
suitable diesel engine can be relatively easily modified to incorporate the required ignition 
system. From the viewpoint of developing countries the advantage of requiring a single 
fuel is of prime importance, especially in remote areas. It also alleviates the potential 
problem of untrained staff placing the two fuels in the wrong tanks if a dual fuel system is 
used. The technology associated with the spark-assisted diesel need not be complicated 
and most people engaged in the engine maintenance field would already be familiar with the 
automotive type ignition system and conventional diesel engine injection equipment used on 
such an engine. 
1.4 OBJECTIVES. 
The objectives of this research work can be split into four main areas as follows; 
1. To develop a diesel engine that is capable of burning ethanol as a fuel, with brake 
specific fuel consumption (on an energy equivalent basis) and power rating 
comparable with the original diesel engine specification. 
2. Development and application of a combustion model to analyse the combustion 
performance of the ethanol fuel from experimentally acquired in-cylinder pressure 
data. 
3. Investigation of the effects of injection and ignition timings on brake specific fuel 
consumption and cyclic dispersion. 
4. To analyse the influence of injection and ignition timings on the flame development 
and subsequent burning rates in the combustion chamber. 
1.5 AIM. 
The foregoing objectives can be summarized to define the aim of the research as the 
evaluation of combustion performance of a spark-assisted diesel engine using a combustion 
model, over a range of injection and ignition timings. 
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1.6 RESUME. 
As oil reserves are depleted the concept of a single world wide fuel, as for oil, will 
no longer exist. Emphasis will be placed on using fuels derived from each country's own 
indigenous raw materials. Ethanol production is ideal for local small scale rural 
applications and use in countries with the potential to grow large quantities of biomass. 
Methanol production will be more attractive to countries having large natural gas or coal 
reserves. 
Engine manufacturers will need to make specific engines for a particular alternative 
fuel and also engines with a multifuel capability in order to ensure the continued application 
of the diesel engine as an economic source of power. To meet this end, research needs to 
be conducted into the utilization and implementation of alternative fuels in many kinds of 
internal combustion engines. 
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Chapter 2. LITERATURE REVIEW. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION. 
A considerable amount of research work has been carried out in evaluating the 
spark-assisted diesel engine. The Japanese Automotive Research Institute and the MAN 
engine company are both conducting programmes involving service testing of spark- 
assisted diesel engines. Most of this work involves methanol, as this is the most attractive 
alternative fuel for developed countries. This study, however, deals with ethanol which is 
considered the more attractive alcohol fuel for developing countries. Ethanol can be 
produced via simple fermentation and distillation processes and so is more suitable to rural 
applications in developing countries with the capacity to grow biomass. It is however still 
worthwhile reviewing the work on methanol as the fuel properties of ethanol and methanol 
are similar. 
At the 6th International Symposium on Alcohol Fuels Technology in Ottawa (May 
1984) 18 papers were presented on the combustion of alcohols in diesel engines but only 5 
dealt with using spark assistance. The delegates at the conference recognized the need to be 
able to substitute completely neat alcohol fuels for gas oil in diesel engines before a 
successful programme of supply and distribution of alcohols could be established. The 
diesel engine's high compression ratio and absence of intake manifold throttling gives rise 
to a high brake thermal efficiency and the reduction of pumping losses during induction. 
The increased interest in 100% substitution technologies was reflected at the subsequent 
symposium in Tokyo during 1988. In the session dealing with diesel substitution 
technology, 17 out of 28 papers presented dealt with spark assistance or glow plug 
ignition. 
2.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK. 
In 1981 Komiyama and Hashimoto (7) carried out a study to evaluate the suitability 
of a spark-assisted diesel engine for multifuel operation, investigating engine performance 
and exhaust emissions. 
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Their engine was a two cylinder 1.5 litre indirect injection (IDI) diesel, with a spark 
plug fitted in the pre-chamber. The ignition system was a commercial automotive capacitor 
discharge multi-strike type, with a spark duration of 50 degrees. The engine was tested 
with neat methanol, neat ethanol, gas oil and gasoline. Their tests involved optimisation of 
the spark plug position and the injection and ignition timings. However, as the ignition 
duration was long and was timed to start 10 degrees before injection this was not in effect 
an optimising parameter. This was because combustion would occur as soon as a fuel/air 
mixture within the limits of flammability reached the spark discharge gap. Only the 
injection timing was critical. The injection timing was advanced to its limit of 22 obtdc, 
from their performance graphs it appears brake thermal efficiency could have been raised 
further with more advanced timings. The conclusion from their tests was that the engine 
would run smoothly with ethanol, methanol, gas oil and gasoline, and with further work 
on optimising the injection timing the brake thermal efficiency for each fuel would be nearer 
that of gas oil on an energy equivalent basis. The authors found the engine to have no 
smoke limit on both the alcohol fuels and other exhaust emissions (CO, HC and NOR) were 
lower than those with gas oil. 
Work by Phatek and Komiyama (8) originally started as a study in using spark 
ignition for diesel engine start and warm up, thereby allowing a lower compression ratio 
which results in lighter engine construction, reduced mechanical load and, reduced NO., 
and soot formation. Once this study had been carried out the engine was also tested on 
methanol. The engine was a single cylinder, direct injection (DI) engine with a 
compression ratio of 16: 1, displacement of 1.08 litre and injection timing of 24 °btdc. The 
ignition system was a multi-strike system with spark duration variable from 1-180 OCA. 
The authors found the spark gap and position not to be critical and the engine could run 
satisfactorily in two ways - one with the spark plug close to the injector and 
down stream 
of the fuel spray plume, the other position, with the spark plug near the cylinder wall, 
relied on the plug igniting a mixture generated by fuel evaporating from the combustion 
chamber wall. Their work did not involve variation of the injection timing and variation 
and optimisation of the ignition timing was not reported. Indicated thermal efficiency at 
high indicated mean effective pressure was higher for methanol than it was for gas oil. 
Adelman (9) converted a Volkswagen 1.6 litre IDI diesel engine to spark ignition in 
order to study the effects of running the engine with methanol. His work also included 
road testing in a vehicle. The engine was converted by installing a spark plug into the 
existing hole for the glowplug and fitting a high energy multi-strike spark ignition system. 
This engine experienced some misfiring due to sparks jumping from the high tension to 
earth and as a consequence the compression ratio had to be reduce to 16.5: 1 to lower the 
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electrical breakdown voltage. The engine injection and ignition timings were varied over 
the range 20-28 °btdc and 6-15 obtdc respectively. The engine was finally tested at 
injection 24 Obtdc and ignition 11 °btdc, but it was not stated what criteria were used to 
choose these values. In conclusion the engine was found to be less efficient, some 5-15 % 
when running on methanol compared to gas oil. The reduction in compression ratio would 
have caused a corresponding reduction in thermal efficiency. 
Neitz and Chmela (10) adapted a DI, MAN FM engine to spark ignition. The 
compression ratio and injection and ignition timings were not quoted in the paper. The 
ignition system was a transistorized single-spark automotive type ignition system. Using 
methanol, it was shown that the engine power could be greatly increased at low engine 
speed as no smoke was produced. This would lead to increased engine flexibility, through 
high torques at low speeds, and greater response in use. Neitz and Chmela also reported 
work on starting the engine at low ambient temperatures. This is known to be a major 
problem when using alcohol fuels. In their tests they were able to start the engine with 
short cranking times at temperatures as low as minus 20 °C. 
Murayama et al (11) made a comprehensive study of the effect of ignition timing 
and duration, spark gap position and spray angle of injection in order to determine the 
conditions for stable combustion and overcome the problems of knocking and misfire 
experienced by Phatek and Adelman. Murayama's study, however, did not take into 
account the effect of injection timing which was fixed at 20 Obtdc for all of his engine tests. 
He did, however, show that the spark plug position was crucial for stable combustion over 
a wide load range, contrary to the findings of Phatek and Komiyama. 
All the previous work so far reviewed has not involved analysis of the in-cylinder 
pressures during combustion. 
Seko et al (12) studied the effect of various engine parameters on engine 
performance using a 5.8 litre, six cylinder, DI methanol diesel engine. Analysis of the in- 
cylinder pressures through the use of a (un-named) heat release model, suggested that at 
high loads combustion proceeds by means of flame propagation with little effect from 
diffuse combustion. Some of their part load results did, however, show distinctly two 
different slopes to the rate of heat release curves, to which they attached little significance. 
Their tests with various injection timings (with minimum spark advance for best torque 
ignition timing) showed the parameter had practically no effect on the brake thermal 
efficiency. They also found that ignition during injection made the cyclic dispersion of 
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torque larger (i. e. rougher running) owing to the mixture strength at the spark gap being 
above the rich flammability limit for short durations. Their main conclusions were: 
1. the methanol mixture burnt mainly by flame propagation and not by spontaneous 
combustion; 
2. ignition stability was enhanced by a high energy ignition system; 
3. it was beneficial to form the methanol/air mixture upstream of the spark plug as the 
swirl enhanced ignition stability; 
4. location of the spark gap near the combustion chamber wall enhanced combustion 
by taking advantage of the thermal mixing effects in this region; 
5. brake thermal efficiency was comparable to that of the engine burning gas oil on an 
energy equivalent basis. 
LoRusso (13) carried out work on a DI diesel engine converted to ignite ethanol by 
means of a spark plug. His work on analysing the combustion phenomena showed a 
distinctive two stage bum pattern at part load conditions when the engine operated at a 
compression ratio of 19.3: 1. At a lower compression ratio (16.3: 1) the two stage burning 
phenomenon was not observed. He concluded that two stage burning was necessary for 
reducing combustion instability, HC emissions and energy consumption. 
The ISAF conference held in Tokyo in November 1988, reported on all aspects of 
the production and utilization of alcohols as fuels. The emphasis of work involving diesel 
engine fuel substitution technology was mainly in the glow plug and spark ignition areas, 
as these are thought to be the most cost effective alternatives. Most spark ignition systems 
were of a conventional configuration but one novel method was reported by Kato (14). 
This used a raised button in the centre of the piston to deflect the spray plume toward the 
spark plug and also distribute the fuel around the combustion chamber. 
Seko et al (15) reported on the test work carried out using several different 
combustion systems in the same engine to make the comparison more valid. The 
combustion chamber configurations included three direct injection spark ignition systems, 
with various injector spray patterns and spark plug positions. At fixed speed and high load 
all three spark ignition systems gave an increase in brake thermal efficiency over gas oil, 
but at part load none reached the same brake thermal efficiency as gas oil. This part load 
reduction of brake thermal efficiency for spark ignited diesels is known to be a problem. 
The rates of pressure rise at high load for methanol where greater than that for gas oil but at 
low loads the rates of pressure rise were lower. This is probably attributable to the leaner 
nature of the mixture. No indication of injection or ignition timings were given in the paper 
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and there were no criteria for optimisation. The conclusions indicated the superiority of the 
spark ignition system over other systems such as glowplug and fumigation which were 
tested in the same engine. 
Saito (16) carried out work on trying to improve the part load efficiency of a 
methanol fueled spark-assisted diesel engine by means of throttling the intake, warming the 
intake air, using exhaust gas recirculation and increasing the exhaust back pressure. A heat 
release model was used to calculate the heat release rate at each test condition. All the 
testing was carried out with the injection set to 15 Obtdc and the ignition timing adjusted to 
give the best thermal efficiency at each load. From the results it was possible to see the 
effect of different engine parameters on the heat release rate curves. The two stage heat 
release curve was made smoother by increasing the air fuel ratio near the plug and by 
reducing the air intake temperature. 
2.3 SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW. 
A great deal of work has been carried out on using alcohols in spark-assisted diesel 
engines, but only LoRusso has attempted to explain the distinctive two stage burning 
occurring under some engine operating conditions. This phenomenon has been observed 
in several research programmes (12,16,17), but no significance has been ascribed to it. 
LoRusso though has only studied the effect of engine load on the shape of the rate of heat 
release curve. The work presented here investigates the effect of injection and ignition 
timings on the rate of heat release curve at one particular load and speed. 
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Chapter 3. ENGINE INSTALLATION. 
3.1 ENGINE SELECTION. 
The original engine fitted to the test bed was a single cylinder Farymann. For 
various reasons it was unsuitable for conversion to burn alcohols as a spark-assisted diesel 
engine and another engine was, therefore, selected and installed on the Farymann test bed. 
The engine installed is a Petter PHI single cylinder, direct-injection, compression-ignition, 
air cooled engine. It is a development from a line of successful diesel engines, which 
originated nearly 40 years ago and are still in continuous production in the UK and are built 
under licence in many countries including India. Rugged construction in cast iron, with 
forged steel crankshaft and connecting rod, replaceable shell bearings and an aluminium 
piston makes it an ideal research engine. Aircooling enables easy access for temperature 
and pressure measurement in the cylinder. Power may be taken off either end of the 
crankshaft or at half speed off the camshaft. The original engine specification is given in 
table 3.1. 
Bore/stroke 
Swept volume 
Compression ratio 
Injection timing 
Fuel injection pressure 
Speed range 
Continuous rating gas oil: 
Speed 
Power 
87.3/110 mm 
659 cm3 
16.5: 1 
28 °btdc 
200 bar 
750-2200 rev/min 
1500 rev/min 1800 rev/min 2000 rev/min 
4.7 kW 5.6 kW 6.15 kW 
Bsfc 263 g/kWh 266 g/kWh 277 g/kWh 
Table 3.1. Original Petter Pi11 engine specification. 
This engine is considered to be typical of those used throughout the world for small 
scale power generation and pumping duties where conversion of engines to alcohol may be 
carried out in order to make use of locally produced ethanol or methanol. 
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3.2 TEST BED. 
The engine has been installed on a test bed to allow measurement of fuel 
consumption, air consumption and power output. Engine power is absorbed by a D. C. 
electrical dynamometer which can also be used to motor the engine. The engine induction 
manifold is connected via 2 inch diameter copper tubing to a large plenum chamber to 
reduce pulsations in the measurement of the air flow. When the engine is running, air 
enters the chamber through a British standard sharp edged orifice sited remote from the 
induction pipe connection. The air flow into the engine can be calculated from the 
following equation; 
m=0.0238 d2 Jehp 3.0 
Fuel consumption measurement was carried out by recording the time taken for 15 
ml of fuel to be used by the engine. A general view of the test bed is shown in plate 3.1. 
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Plate 3.1. General view of engii: e installation. 
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3.3 ENGINE MODIFICATION. 
3.3.1 In-cylinder pressure measurement. 
A pressure transducer was fitted to the engine, mounted deep in the cylinder head. 
This made the connecting passage from the transducer to the combustion chamber very 
short and so reduced the chance of the air in the passageway resonating and giving a 
spurious pressure signal. The transducer used was a Kistler 6123A1 which is specifically 
made for use in internal combustion engines. The central part of the transducer is a 
polystable quartz element which produces electrical charge in response to pressure. The 
transducer is linked to a charge amplifier which converts the charge to a voltage, thus 
allowing the in-cylinder pressure to be displayed on an oscilloscope or recorded. The 
maximum operating temperature of the transducer is 350 °C. 
The transducer currently fitted (no. SN 301503) has a sensitivity of 16.9 pC/bar 
and an operating range of 0- 200 bar. 
The transducer sensitivity ring on the charge amplifier was set to 10-100 and the 
pGmechanical units dial to 1.69. The mechanical units/Volt scale was set to 10. 
The amplifier scale (bar/Volts) was calculated from the expression, 
bar 
_ mech units x PC X 
bar 
volts volts mech units pc 3.1 
therefore, 
bar 
= 10 x 16.9 x1= 10 
volt 16.9 3.2 
so as the voltage could be converted to pressures. Thus, one volt from the charge 
amplifier represents an in-cylinder pressure of 10 bar. 
A Sirton micro-computer was used to acquire and store the pressure data. The 
information was held in 12 - bit form. So each pressure was represented by a number of 
bits in the range -2048 to 2048 bits. The input range of the analogue to digital converter 
was -10 V to 10 V so each bit represented 4.883 mV. 
voll _1(_ 4_883mV/bit 
bit 2048 3.3 
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To convert from the bit values held by the computer to in-cylinder pressure the 
following expression was used: 
bits x =U x 
IIL 
- bar bit volt 3.4 
bits x 4.883 x 10 *2 = bar 3.5 
From engine tests on gas oil it was found that maximum in-cylinder pressure at full 
load and speed was approximately 100 bar. So 10 mech units/Volt was thus chosen as the 
upper limit. 2048 bits then represented 100 bar. Thus the range on the analogue to digital 
converter was used to the fullest to increase the resolution of the pressure data. 
3.3.2 Cylinder head thermocouple. 
A thermocouple was fitted in the cylinder head to measure the cylinder head metal 
temperature. There were two reasons for this, firstly, the pressure transducer temperature 
was limited to 350 °C, and secondly, the metal temperature of the cylinder head, which 
was made from gray cast iron was also limited to 350 °C. Above this temperature, thermal 
damage to the metal occurs. The thermocouple was positioned deep in the cylinder head 
over the combustion chamber and near to the pressure transducer. The thermocouple was 
located at the end of a long hole, which was sealed for most of its length. The 
thermocouple was in a small air pocket. This did not allow transient measurements to be 
made but reflected the cylinder head bulk metal temperature when the engine was running at 
a fixed speed and load. 
3.3.3 Injection timing measurement. 
An inductive needle lift transducer was fitted to the injector. This allowed the 
injector needle position to be displayed on an oscilloscope, which in conjunction with the 
ignition timing interface, enabled the injection timing to be determined. 
3.3.4 Crankshaft encoder. 
A Trump-Ross LC-23 incremental shaft encoder was fitted to the crankshaft. This 
gave a transistor transistor logic (TEL) pulse at every degree of crank angle and also at 
bottom dead centre. The encoder was mounted on a flat plate and fixed to the gear cover 
blanking plate via four pillars. An extension shaft threaded into the crankshaft and passing 
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via an oil seal through the blanking plate was connected to the encoder shaft by a torsion 
free universal coupling. The encoder enables the speed of the engine to be measured and, 
pressure recordings and ignition timing to be synchronized with the crankshaft position. 
3.3.5 Engine torque measurement. 
Originally, a spring balance was installed on the test-bed in order to measure the 
torque from the engine. The dynamometer was fitted with trunions at each end of the 
casing and these were mounted in self-aligning ball bearing plummer blocks on cast iron A- 
frames. Thus the casing of the dynamometer was free to swing about the shaft centre-line. 
A torque arm of 300 mm radius was mounted on the front of the casing, the force required 
on this arm to keep it level could be used to measure the torque from the engine. The 
spring balance was replaced by a load cell, mounted at the back of the dynamometer to 
prevent accidental damage. It was attached to the dynamometer with a balljoint and to the 
bed-plate with a rubber mount to prevent non-axial loads being transmitted to the load cell. 
The load cell was powered from a5V supply and give an output voltage proportional to the 
load. The signal was displayed on a millivoltmeter and converted to crankshaft torque 
using a conversion factor that took into account the torque arm length and the load cell 
calibration. 
3.3.6 Spark plug location. 
The main modification carried out to the engine was the fitting of a spark plug into 
the cylinder head. The geometry of the head severely restricted the possible locations of the 
plug. Ideally the plug electrodes should have been located centrally in the combustion 
space to give the shortest flame travel path and so lead to short burn times, and also in the 
vaporized fuel spray. It was decided to use 14 mm plugs in order that the widest range of 
commercially available plugs were usable. Only two locations on the side of the head were 
suitable where the spark plug seating would not interfere with any studs or bolt holes. The 
two possible positions for the spark plug are shown in figure 3.1. The non-flywheel side 
of the cylinder head (position A) was chosen in preference to the corresponding position on 
the flywheel side. This plug position meant the electrodes would be located close to and 
down stream of one of the fuel spray plumes where a flammable gas mixture separate from 
the dense fuel spray is available at the electrodes of the spark plug. Installation of the spark 
plug on the flywheel side of the engine (position B) would have lead to the electrode gap 
being up stream of the nearest fuel spray plume. Use of different reach spark plugs 
allowed the electrode gap to be varied in relation to the fuel spray. The plug was angled 
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into the combustion space at 45 degrees, through the cooling fins. Plates 3.2 and 3.3 show 
the detail of the cylinder head modification. 
inlet 
'hccl side 
fucl spray 
in ß 
position 
Figure 3.1. Possible spark plug positions. Viewed from 
directly above the piston. 
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Plate 3.2. Cylinder head showing spark plug and injector fitting. 
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Plate 3.3. Underside of cylinder head. 
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3.3.7 Piston modification. 
Since the spark plug electrodes protruded into the combustion space at the edge of 
the hemispherical bowl in the piston crown, some material from the piston was removed. 
This facilitated the use of long electrode plugs. The location of the spark in the combustion 
chamber could be changed by using plugs of different reach. Work by Komiyama (7) 
showed the importance of spark electrode location for stable engine operation. The effect 
of removing metal from the piston reduced the compression ratio from 16: 5: 1 to 16: 1. 
From initial testing of the modification to the piston, it is believed that the change improved 
the gas flow around the electrodes and led to smoother running of the engine with 
significantly less eight stroking 
3.3.8 Shaft driven fuel pump. 
Ethanol and methanol both have lower calorific values than gas oil, approximately 
2/3 and to respectively. To compensate for the lower energy density of these alcohols a 
larger volume needed to be injected each cycle than for gas oil to produce the same work 
output. The original cam driven fuel pump fitted to the engine was capable of meeting the 
increased fuel flow required but needed a longer injection period and the injection timing 
could only be adjusted over a few degrees. This was found to be inadequate when 
commissioning the engine with ethanol. To give variable injection timing, a shaft driven 
fuel pump was fitted to the bed plate. This was driven by a toothed belt from the camshaft. 
An indexing mechanism on the pump drive pulley was designed and fitted to allow the 
injection timing to be adjusted over 120 degrees in 2 degree increments. 
3.3.9 Exhaust temperature. 
A thermocouple was installed in the exhaust system to allow measurement of the 
exhaust gas temperature. There was also an exhaust gas sampling point, for the take-off of 
exhaust gases for analysis. 
3.4 IGNITION SYSTEM. 
The ignition system was specifically designed in house, as a high energy multi- 
strike system for use in a spark-assisted diesel engine. The ignition system consists of four 
main units, the power supply, the ignition timing interface, the multi-strike control logic 
and the current limiting circuit. 
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3.4.1 Design philosophy. 
Since the fuel distribution in the combustion chamber is not homogeneous with 
direct injection, a multi-strike discharge ignition system was used. This enabled greater 
flexibility in optimising ignition timing and spark duration. The electrical breakdown 
voltage required was expected to be higher than that experienced in a gasoline spark- 
ignition engine owing to the higher compression ratio and increased swirl velocity. 
Taking the possible rural applications of this engine and the potential locations of 
ethanol fuel production into consideration resulted in the adoption of a philosophy that 
readily available automotive components should be used, wherever possible, in the 
conversion to spark assistance. With this particular installation, however, the engine was a 
research tool for optimising injection and ignition timings and studying the associated 
combustion performance. A compromise was thus adopted and the ignition system 
installed was controlled from the encoder through a variable electronic timing circuit. A 
conventional automotive high tension coil was, however, still used. In field applications a 
fixed ignition timing system driven from a single bdc timing mark would be used. A 
schematic of the ignition system is shown in figure 3.2. 
currcnt limiting 
circuit 
1ff 
coil TIL 
spark plug 
multistrikc ignition 
Pettey control logic 
PHI 
TIL 
ignition timing 
ca and 
duration intcrfacc 
40 V powcr 
supply unit 
Figure 3.2. Schematic of the ignition system. 
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3.4.2 Operation. 
The ignition system can be split into two parts, the control logic and the power 
electronics. See figures 3.4,3.5 and 3.6 for the circuit diagrams. The ignition system has 
been designed to respond to a TTL signal generated by the timing interface and will 
produce sparks for the duration of the control signal (figure 3.3). The control logic in the 
ignition system controls the frequency and intensity of the sparks produced, by means of a 
556 timer. The logic produces a TTL signal of variable frequency and duty cycle which 
can be varied via controls on the front panel of the ignition box. 
start 
duration 
ý. ý 
TTL ignition signal 
produccd by ignition 
timing intcrfacc. 
coil charge time 
HHUUH 
i 
coil discharge time 
Transistor switching 
signal produced by 
ignition control logic. 
Falling cdgc produces 
spark. 
Figure 3.3. Ignition control signals. 
This signal was used to switch a large power transistor which was connected to the 
high tension coil. When the transistor was on, the coil charged and the coil current was 
limited to 5A using balancing resistors. When the transistor was turned off the magnetic 
field in the primary winding collapsed and induced a large voltage in the high tension side 
(approximately 20 kV) which caused a spark at the plug electrodes. The transistor was 
protected from the excess high voltages by means of a snubber circuit connected across it, 
see figure 3.4. To obtain a very high spark frequency, the high tension (HT) coil was 
energized by means of a 40 V supply. This reduced the coil charge time. The ignition 
system could run at 13.2 kHz, which meant that if the engine was running at 2200 rev/min 
one spark was produced at every degree of crankangle. The high primary voltage gave a 
potential spark energy of 
I LI21 X3.5 x 103x52=44mJ 2cc23.6 
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This is the energy available after a long charge time, when operating in multi-strike 
mode the spark would contain less energy since there would be a shorter charge time. The 
minimum ignition energy required for ethanol and methanol are 0.652 mJ and 0.211 mJ 
respectively (3). The multi-strike system is compared to a normal ballasted automotive 
system in table 3.2. 
Assume: Resistance of coil is 1.152 Ohms 
Ballast resistance 1.248 Ohms 
Inductance of coil is 3.5 mH 
In both cases the current is limited to 5 A. 
The current is given by: 
"tRc 
I =-c(1 - eLC cR 
3.7 
t (ms) 
12 V system 
Ic (A) energy (mJ) 
40 V system 
I, (A) energy (mJ) 
0.05 0.168 0.05 0.57 0.57 
0.1 0.33 0.19 1.12 2.2 
0.2 0.64 0.72 2.20 8.47 
0.3 0.93 1.51 3.26 18.60 
0.4 1.2 2.52 4.28 32.06 
0.5 1.45 3.68 5.00 43.75 
0.6 1.68 4.94 
0.8 2.11 7.79 
1.0 2.48 10.76 
2.0 3.73 24.35 
4.0 4.67 38.17 
6.0 4.92 42.36 
Table 3.2. Ignition system charge times. 
At 2200 rev/min it takes 0.075 ms for the crank shaft to rotate 1° and at 1800 
rev/min it takes 0.11 ms, so a very fast charge time was required if each spark from the 
multi-strike system was to have sufficient energy to ignite the ethanol. It can be seen from 
the table that after 0.11 ms the 12 volt system has stored approximately 0.19 mJ which is 
less the the minimum ignition energy required for ethanol. The 40 volt system, however, 
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has stored 2.2 mJ after 0.11 ms which is approximately tens times larger than the ignition 
energy thought to be required by the ethanol. 
40 
12 
+ irr 
Figure 3.4. Circuit diagram of ignition system. 
Spark 
gap 
For testing purposes the ignition system can be switched from the ignition timer 
control to continuous running. The power transistor generates large amounts of heat when 
running and a cooling fan was, therefore, switched on at all times when the ignition system 
was running. Owing to the high power of this system electrical and radio noise is 
generated, the effects of which were reduced by isolating the ignition timer from the 
ignition system with an opto-isolator and using screened leads wherever possible. 
However, the ignition timer logic was disrupted by interference on occasions. 
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Figure 3.5. Circuit diagram of ignition system control logic. 
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Figure 3.6. Timing interface circuit diagram. 
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3.4.3 Timing interface. 
To allow complete flexibility over control of the ignition timing, the ignition system 
was controlled from a timing interface. This received degree crank angle and bdc signals 
from the shaft encoder and a series of TTL down counters and switches enabled the 
ignition timing and duration to be set. The box that contained the timing interface had three 
bnc sockets, one was connected to the °CA line from the encoder and was for connection to 
a counter/timer which displayed the frequency of the °CA pulses. The other two bnc 
sockets were connected to the bdc marker and the ignition signal and could be connected to 
an oscilloscope, bdc normally being used as the sweep trigger. A circuit diagram is shown 
in figure 3.6. 
3.5 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM. 
3.5.1 Overview. 
The computer used for pressure data capture and some limited data processing is a 
Sirton micro-computer, which is based around a Z80A central processing unit. Two 
floppy disc drives and a 12 bit analogue to digital converter are incorporated into the case. 
The Sirton runs CPM as its operating system. The computer is linked to a Televideo 925 
terminal and also an Epson FX-100 + dot matrix printer. Software can be run on the Sirton 
to make it emulate a Prime terminal thus allowing transfer of data files from the Sirton to a 
Prime mainframe computer. A schematic of the computer system is shown in figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7. Schematic of the computer system. 
3.5.2 Data acquisition software. 
The main use of the Sirton micro-computer was for recording in-cylinder pressures 
from the engine. To do this three signals were fed into the computer, bdc, crank angle and, 
via the analogue to digital converter, the pressure reading from the charge amplifier. The 
bdc signal was connected to one of the input ports and the degree crank angle signal was 
connected to the Z80 interrupt line. When the data acquisition system (DAS) was initialised 
and set to sample, the software waits until a bdc pulse was received. This triggered the 
Z80 to run in interrupt mode. Thus every time a CA signal was received the digital output 
of the analogue to digital converter was read and stored in memory. This process 
continued until the required number of samples had been acquired. The data could then be 
stored on disc and later transferred to a Prime computer for analysis. The data acquisition 
system commands are given in table 3.3. 
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Command Action 
CPM Returns control to CPM 
Directory 
Display data 
Erase file(s) 
Help 
Initialise 
Kill data 
Maximum population 
Monitor 
Quit current session 
Sampling 
Directory listing of current default drive 
Display current data file in memory 
Erase selected directory file(s) 
This "help" facility 
Initialise a DAS sampling session 
Request to abandon data file in memory 
Display maximum population available 
Monitor the analogue channel input 
Quit the current configured session 
DAS sampling session [default] 
WDTF Write data to disc file 
Table 3.3. Data acquisition system command summary. 
3.5.3 Software modification. 
Originally the data acquisition software was written for a robot monitoring 
application and had the facility to monitor several input channels. As a consequence it ran 
too slowly for data acquisition from the engine. The maximum sampling rate was 
approximately 8 kHz. To sample at every degree of crank angle with the PHI running at 
full speed, 2200 rev/min, the sampling rate had to be increased to 13.2 kHz. The data 
acquisition system was also slowed by the need to manipulate the incoming 12 - bit pieces 
of data and store them in compacted form in 8- bit memory locations to optimise the 
memory usage. 
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Figure 3.8. Sequential compression of data 
The software already operated a system for compressing the data so the memory 
was used efficiently so as the largest number of cycles could be recorded, (figure 3.8), but 
this was rather inefficient time-wise, so the DAS program, written in CPM assembly 
language, was rewritten to increase the sampling speed. The data is now recorded in non- 
sequential order as in figure 3.9. This requires fewer commands to execute and so 
increases the sampling rate. 
048 12 bits 048 bits 
1 st 
2 nd 
Al A2 A3 
BI B2 B3 
Al A2 
A3 B3 
BI B2 
address I 
Two pieces of 12-bit 
pressure data A and B 
Order allocated 
to 8-bit memory 
address 2 
address 3 
Figure 3.9. Non-sequential compression of data. 
After sampling is completed the data is re-arranged in to sequential order before 
transfer to disc. Routines that look at different A to D output ports were also removed and 
the code made as time efficient as possible. This raised the sampling rate to 14 kHz which 
meant that data recordings could be made at engine speeds of up to 2300 rev/min. The 
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system has enough available memory to record just over 36000 pieces of data which is 
equivalent to 50 consecutive engine cycles. 
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Chapter 4. COMPUTER MODELLING. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION. 
Combustion in internal combustion engines occurs in a three dimensional, time- 
dependent, turbulent flow, with a fuel consisting of hydrocarbons and additives with a 
poorly understood combustion chemistry. The combustion chamber shape is a variable and 
the heat transfer from it is difficult to predict. The combustion process may be modeled 
although this is normally only one part of a simulation of an internal combustion engine 
cycle. However, all aspects of the cycle are directly influenced by the combustion process. 
Combustion models can be categorized into three groups as suggested by Bracco 
(18), in order of increasing complexity they are; 
1. Zero-dimensional models (sometimes called phenomenological or thermodynamic 
models). These use an empirical heat release model such as used by Krieger and 
Borman (19) in which time is the only independent variable. 
2. Quasi-dimensional models (or entrainment models). These use a separate submodel 
for turbulent combustion to derive a heat release model. 
3. Multi-dimensional models. These models solve numerically the equations for 
mass, momentum, energy and species conservation in one, two or three 
dimensions, in order to predict the flame propagation. 
All three types of models are of use in estimating engine efficiency, performance 
and-emissions. Combustion models of the type 1 and 2 are easily incorporated into 
complete engine cycle simulations but do not take into account combustion chamber shape. 
Therefore, these two types of models are of most use as a design tool associated with 
development of a specific engine. Multi-dimensional models are of most use when 
combustion chamber shape is to be investigated but since computational time is long they 
are not commonly incorporated into full cycle simulations. 
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4.2 DATA HANDLING. 
Once the pressure data had been recorded and transferred to a Prime mainframe 
computer, they were analysed. For this research study extensive data handling and 
reduction programs were written in Fortran 77 on a Prime computer. Two of the programs 
calculate fuel burning rates from pressure/crank angle data. One was a comprehensive 
thermodynamic 2-zone model and the second was a simpler model using the Rassweiler 
and Withrow (20) technique to calculate mass fraction burnt. 
The data processing software was written in several stand alone Fortran programs, 
figure 4.1. These separately dealt with the data conversion, data reduction and graph 
plotting. Each program could run separately providing the necessary data input files were 
in existence. It was more normal however to run the programs under the control of a 
command input file, containing all the necessary commands to handle the files (open, close, 
spool and delete) and to transfer data between the Fortran programs. The command input 
files were created by the program COMMAND. F17 which prompted the user for the data 
analysis technique required and also for the engine operating conditions. Once created the 
command input file (@-PETTER. COMI) was run at the terminal or, if it were a particularly 
long job, run under the batch command. The command input file also produced a record of 
all the instructions carried out (file name @-JOBRECORD) so that if the job failed the fault 
could be traced. 
ICOMMANDI 
CONVERT II STATS 
IMEP I AKB-ANALYSIS I IR/W-ANALYSIS 
P/V-GRAPHS ý K/B-GRAPHS ý ýR/W-GRAPHS J 
P/VL-GRAPHS P/CA"GRAPHS 
Figure 4.1. Program hierarchy. 
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The pressure data files were recorded in bit values and were converted to absolute 
pressures. The data were scaled and the compression and expansion strokes isolated. The 
program to carry this out was CONVERT. F77. The program opened and read the bit data 
file. The value at tdc during valve overlap was located in each cycle and this value was 
assumed to be atmospheric pressure, this value was then used to scale the data. The 
conversion factor from bits to bar depended on the charge amplifier settings and the 
configuration of the analogue to digital convener. This information was requested by the 
program. The program allowed an output file to be created containing either each 
individual cycle or one typical cycle. The typical cycle was found by creating a cycle 
averaged from all cycles in the file, each cycle was then compared with the average cycle. 
The cycle with the minimum difference to the average cycle was then found and deemed to 
be the typical cycle. The typical cycle was representative of the incylinder pressure for each 
engine operating condition and was used for subsequent combustion analysis. The typical 
cycle was used for the analysis rather than the average cycle for two reasons. Firstly, the 
average cycle is a combination of many cycles so it produces a pressure time history of a 
combustion cycle that never happened during the test. Although if a large number of cycles 
were averaged (of the order of several hundred) use of the average cycle becomes more 
justifiable, however, during the tests described here only 50 cycles were recorded. 
Secondly, if the combustion process during a test is occurring in say two distinct ways; for 
example, several cycles with early peak pressure followed by cycles with late peak pressure 
the average cycle would be a combination of the two and produce a pressure/time history 
with two peaks. It would be clearly wrong to use such a cycle to draw any conclusion as 
to the processes occurring in the cylinder. 
The data could also be chopped so that only the pressures from inlet valve close 
(IVC, 141 °btdc) to exhaust valve open (EVO, 141 °atdc) on the combustion part of the 
cycle were filed. This was always carried out unless the data was to be used to plot a 
pressure volume diagram. The program also allowed any error in the encoder/crankshaft 
line up to be corrected for. The encoder offset was measured by motoring the engine and 
observing the in-cylinder pressure and the bdc signal from the encoder on an oscilloscope. 
Peak in-cylinder pressure should occur half way between two bdc pulses, if it did not the 
offset could be measured from the oscilloscope. This error could then be inputted and the 
data was then shifted forward or backward accordingly by the software. 
The files created by CONVERT. F77 could be plotted out as p/CA, p/V and 
logP/logV graphs or analysed. The pressure files could be analysed in four ways; indicated 
mean effective pressure calculation, statistical analysis, and mass fraction burnt, either by 
the Rassweiler and Withrow method or the Krieger and Borman heat release theory. 
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Statistical analysis of the pressure data was carried out by the program 
STATS. F77. This program picked out peak cycle pressures, earliest and latest peak 
pressure and the crank angle at which they occurred. Averages and standard deviations 
were also calculated. Appendix C4, C5 and C6 contain the statistical analysis of cylinder 
pressure data for several engine operating conditions. Cyclic dispersion, a measure of 
smoothness of running, was also calculated using: 
a=g- 
P 4.0 
The STATS. F77 program used a simple criteria, pressure at 30 °atdc less than 19 
bar, to determine if combustion had taken place. Although simple, the'test corresponded 
very well to cycles with a negative indicated mean effective pressure and was more 
economic on computer time in finding misfires. A comparison is shown in appendix C9. 
4.3 PRESSURE RISE ANALYSIS. 
4.3.1 Method. 
A pressure rise analysis technique as proposed by Rassweiler and Withrow (20) 
was used to analyse the cylinder pressure data. The steps in the Rassweiler and Withrow 
(R/W) method are as follows: 
1. Obtain pressure - time data. 
2. Determine the pressure rise caused by combustion, as distinct from the pressure rise 
attributed to the piston motion. 
3. Normalize the pressure rise data caused by combustion and assume that the fraction 
of total pressure rise from combustion is equal to the mass fraction burnt, assuming 
that the combustion is complete. 
Analysis of the pressure data by means of the Rassweiler and Withrow method 
enabled the mass fraction burnt to be calculated at each degree of crank angle. 'bis method 
relies on assuming the fraction of the total pressure rise due to combustion is equal to the 
mass fraction burnt. 
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Other assumptions made were that combustion was complete and that the 
compression and expansion processes could be treated as a polytropic process during 
which the polytropic index remained constant. In the original work by Rassweiler and 
Withrow the polytropic index was calculated before and after combustion. In the analysis 
used here however, the index was calculated from the compression stroke from 100° btdc 
to the start of ignition. Pressure and volume were known at each crank angle. The index 
was found by fitting a straight line to the data obtained from taking the log of the pressure 
and volume, the slope of this line was then equal to the polytropic index (n) in the 
relationship PVn = constant. 
The pressure rise owing to piston motion could then be subtracted from the total 
pressure rise, to give the pressure rise owing to combustion, as follows; 
V 
eP=(Pi+1 -Pl) " Pi(V 
r+ 1 4.1 
The pressure rise was then normalized to constant volume using; 
V. AP = ---I- AP cv 
tdc 4.2 
The pressure rise was normalized to the volume at tdc rather than the volume at 
ignition because the ignition timing was varied in the tests. Summation of the incremental 
pressure rise at constant volume produced a curve which was directly comparable to the 
mass fraction burnt. Combustion was assumed to be complete and was assumed to finish 
when the incremental pressure rise at constant volume went negative. The results were 
then scaled from 0 at ignition to 100% at the point where the pressure rise rate becomes 
negative to give the mass fraction burnt curve. 
One of the main weaknesses of this analysis was the assumption that all the fuel 
was burnt. If the engine were running very lean as was the case for a spark-assisted diesel 
engine, some misfiring and incomplete combustion occurred. So, it was important that this 
technique was only used when cyclic variation was low. 
The polytropic index is not constant in the real engine due to the increase in heat 
transfer at the higher temperatures caused by combustipn. The specific heat capacity of the 
gas also changes depending on temperature and composition. This will in turn affect the 
polytropic index. Although this was a simple analysis the mass fraction burnt curves were 
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comparable to those from a more comprehensive thermodynamic model as long as the 
engine was running smoothly and no misfiring occurred (21). 
4.3.2 Pressure rise analysis software. 
The methodology described in section 4.3.1 was incorporated into a program called 
R/W-ANALYSIS. F77. This carried out calculation of the polytropic index and the 
calculation of the pressure rise due to combustion. The combustion pressure rise results 
could either be scaled from 0-100% or printed directly as pressures. The times taken for 
1%, 10%, 50% and 90% of the charge to burn were computed. The results were printed 
out in tabular form of volume, incremental change in pressure, incremental combustion 
pressure rise and fraction burnt. The fraction burnt results were also written to a file (R/W- 
SUMSFILE) for subsequent use by a plotting program. A cycle summary was also printed 
giving 0-1%, 0-10%, 0-50% and 0-90% burnt times and maximum pressure rise rate. A 
listing of R/W-ANALYSIS. F77 is given in appendix B 1. 
4.4 EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS. 
The model used for the equilibrium calculations was the Krieger and Borman (K/B) 
heat release analysis. This model uses the first law of thermodynamics to calculate the 
quantity of fuel required to cause the pressure rise measured experimentally. The 
combustion chamber is split into two zones, burnt and unburnt, which are assumed to have 
similar pressures but all other parameters are different for each zone. This particular model 
required a means of calculating the heat transfer from the system. Woschni's correlation 
has been used (22). Woschni's heat transfer model requires the areas of the burnt and 
unburnt zones in contact with the cylinder wall to be known. To evaluate these areas a 
model of the geometry of the flame front has been produced (section 4.4.4). 
The theory used by Krieger and Borman assumes that the flame propagation is in 
the form of a thin flame front (combustion zone) which divides the combustion chamber 
into two zones. The combustion phenomenon in a spark-assisted diesel engine will 
propagate from the electrode gap into any combustible mixture in the combustion chamber. 
If injection were late and ignition early there was likely to be a high degree of stratification 
of the charge, in which case the propagating flame would follow a complicated path 
depending on the local mixture strength. The highly turbulent gas flow would, however, 
tend to reduce the stratification quickly. It is believed that no diffuse combustion occurs. 
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From this stand point application of a two zone model was justified. The flame front was 
modeled assuming it to be spherical in shape and that it remained centred on the spark plug 
electrodes. The heat release model required knowledge of the following: 
1. an experimental pressure-time diagram; 
2. expressions for the internal energy and gas constant of the products of the unburnt 
mixture; 
3. a correlation for the gas/wall heat transfer cocfficient; 
4. an estimate of the metal temperatures of the exposed cylinder surfaces; 
5. an estimate of the initial composition and mass of the gas in the cylinder just prior to 
combustion; 
6. data which describe the geometric design parameters of the engine. 
In the analysis no account was taken of reaction rates but this was of little 
significance as exhaust emission calculations were not required. If account were to be 
taken of exhaust emissions a third-zone, the thermal boundary layer around the burnt gas, 
would be needed to compute the masses of unbumt hydrocarbons. 
4.4.1 Derivation of equations. 
The two zone model used by Krieger and Borman makes the following 
assumptions: 
1. two distinct zones exist in the combustion chamber, the products of combustion and 
the unburnt air fuel mixture, which are separated by a thin flame front; 
2. a uniform pressure exists throughout the combustion chamber at any instant; 
3. the unburnt and burnt zones have different temperatures and an abrupt change in the 
temperature occurs at the name front; 
4. there is no dissociation in the unburnt region prior to combustion; 
5. the polytropic index of expansion is constant; 
6. the burnt and unburnt gases behave as semi-perfect gases. 
The total volume of the combustion chamber is the sum of the volumes of the two 
zones. 
V=V 
b+ 
Vu 
4.3 
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If the combustion chamber is considered a closed system, i. e. valve leakage and 
blow-by are neglected, then conservation of mass applies. 
M=Mb+Mu 
4,4 
and it follows that: 
Mb _Mu 4.5 
The burnt and unburnt zones are considered to be perfect gases at uniform 
temperature so the equations of state can be written for each zone and assuming the 
pressure of both zones are equal then: 
P= MbRbTb 1 Vb = MuRuTu 1 Vu 
4.6 
In-cylinder pressure is known so the rate of change of pressure is also known, 
differentiating logarithmicaly with respect to time gives; 
= 
Mýk 
+ 
ilb 
+ 
ýýb 
. 
ýrb 
p Mb Rb Tb Vb 4.7 
and 
MRTV 
L+_. u. _ JL 
pMRTV uuuu4.8 
If the first law is applied to the system this gives; 
Q'w-A 4.9 
So for the unburnt zone; 
Muu = -p\ +2 Qu. + huhu 
4.10 
and for the burnt zone; 
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M= -pVb + 
Qbi +huMb 
'al 4.11 
The heat transfer rates are summed over each heat exchanging surface (i. e. the 
cylinder area in contact with the burnt or unbumt region). The mean value of heat transfer 
coefficient for each zone is calculated from an empirical relationship so; 
Qui = huAui(Twi - u) 
and; 
Qb 
i= 
hb Ab 
i(TW, - 
Tb ) 
Equation 4.10 can be written as; 
(Mu +Mii)-.? 4(u uuuuuu 
or, 
4.12 
4.13 
pV 
ý- pV M u1 u 
u i=1 
PV TMT au 
MuRu Mu ; _1 
MuRu Ru DTu 
4.15 
Assuming i. to be small, equation 4.8 may be written as; 
M 
uu 
T=Tb-ü 
M 
'+T 
V puu 
u up Mu MuRu 
Substitution from 4.15; 
4.16 
4.17 
" au 
Tu = (ü2- + Qu; / (MuR u)) 
/ (R äT + 
p'uu 
4.14 
4.18 
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The rate of change of temperature in the unburnt zone may be derived from 
experimentally determined values of the rate of change of pressure. 
Combining equations 4.5 and 4.11 produces; 
Mbub+ Mbub - Ni (uu + RuTU) Qbi - PVb b i=1 
As; 
ub = f(P"Tb) 4.20 
Therefore; 
au au 
bj . 
bT 
b ap aT b 4.21 
So substituting 4.21 into 4.19 gives; 
1Vibub + Mb 
aaul 
p+ Mb 
auaT 
Tb 
- 
Mb(uu + RuTu) 
b 
=-V bi Pb 
i=1 4.22 
Assuming kb is small equation 4.7 gives; 
TTTb +Tb -l bbpbbVb 
4.23 
Which on substitution in to equation 4.22 produces; 
4.19 
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1VI u +M 
ab 
p+M -aub (T 
M --T -b+ 
V 
Tb -b"-)VI (u +R T' bb bap baT bp bM Vbu UU ' 
bbb 
Obi PVb 
i=1 4.24 
Differentiation of equation 4.3 gives; 
V=Vb+Vu 
4.25 
and on substitution from equation 4.7; 
V =V (- -- +ý)+V bu Mu Tu p 
4.26 
Equation 4.24 may be written using 4.26 to produce; 
M =' 
2 
b 
4.27 
Where; 
K =(MRY -pV)(i 
aub+1) 
1uu Rb aTb 
4.28 
aubMb aub V 
Y2 = pV(1 -++ u)+l Q Rb aTb v DP V i_1 bi 4.29 
RT au 
bb4.30 
The mass burning rate may be calculated from equation 4.27 from experimental 
values of pressure and rate of change of pressure. The value of rate of temperature change 
in the unburnt zone can be calculated from equation 4.18. Equation 4.26 may then be used 
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to calculate the rate of change in volume of the burnt zone and hence the rate of change of 
temperature of the products of combustion in the burnt zone from equation 4.23. 
At the ignition point the temperature of the products of combustion was assumed to 
be the adiabatic flame temperature. This was calculated from the specific enthalpy of the 
reactants and that of the products. 
hu(Tu, p, F) = hb(Tb, p, F) 4.31 
4.4.2 Heat transfer model. 
The heat transfer model used is that derived by Woschni which gives the heat 
transfer coefficient as a function of crank angle and includes the effects of convective heat 
transfer due to the piston motion and the combustion. 
H_ b 0.2P0.8T 0.53(C C+C (P - P) 
VsTI 
)0.8 1m20 PiV14.32 
4.4.3 Equilibrium analysis software. 
The Krieger and Borman theory has been coded in a program called K/B- 
ANALYSIS. F77. A listing of the program is given in appendix B2. The program consists 
of several subroutines which are accessed from the main program which controls the 
calculation sequence from inlet valve close to exhaust valve open in 1° steps. The main 
program can be repeated for up to 50 pressure cycles. The program accesses the 
subroutine DATAIN to obtain the operating conditions and the engine dimensions before 
reading the pressures from the data file. Subroutine CHARGE is called to calculate the 
mole fractions of the fuel air mixture and the equivalence ratio. The main subroutine STEP 
uses the Krieger and Borman theory to calculate the mass burnt, the burnt and unburnt gas 
temperatures and the volume of the burnt gas zone at each degree of crank angle using the 
improved Euler iteration technique. The thermodynamic properties of ethanol and air along 
with the flame geometry, derived from MODEL. F77, are contained in a DATA BLOCK 
module. This data is accessed by two subroutines PER and EQMD both written by Olikara 
and Borman (23). EQMD calculates the equilibrium mole fractions and the partial 
derivatives of the mole fractions with respect to temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio 
of the products of combustion. PER calculates the average molecular weight, gas constant 
and internal energy of the equilibrium products of combustion. The Woschni heat transfer 
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coefficient calculation is contained in the subroutine HTFR and is used along with the flame 
geometry data to calculate the heat transfer rate for the burnt and unburnt zones. 
4.4.4 Flame geometry model. 
For calculation of the heat transfer from the cylinder, the wall and piston areas in 
contact with the unburnt and burnt regions needed to be known. A program was written to 
model the propagating flame front and to calculate the wall and piston areas in contact with 
each zone (appendix C3). 
The model assumed the flame front to grow spherically from the spark plug 
electrodes. The flame front in spark-ignition engines is normally of a spherical form, but 
the actual flame front has a wrinkled form due to the gas motion in the cylinder. 
Since the intersection of a sphere, cylinder and a flat plain with a hemispherical 
depression in it is of a complex nature, the problem was solved by using a method of 
dividing up the space into 14600 pyramidal elements. The volume and base area of each 
element was then calculated and summed to give the total areas and volumes of the regions 
at various crank angles and flame radii. 
The burnt fraction volume was calculated from the Krieger and Borman analysis at 
each step in crank angle. Thus from a knowledge of this, the piston position and the 
engine geometry and assuming the flame front to be spherical, the burnt and unburnt 
surface areas could be calculated. 
The angles omega and alpha in the diagram below were scanned in one degree 
increments as reducing the step size further increased computation time dramatically but the 
increase in accuracy was small, figure 4.2. 
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The program calculated the distance from the spark plug to a surface for all values 
of omega and alpha, depending on the length of each vector it was be determined whether 
the vector fell in the burnt or unburnt region. Four adjacent vectors were then used to 
calculate the volume and base area they form as a pyramid, these could then be summed to 
give the total area and volume for each region, figure 4.3. 
delta 
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spark plug VL1 
position beta 
gamma 
VL3 \VL2 
VL4 
Figure 4.3. Pyramidal element. 
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The solution produced from the program was in a tabular form of crank angle and 
flame radius with calculated values of the unburnt contact area, the burnt contact area, the 
burnt volume and the flame front area. These values were then incorporated in to the 
Krieger and Borman analysis program as a look up table, the solution being found by using 
the nearest approximations and interpolating between them. Graph 4.1 shows how the area 
of the flame front separating the unbumt and burnt zones varies with flame radius and 
crankangle. 
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Graph 4.1. Flame radius/flame front area. 
4.5 DATA VERIFICATION. 
In order to scale and verify the data recorded from the engine a technique reported 
by Brown (24) was used. This assumes that, if the expansion and compression processes 
are polytropic, a graph of logP/logV will be a straight line. Any error in assigning the 
atmospheric pressure will cause the line to deviate from a straight line. The data from the 
engine was thus processed to check the assignment of the atmospheric pressure. From 
these results it was found satisfactory to assume that the pressure at tdc, when both exhaust 
and inlet valves were open, corresponded to atmospheric pressure. The value of the 
polytropic index during compression was also calculated and found to be satisfactory. 
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Chapter 5. ENGINE OPERATING ENVELOPE. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION. 
The area of operation on the power/speed characteristic for diesel engines is limited 
by a combination of thermal, stress and emission limits. This area is referred to as the 
operating envelope. The limiting factors are discussed below for the diesel engine and the 
spark-assisted diesel engine operating on alcohol. 
5.2 DIESEL OPERATING ENVELOPE. 
The power and speed combinations are limited for a diesel engine as shown in 
figure 5.1. The six limitations are given bellow. 
1. The idle speed is normally dependant on the kinetic energy stored in the 
flywheel being sufficient to compress the incoming charge on the compression stroke. The 
minimum idle speed is also dependant on sustaining a high enough temperature for 
compression-ignition and is limited by unbumt fuel impinging on to the cylinder walls and 
causing lubrication oil dilution and emission problems. 
2. Smoke generation is caused by over fueling the engine so that the mixture is 
approaching or exceeding the stoichiometric ratio. This causes free carbon to form which 
is visible in the exhaust as smoke. The particulate formation prevents high torques being 
generated at low engine speeds. 
3. The exhaust temperature may be a limit on the engine operation. This limit is 
about 700 - 800 OC and is associated with the maximum allowable metal temperatures to 
prevent damage resulting from excessive thermal stress. 
4. Maximum in-cylinder pressure imposes a limit. This is dependent on the engine 
design, mechanical strength of the components, maximum allowable bearing loads, and the 
pressure limit for the gasket seal. 
5. If fitted, turbo-charger speed may be a limit to the envelope. 
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6. Engine speed is the final operating limit. The speed limit will be fixed by a 
combination of valve gear dynamics, burning duration, bearing loads, reciprocating forces 
from the piston motion and a fall off in volumetric efficiency. 
gain in torque 
at low speed 
125% P max I limit 
thermal 
100% limit thlermal 
imit 
Gas oil 
u 75% 
envelope /smoke 
limit 
b 
SO% idle Alcohol 
speed envelope 
limit 
25 
0 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Max rated engine speed 
Figure 5.1. Operating envelope. 
max speed 
limit 
125% 
5.3 SPARK-ASSISTED DIESEL OPERATING ENVELOPE. 
The spark-assisted diesel engine is not necessarily limited by the same parameters 
as the gas oil engine. If it is of the same design and construction then idle and maximum 
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speed limits, turbo-charger speed and maximum pressure will be the same, but cylinder 
pressure and exhaust temperature values may lie at different load speed points either 
allowing more or less power to be produced. The smoke limit is not a problem as alcohols 
burn with a particularly clean flame and low speed torque can be increased, possibly up to 
the exhaust temperature limit. 
5.4 SPARK-ASSISTED DIESEL TRUE OPERATING ENVELOPE. 
For this project it was decided not to exceed the gas oil maximum cylinder pressure 
(measured at full load and speed on gas oil) or to exceed the manufacturer's specified 
power outputs. The engine was, however, limited by the cylinder head temperature. This 
limit was found during initial trials of the engine. Thermal stress cracks developed from 
the inlet and exhaust ports, across the valve seats to the injector hole. A third crack ran 
across the inlet valve seat to the hole for the spark plug. See plate 5.1. Other damage 
apparently caused by heavy knocking was apparent on the piston crown, see plate 5.2. 
Eating away of the edge of the piston is indicative of severe knock damage. These high 
temperatures were also thought to have caused the spark plug to fail on one occasion. 
Impact damage caused by the ceramic and earth electrode from the spark plug can be seen 
in both plates. The spark plug suffers from high thermal load due to the high compression 
ratio, multi-spark current and the long protrusion of the electrodes into the combustion 
chamber. 
Investigation of damage to the cylinder head revealed cracks that had developed due 
to the high metal temperatures. The grey cast iron used to cast the cylinder head is liable to 
crack if subjected to cyclic stresses at temperatures above 350 °C. To prevent the 
recurrence of this problem, a thermocouple was installed in the cylinder head so that the 
head temperature could be continuously monitored and be kept below 350 °C. The 
thermocouple was positioned so only 1 mm of metal separated it from the combustion 
chamber in order to give a good indication of the bulk metal temperature whilst not be 
subjected to the cycle to cycle temperature variations due to the cyclic nature of the 
combustion process. The cylinder head temperature now forms part of the operating 
envelope under some operating conditions. 
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Plate 5.1. Cracks in damaged cylinder head. 
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Plate 5.2. Damaged piston crown. 
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Chapter 6. OPTIMISATION AND PERFORMANCE. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION. 
Once the earlier problems of running the Petter PHI as a spark-assisted diesel 
engine had been overcome, two test programmes were carried out at the following speeds 
and loads, test series ETH at 1800 rev/min 5.6 kW and test series ETH3 at 1500 rev/min 
4.0 kW. 
The ETH series of tests were carried out to investigate the effect of injection and 
ignition timings on the overall performance of the engine. The engine was run at 1800 
rev/min and at 5.6 kW on ethanol (5.6 kW is the maximum rated output at 1800 rev/min on 
gas oil) with a multiple spark. This test series would thus give a comparison of the brake 
specific fuel consumption (bsfc), cyclic dispersion and other parameters, between the 
engine running on ethanol and running on gas oil at the corresponding maximum 
continuous rating at 1800 rev/min. The speed of 1800 rev/min was chosen rather than the 
maximum speed of the engine in order to reduce the cyclic dispersion to an acceptable level. 
It was found difficult to obtain smooth running of the engine at full rated speed and power. 
The second series of tests (ETH3) were carried out over a range of injection and 
ignition timings in order to investigate the burning rate of the fuel-air mixture. The engine 
speed was 1500 rev/min with a load of 4.0 kW and a single spark used for the ignition. 
The maximum load for the engine operating on gas oil at 1500 rev/min is 4.7 kW. Part 
load running of the engine is known to promote the distinctive two stage burning curves 
observed in spark-assisted diesel engines. The speed was reduced below that for the first 
series of tests to reduce the cyclic dispersion. Cyclic dispersion had to be low since the 
engine was governed and it was proposed to carry out a cycle by cycle analysis where it is 
assumed equal amounts of fuel are injected per cycle. This assumption is clearly not true if 
the engine is governed but if the cyclic dispersion is low the rack movement will be small 
and hence the quantity of fuel injected per cycle will nearly be constant. The engine was 
run without a governor but if a single misfire or an incomplete bum took place the engine 
speed dropped and the engine could not recover the original speed and load values. This 
lead to the abandonment of the cycle by cycle analysis and a typical cycle was used instead 
for combustion analysis. It was still important for the cyclic dispersion to be low, as the 
typical cycle was taken from a relatively small number of cycles (50). 
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The injection and ignition timings were varied to extreme values in both test series 
to determine the operating area on the injection/ignition timing map. The two tests covered 
approximately the same area on the map except that in the ET}13 tests ignition timing could 
be advanced by 10° over that for the Eli-I tests before the onset of knock and high cylinder 
head temperatures. This was owing to the fact that the E'TH3 tests were operated at a lower 
brake mean effective pressure (bmep) . Once the extreme limits of the operating area were 
defined the injection and ignition timing ranges were reduced to specify a grid of test points 
that covered the operating area. At each test point air and fuel flow, temperatures and in- 
cylinder pressure were recorded. 
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE. 
Considering the potential installations of this type of engines (stationary and 
constant speed) it was decided that the engine be optimised for best brake specific fuel 
consumption. The factors listed below are variables in the optimisation equation for best 
fuel economy in the spark-assisted diesel engine: 
Spark plug electrodes; width and location with respect to the injector, 
Spark plug type; heat rating and reach, 
Spark energy, 
Ignition timing, 
Ignition duration, 
Injection pressure; affects fuel atomisation and penetration, 
Injection timing, 
Injection duration, 
Injector spray pattern. 
There are also physical limitations restricting the operating envelope: 
Cylinder head temperature. 
Engine speed. 
Maximum in-cylinder pressure. 
The ignition and injection timings have the greatest effect on optimisation. The 
other variables were, therefore, fixed to reduce the number of possible combinations to a 
manageable proportion. The electrode gap was set at 0.5 mm, a larger gap caused excess 
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electrical noise, which resulted in interference on the TTL logic timing circuit thereby 
affecting the ignition timing. The plug type, NGK BE527YII (electrode reach 12 mm), 
was retained throughout the optimisation exercise as this proved satisfactory for stable 
combustion during earlier tests using several plugs of differing electrode reach. The 
injector used was the standard type for the Petter PHI engine and no attempt was made to 
increase the nozzle size or change the nozzle spray pattern. The injection pressure was 
increased marginally from 200 bar up to 220 bar, to give better atomisation of the fuel. The 
standard injector was a Bryce FC99208 NSDLAO 67D 0469. The nozzle had three holes 
of 0.26 mm and a cone angle of 130° (Bryce part number DCG 042 HL130S26C175P3). 
The engine ran unthrottled at all times. 
Initial experimentation had established the need for a multi-strike period of 12° to 
reduce misfiring and the ETH series of tests were carried out at this value. The coil charge 
and discharge time were varied during the first test run to determine the times required to 
minimize cyclic dispersion in cylinder pressure. The times determined were then f ixed and 
used throughout the remaining ETH tests. The ignition system used a 556 timer as a 
square wave generator to control the switching of the ignition transistor. The timer ran 
continuously and so when an ignition signal from the timing interface was sent to the 
ignition system it was possible for the timer to be in any part of its chargeldischarge cycle. 
This had the effect of introducing a time delay of variable length between the ignition signal 
and the first spark. At the engine this manifested itself as a cycle to cycle variation in the 
ignition timing. The ignition system was redesigned to overcome this problem by using the 
ignition signal to switch the 556 timer on, thus the timer would always start at a particular 
point in its cycle and there would be no cycle to cycle variation in ignition timing. This 
improvement in the design of the ignition system enabled the ETH3 series of tested to be 
completed using a single spark. 
6.3 MAPPING OF OPERATING AREA. 
For the research programme the limits of the operating envelope had to be found. 
This involved initial testing with the engine to find the extreme limits of the injection and 
ignition timings. The limits of the injection and ignition timings are shown in figure 6.1 for 
the ETH3 operating conditions. Two obvious limits exist, that the injection and ignition 
must occur before top dead centre and injection must start before the spark is struck. It was 
in fact possible to run the engine with ignition and injection timings nearly equal but the 
engine ran extremely roughly. The limits restricting timings further in this area where, 
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maximum cylinder pressure, late burning (i. e. peak pressure occurring late in the expansion 
stroke), knocking and misfiring. At retarded ignition timings the engine ran in an unstable, 
irregular manner. The limit on ignition advance was primarily limited by cylinder head 
temperature. Injection timings had less well defined limits, retarded injection timings gave 
unstable running, high pressure rise rates and high peak pressures. At advanced injection 
timings misfiring and eight stroking occurred. 
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Figure 6.1. Satisfactory injection and ignition timings for 
ETH3 test series operating conditions. 
The operating area extended from 40 to 80 °btdc for the injection timing, for both 
the ETH and ETH3 test series. Ignition timing limits though were different for each test 
series, 16 to 26 °btdc for ETH and 15 to 35 °btdc for ETH3. 
Test points for the ETI-I series were then defined at 10° steps in injection timing and 
2° steps in ignition timing giving 30 test points. Once the area was defined it was then 
possible to test the engine at each specific injection and ignition timing. Engine operating 
conditions and in-cylinder pressures were recorded at each point. However, some 
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combinations of timing produced inconsistent running and so were not recorded. these 
were 40/24,40/26 and 50/16, where the first number refers to the injection timing and the 
second number refers to the ignition timing. This method of quoting the injection timing 
before the ignition timing will be used subsequently in the text. The operating conditions 
recorded during the ETI-i tests are given in appendix C2. 
The test area for the ETH3 tests was divided up in to 5° steps for both the injection 
and ignition timings giving 25 test points, the engine was run at all the injection and 
ignition timings and the data recorded is given in appendix C3. 
6.4 FULL LOAD TEST SERIES. 
6.4.1 Brake specific fuel consumption for gas oil. 
After modification to convert the engine to spark assistance a base line test was 
carried out using gas oil, so as comparisons could be drawn between operation on ethanol 
and operation on gas oil. Knowing the brake power of the engine and the volumetric fuel 
flow rate it was possible to calculate the brake specific fuel consumption. The brake 
specific fuel consumption given by the manufacturer could not be used, as the engine 
compression ratio was lowered when the engine was modified and the new fuel pump has a 
larger diameter plunger and different cam profile, so the fuel injection rate was different. 
The operation of the spark-assisted diesel on gas oil needed to be tested so as to check the 
ability of the engine to be run in the original configuration and to assess the multifuel 
capability of the engine. The engine was run on gas oil with a spark plug installed but the 
ignition system was turned off. The engine was tested with injection timings in the range 
20 to 32 °btdc in 2° increments. This range brackets the original injection timing set by the 
manufacturer of 28 °btdc. The test records are give in appendix Cl. Graph 6.1 shows the 
effect of injection timing on the brake specific fuel consumption for the converted engine 
running on gas oil. The manufacturer's brake specific fuel consumption at 1800 rev/min, 
5.6 kW, injection 28 °btdc was 0.266 kg/kWh. The gas oil tests on the converted engine 
gave a minimum brake specific fuel consumption of 0.288 kg/kWh at an injection timing 
of 26 °btdc at the same speed and load conditions. This reduction in brake specific fuel 
consumption as compared to the original engine specification is to be expected due to the 
reduction in the compression ratio. 
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Graph 6.1. Influence of injection timing on bsfc of converted 
PH1 engine running on gas oil, full load test; 1800 rev/min, 
5.6 kW. 
6.4.2 Brake specific fuel consumption for ethanol. 
All values of brake specific fuel consumption from the ETH and ETH3 tests have 
been converted to gas oil equivalent on an energy basis, to make them directly comparable 
with conventional diesel engines using, 
bsfc 
energy densityett, anol = bsfc ethanol energy density gas oil energy equiv. 
gas oil 
-6.0 
Graph 6.2 shows the influence of injection and ignition timing on the brake specific 
fuel consumption. From the graph it can be seen that there is an area of low brake specific 
fuel consumption at timings of 50° injection and 20°"24° ignition. At ignition timings later 
than 20° the injection timing has the dominant effect on brake specific fuel consumption i. e. 
the contours lines are running horizontally, where as, at earlier ignition timings than 20° 
injection timing has minimal effect. The actual percentage change from 50/24 to 80/24 
(injection/ignition) is 14%. The test minimum was at 50/22 at a value of 0.263 kg/kWh 
(gas oil equivalent). The overall shape of the contours is valid, however, some values of 
brake specific fuel consumption have been extrapolated from neighbouring readings. 
Extrapolated values have been used at 40/24,40/26 and 50/16 where no engine tests were 
actually carried out. Values on the other graphs for the ETH test series have also been 
extrapolated at these test points. Fuel flowrate was measured in 15 ml volumes and three 
readings were taken at each test point to minimize any measurement errors. 
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Graph 6.2. Influence of injection and ignition timing on bsfc 
from ETH tests. Lines of constant bsfc gas oil energy 
equivalent shown (kg/kWh). 
The brake specific fuel consumption for ethanol compares well with the gas oil 
figures. It gives a 1.12% improvement in brake specific fuel consumption as compared to 
the engine manufacturer's specification and a 8.7% improvement in brake specific fuel 
consumption over the modified engine operating on gas oil. The corresponding brake 
thermal efficiency at 50/22 was 30.1%. Since brake thermal efficiency is calculated from 
fuel consumption it follows that the brake thermal efficiency map will be comparable to the 
brake specific fuel consumption map. 
6.4.3 Cyclic dispersion. 
The influence of injection and ignition timings on cyclic dispersion in maximum 
cycle pressure (equation 4.0) is shown in graph 6.3. A minimum value of cyclic 
dispersion of 0.0382 occurs at 50/26, there is also another low of 0.121 at 50/20. The 
50/26 area of low cyclic dispersion is close to the area of minimum brake specific fuel 
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consumption, this is to be expected, as if the cycle to cycle variation is low, less fuel will 
be wasted from incomplete combustion and from increasing the fuel flow (via the 
governor) to accelerate4 the engine back to speed after a misfire. Thus an optimum timing 
of 50/24 can be given in order to give minimum brake specific fuel consumption and also a 
low cyclic dispersion. The value of cyclic dispersion at 50/24 is 0.0396 The minimum 
cyclic dispersion with gas oil at the same speed and load was 0.016 
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Graph 6.3. Influence of injection and ignition timing on cyclic 
dispersion from ETIH tests. Lines of constant cyclic 
dispersion shown (*10). 
6.4.4 Exhaust temperature. 
The effect of injection and ignition timings on the exhaust gas temperature is shown 
in graph 6.4. The lowest exhaust temperature is 300 °C which occurs at 50/22. The area 
marked by the 310 °C contour corresponds to the shape of the lowest value of the brake 
specific fuel consumption contour. From the orientation of the contours it appears that 
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between injection timings of 40 and 60 °btdc, injection timing has the dominant effect on 
exhaust temperature. At injection timings between 60 and 80 °btde, the contour lines arc 
more horizontal, hence in this region ignition timing has the most influence over the 
exhaust temperature as is the case in a conventional spark-ignition engine. This leads to the 
assumption that between injection timings of 40 and 60 °btdc injection timing has the 
dominant effect on the combustion process, whereas between injection timings of 60 to 80 
°btdc ignition timing controls the combustion process. 
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Graph 6.4. Influence of injection and ignition timing on 
exhaust temperature from ETI! tests. Lines of constant 
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The exhaust temperature for gas oil with an injection timing of 26 °btdc was 370 °C, 
so at optimum brake specific fuel consumption (50/24) the engine when fueled on ethanol 
under the same speed and load condition is running with a cooler exhaust temperature of 
305 °C. 
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6.4.5 Head temperature. 
68 
The influence of injection and ignition timing on the cylinder head temperature is 
shown in graph 6.5. A minimum temperature of 214 °C occurs at 60/20. In the lower half 
of the graph between ignition timings of 22 and 26 °btdc the head temperature appears to be 
relatively independent of injection timing, thus the contours in this region have a horizontal 
trend. At very early ignition timings energy release occurs earlier, so a larger proportion of 
the energy released by the burning fuel is transferred to the cylinder head. 
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Graph 6.5. Influence of injection and ignition timing on 
cylinder head temperature from ETii tests. Lines of constant 
temperature shown (°C). 
At late ignition timings the head temperature is lower and the exhaust temperature is 
higher. The cylinder head temperature with gas oil at an injection timing of 26 °btdc was 
234 °C. At the minimum brake specific fuel consumption timings of 50/24 with the engine 
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when fueled on ethanol the head temperature was 238 °C. So there is little difference in the 
cylinder head temperature when operating on the different fuels. 
It can be seen at this speed and load condition that the head temperature was well 
below 350 °C (the thermal limit of the cylinder head metal) but at higher speeds and loads 
the head temperature was obviously higher. It was found that once the bulk head 
temperature exceeded approximately 280 °C the head temperature did not stabilize, and 
increased until the engine had to be closed down to prevent it exceeding 350 °C. This is 
explained by realizing that when the head temperature is greater then 280 °C some portion 
of the combustion chamber surface or the spark plug electrodes, (which would be at a 
higher temperature than the bulk cylinder head temperature) must exceed the spontaneous 
ignition temperature of ethanol, 400 T. The spark plug electrodes could in fact get 
overheated due to their long reach causing inadequate heat transfer from the tip. Once this 
temperature occurred in the combustion chamber, pre-ignition and/or knocking was 
induced and the engine begin to operate independently of the spark in a glow ignition 
mode. Once this started it escalated and caused the whole head temperature to increase 
quickly. That is not to say glow ignition cannot be used with this type of engine, Kumar 
(25) converted a similar engine to the PHI to glowplug ignition and obtained satisfactory 
operation of the engine. Kumar did however use a later injection timing of 30 °btdc and the 
engine was a water cooled version so the heat transfer rate from the cylinder head was 
probably higher, so helping to maintain acceptable metal temperatures in the cylinder head. 
6.5 PART LOAD TEST SERIES. 
In order to understand the combustion phenomenon in a spark-assisted diesel 
engine the part load test pressure data files were analysed using the Krieger and Borman, 
and the Rassweiler and Withrow techniques. Graphs 6.7,6.8,6.9 and 6.10 show the 0- 
1%, 0-10%, 0-50% and the 1-90% combustion pressure rise times for the Rassweiler and 
Withrow technique. The original pressure data recorded at injections of 80° btdc were not 
analysed due to malfunction of the pressure transducer. The pressure rise times for both 
techniques are tabulated in appendix C7 and C8. 
6.5.1 Comparison of analysis techniques. 
From the graphs produced of the fraction burnt data for each analysis technique 
there appears to be good correlation between both methods. Graph 6.6 shows the 
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equilibrium analysis times plotted against the pressure rise analysis times. The points on 
graph 6.6 lie above the lie of slope one which indicates that the pressure rise analysis times 
are consistently predicted to be longer than the equilibrium analysis times. Over estimation 
of the heat transfer coefficient would have this effect, because the model would demand 
more fuel to be burnt per unit crankangle to compensate for a high heat transfer rate. That 
both these analysis show a similar trend it can be assumed that the burning parameters are 
representative of what is happening in the combustion chamber. 
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Graph 6.6. Comparison of burn times for pressure rise 
analysis (R/W) and heat release analysis (K/B). 
6.5.2 0-1% burn times. 
Graph 6.7 shows the effect of injection and ignition timings on the 0-1% pressure 
rise times evaluated by the Rassweiler and Withrow technique. The 0-1% burn period 
represents the flame kernel establishment period as suggested by Johns (26). The slight 
incline of the surface shows that the ignition timing has more effect on increasing the 0-1% 
time than the injection timing. The flame establishment period remains almost constant 
regardless of the injection timing, whereas the flame establishment period tends to increase 
as the ignition timing is advanced. So in the early stages of combustion the ignition timing 
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is more dominant than the injection timing in controlling the ignition delay and flame 
establishment. 
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Graph 6.7. Effect of injection and ignition timing on the 0-1 
% burn time from ET113 tests. 
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6.5.3 0-10% burn times. 
72 
The 0-10% period is representative of the initial part of the combustion process 
where the flame has been established and is expanding away from the electrode gap. The 
slope of the surface suggests that a combination of early injection and early ignition timings 
are required for long 0-10% bum times, whereas both late injection and late ignition 
timings are required for short durations of the 0-10% period. The features of the 0-1% and 
the 0-10% surfaces are very similar showing how the 0-10% bum duration is dominated by 
the first stage (0-1%) of the combustion process. 
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Graph 6.8. Effect of injection and ignition timing on the 0.10 
% burn time from ETH3 tests. 
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6.5.4 0.50% burn times. 
The effect of ignition and injection timings on the 0-50% combustion pressure rise 
time is shown in graph 6.9. The graph shows how the injection timing is now more 
dominant than the ignition timing i. e. the surface slopes upward from front right to back 
left. The duration of this part of the combustion is more influenced by the injection timing. 
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Graph 6.9. Effect of injection and ignition timing on the 0.50 
% burn period from ETH3 tests. 
6.5.5 1-90% burn times. 
Graph 6.10 shows the effect of injection and ignition timings on the 1-90% 
combustion pressure rise times. The 1-90% period represents the duration of the 
combustion of the main portion of the charge neglecting the delay and flame establishment 
periods and the final slower stages of combustion. The highest point on the surface is at 
advanced injection timings and retarded ignition timings. At these timings the main 
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combustion part of cycle after flame establishment is longest in duration. The lowest point 
occurs at retarded injection and advanced ignition timings where the 1-90% time is shortest. 
Injection timing, that is the mixture preparation period, has the main effect during this part 
of the combustion. This orientation of the surface indicates that the 1-90% burn times are 
mainly controlled by the mixture preparation period i. e. the time between injection and 
ignition. With a long delay between injection and ignition (eg 70/15) the 1-90% burn 
period is longer than with a short delay (eg 40/35). This can be explained by realizing that 
the longer the time between injection and ignition the less stratified and more homogeneous 
the mixture becomes and since flame speed decreases with falling equivalence ratio the 
combustion time increases. 
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Graph 6.10. Effect of injection and ignition timing on the 1- 
90 % burn time from ETH3 tests (Note the axes have been 
turned through 90° with respect to graphs 6.7,6.8 and 6.9). 
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The extremely short duration of combustion at 40/35 is most probably due to the 
highly stratified nature of the charge at this timing. Combustion may occur during injection 
since the injection period was measured to be 10-15° CA. At the timings of 40/35 the 1- 
90% period is extremely short (10 °CA) but the early portion of combustion (0-1%) takes 
22 "CA. This is no shorter than that of other combinations of injection and ignition 
timings. 
6.5.6 Summary of burn times. 
The way in which the injection and ignition timings effect the burning period is 
summarized in table 6.1. 
Injection Ign 0-1% 0-10% 0-50% 1-90% 
retarded retarded short short short med 
advanced retarded short long med long 
retarded advanced long long long med 
advanced advanced long short short short 
Table 6.1. Effect of injection and ignition timings on the burn 
duration for various parts of the combustion process. 
Figure 6.2 shows the trend in the combustion pressure rise times for various stages 
during the combustion. It appears that the ignition timing has the dominant effect on the 
initial stage of flame establishment and the injection timing has the dominant effect on the 0- 
50% pressure rise time. Combustion of the main portion of the charge (1-90%) requires 
earlier ignition timings and late injection timing for short durations. Early injection with 
late ignition results in long burning durations owing to the reduction of flame propagation 
velocity in the more homogeneous charge. 
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Graph 6.11. Lines of constant number of degrees crank angle between injection and ignition. 
Graph 6.11 shows lines of constant °CA between injection and ignition, the surface 
slopes up from right to left. Only the 1-90% stage of the combustion process has a slope 
of a similar orientation this indicates that this part of the combustion process is directly 
related to the duration of the mixing time which is dictates the homogeneity of the mixture. 
6.5.7 Mixing time influence. 
In order to see the effect of the time separating injection and ignition on the brake 
specific fuel consumption, graph 6.12 was plotted. The x-axis represents the number of 
"CA during which mixing of the air and fuel can take place (ie injection minus ignition 
timing). From the graph it can be seen that there is clearly an optimum number of degrees 
crank angle between injection and ignition in order to give the best brake specific fuel 
consumption. 20° degrees gives the lowest value of brake specific fuel consumption, the 
injection and ignition timings at this point are 50/30. The second lowest value of brake 
specific fuel consumption also occurs with a mixing time of 20° at 40/20. This suggests 
that optimisation of brake specific fuel consumption is not dependent on any particular 
injection or ignition timing but rather on the time taken for preparation of the mixture. 
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Graph 6.12. Effect of °CA between injection and ignition on bsfc. ETII3 
test series. 
The results from the ETH series (full load) of tests show a similar trend as graph 
6.12 but since the spread of ignition timing is smaller and absence of test sites there are 
only 3 pairs of results that share equal mixing times. That is there is less overlap of tests at 
different injection timings. 
6.5.8 Misfiring frequency. 
The effect of the mixing time on the number of misfires can be seen in graph 6.13. 
It can be seen that the occurrence of misfires increases as the time between injection and 
ignition is reduced. Short mixing times increase the cycle to cycle variations in mixture 
strength at the spark plug. So that the equivalence ratio at the spark plug is not always 
within the flammability limit (0.6-3.3) thus leading to misfiring. This misfiring is the 
contributory factor to the increase in brake specific fuel consumption as the mixing time is 
made shorter than 15-20 *CA. Longer mixing times lead to a more uniform mixture which 
is likely to remain within flammability limits irrespective of cycle to cycle variations in in 
cylinder turbulence. At the other extreme ie mixing times of 70 °CA no misfiring occurred 
even though at this timing the equivalence ratio of the charge was approaching the lean 
flammability limit of ethanol. The equivalence ratio increased at these longer mixing times 
thus offsetting the real in cylinder reduction in equivalence ratio due to thorough mixing of 
the air and fuel. 
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Graph 6.13. Effect of time between injection and ignition on the 
number of misfires in 50 consecutive cycles. ET113 test series. 
The cyclic dispersion as shown in graph 6.14 also increases as the time between 
injection and ignition is reduced. 
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Graph 6.14. Cyclic dispersion against time between injection and ignition. 
ETII3 test series. 
6.5.9 Examination of the fraction burnt curves. 
The pressure traces, the equilibrium analysis and pressure rise analysis fraction 
burnt curves are shown in appendix A. Making a visual examination of the fraction burnt 
curves for the equilibrium analysis and pressure rise analysis results shows that some of 
the curves have a distinctive shape. The fraction burnt curves of the tests 50/35,60/25, 
60/30,60/35 70/30 and 70/35 show a distinct change in combustion rate approximately 1/3 
to 1/2 the way through combustion of the charge. 
There is a distinction to be made between the two techniques in that the equilibrium 
analysis analysis calculates the fraction of the induced charge burnt. So cycles in which the 
fraction did not reach 1.0 indicated that not all of the fuel was burnt. The pressure rise 
analysis, however, gives the times for the fraction of the charge that was burnt and thus 
always reaches 100%, owing to the assumption of complete combustion. 
6.6 SUMMARY. 
The converted engine gave an improvement in brake specific fuel consumption of 
8.7% on an energy basis over that for gas oil. Cyclic dispersion of peak cylinder pressure 
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was more than twice as large as the dispersion measured when the engine was run on gas 
oil. 
The cylinder head temperatures between ethanol and gas oil were similar. The 
exhaust temperature, however, for ethanol was substantially lower than that for gas oil, this 
may be due to the faster combustion of the ethanol but then the head temperature would be 
expected to be higher. 
Internal inspection of the engine after the two series of tests, total running time time 
of approximately 50 hours, showed no undue wear or lacquering of the piston. 
The optimisation of the engine was on the premise that it would be a stationary 
installation and that speed and load would be constant. If variable speed and load are 
expected then timings would need to be optimised over all speed and load conditions. The 
best brake specific fuel consumption obtained in the ETH series of tests (1800 rev/min 5.6 
kW) was 0.263 kg/kWh at timings of 50/22, the minimum obtained during the ETH3 test 
series (1500 rev/min 4.0 kW) was 0.255 kg/kWh at timings of 50/30. For optimum brake 
specific fuel consumption at the lower speed the injection timing is, however, still the 
same. Contrary to what would be expected the ignition advance required is greater at the 
lower speed and load than at the higher speed and load. (NB leaner so slower burn ie more 
advance. ) If the engine were set up for variable speed and load, the ignition advance could 
easily be controlled by a conventional distributor centrifugal and vacuum advance 
mechanism. Injection advance would be more difficult to implement but may in fact be 
unnecessary. 
At very low speeds and loads, cycle to cycle variations may become very large. 
The volume of fuel injected would be small and the mixing of the fuel and air sufficient to 
cause the lower flammability limit of the mixture to be reached often. If the engine is 
governed it would oscillate between cycles with large volumes of fuel injected and full 
combustion and cycles where small volumes of fuel are injected and no combustion occurs. 
It may be that at these speed and load conditions injection timings would need retarding so 
less mixing of the fuel and air takes place. Repositioning of the spark gap nearer the spray 
may also be necessary to obtain stable running at low speed and load 
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Chapter 7. DISCUSSION. 
7.1 BURN TIME TRENDS. 
Figure 7.1 shows the operating area for four types of internal combustion engines 
plotted on axes representing equivalence ratio and homogeneity. The gasoline and diesel 
engines are fixed at particular locations on the diagram owing to their combustion systems. 
The area for the stratified engine is less well defined. The spark-assisted diesel engine 
however can be operated over a large area of the diagram depending on how it is tuned. 
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It is deduced that the spark-assisted diesel engine behaves more like a manifold 
injected or carburetted engine at well advanced injection timings, whereas the effects of a 
true compression-ignition engine are exhibited at late injection timings. At well advanced 
injection timings more fuel is needed to maintain the rated power. The overall (calculated) 
equivalence ratio is, therefore, increased and the flame establishment period and burn 
duration should in theory be reduced. Inspection of the burn time surfaces, however, 
shows no trend of shorter bum times at early injection timings but in fact the reverse, is the 
burn times are extended as the injection timing is advanced. The surface plots show that 
the long burning periods result from late ignition and early injection. The timings for 
maximum burn rate correspond to those for maximum fuel economy. The hypothesis that 
the spark-assisted diesel engine is operating in two modes is supported by the surface plots 
indicating burn rate. At well advanced injection timings a more nearly homogeneous fuel 
air mixture is formed with a low overall equivalence ratio, burning rates are therefore 
lower. With late injection timings the charge is still stratified in the vicinity of the injector 
and ignition occurs in a fuel rich region. The charge burns with a correspondingly higher 
flame speed even though the calculated equivalence ratio is lower than else where in the test 
area. Although reference has been made to equivalence ratio, this parameter is inadequate 
in defining the nature of the fuel air mixture in the spark-assisted diesel engine due to the 
combustion system used. 
With longer mixing times the homogeneity of the mixture increases so the flame 
speed will be lower as the true in combustion chamber equivalence ratio will be close to that 
calculated from the fuel and air flow rates. This effect is more dominant than the increase 
in calculated equivalence ratio owing to the drop in brake specific fuel consumption when 
mixing time is long. 
7.2 TWO STAGE BURN CURVES. 
7.2.1 Explanation. 
In chapter 6 it was observed that at several test sites the fraction burnt curves, for 
both the pressure rise analysis and the equilibrium analysis had a distinctive shape. Unlike 
combustion in a conventional gasoline engine where the mass fraction burnt curve is 
characteristically a Wiebe curve, some of the ethanol tests produced mass fraction burnt 
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curves having two distinct parts. The mass fraction burnt curves are shown in appendix A 
for the majority of injection and ignition timings. 
injection 
° btdc 40 50 60 70 80 
15 ---- 
20 ----- 
ignidon 25 --2 sb -- 
30 --2 sb 2 sb - 
35 2 sb 2 sb 2 sb - 
Table 7.1. Occurrence of two stage burns with respect to 
injection and ignition timings. ETI13 test series. 
The occurrence of these very developed two stage bum curves with respect to 
injection and ignition timings are shown in table 7.1. Test sites adjacent to those marked 
show a mild kink in the curve. Those further removed from the marked test sites show a 
more familiar Wiebe function mass fraction burnt curves. That is with the exception of 
40130 and 40135 where combustion of the mixture occurs during injection. Neither model 
can cope with such a situation and therefore the mass fraction burnt curves for these two 
test sites are of an unrealistic nature. The equilibrium analysis model would need to 
represent diffuse combustion in order to analyse the pressure data correctly. There is no 
doubt however that the combustion proceeds at a much faster rate at these two timings than 
at any other timings. 
A two stage burn is defined as the burning rate increasing, leveling off and then 
increasing again. In the cases of 60/25,60/30,60/35,50/35 and 70/35 the second stage of 
combustion occurs at approximately twice the rate of the first stage. In all cases the first 
peak on the burning rate curve is at about 2 %/CA and the transition from the first stage to 
the second stage occurs at about 20 % burnt. 
The two stage burn curves are caused either by an interaction between the 
propagating flame and the fuel plumes or by geometrical effects. 
The distinctive shape to the fraction burnt curves cannot be attributed to the 
misassignment of the reference pressure. This is because the equilibrium analysis show 
similar curves to the pressure rise analysis but the polytropic index (determined by the 
reference pressure) is only used in the equilibrium analysis to calculate the motoring 
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pressure to find the heat transfer rate. It can been shown that varying the heat transfer from 
the combustion chamber the mass fraction burnt curves are only slightly altered (26). 
The two crucial events that affect the way in which the flame propagates across the 
combustion chamber are the injection timing and the mixing time, that is the time in which 
the fuel and air are free to mix before the spark is struck. 
0 We 40 50 
injection 
60 70 80 
15 25 35 45 55 65 
20 20 30 40 50 60 
ignition 25 15 25 35 45 55 
30 10 20 30 40 50 
35 5 15 25 35 45 
Table 7.2. Number of degrees crank angle between injection 
and ignition with respect to injection and ignition timings. 
Values of the number of degrees between injection and ignition (calculated from 
injection timing minus ignition timing) are shown in table 7.2. Lines of constant number of 
degrees crank angle between injection and ignition have physical significance as the mixing 
time for the fuel and air before the start of combustion. So any engine parameters which, 
when plotted on the same axis as figure 6.11 have a similar slope to the lines in figure 
6.11, are closely related to the mixing time. The number obtained from adding the injection 
timing to the injection timing when plotted on graph 6.11 would give lines running across 
those already plotted, these values, however, have no real physical significance. 
It appears that mixing time is one of the parameters dictating whether two stage 
burns will occur. It can be seen that a mixing time of approximately 40 °CA corresponds 
with the top right edge of the two stage burn area. This suggests that with mixing times 
longer than 40 °a distinctive two stage burn develops. Obviously 40 °CA does not form a 
ridge to the regions but marks the transition point. If more test points were carried out with 
smaller increments of injection and ignition this transition would be more continuous. 
The injection timing itself has a significant effect on how the fuel is distributed in 
the combustion chamber. Figure 7.2 shows the position of the piston with respect to the 
cylinder head at the five injection timings where tests were carried out. Two thick lines are 
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shown indicating the fuel spray direction. A section through the cylinder would in fact 
only section one spray plume, since there are 3 holes in the injector nozzle. 
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Figure 7.2. Piston positions at various crank angles. Thick 
line indicates spray direction. 
At injection timings of 80,70 and 60 °btdc the fuel plumes mainly impinge on the 
cylinder wall and would be directed sideways and downward into the gap between the top 
of the piston and the top ring. At injection timings of 50 °btdc the fuel impinges partly on 
the piston crown and partly on the cylinder wall. However with 40 °btdc injection the fuel 
impinges on the piston crown and the bowl. The fuel also meets a far more turbulent air 
motion mainly from the squishing action. Impingement of the fuel on the piston crown is 
more desirable than on the cylinder wall for two reasons. Firstly any fuel on the wall will 
destroy the oil film and so lead to accelerated wear rates. Secondly the piston temperature 
will be higher than that of the wall so the fuel will evaporate faster and so lead to more 
vaporized fuel becoming airborne. In reality impingement of the fuel on the wall or 
elsewhere occurs only if the time between injection and ignition is sufficiently long enough 
to allow the time for the fuel to penetrate the air to its fullest extent. 
Depending on the duration of the mixing time the distribution of the fuel ad air will 
be effected. Figure 7.3 shows how the equivalence ratio, phi, varies in the combustion 
chamber early during injection. 
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Figure 7.3. Variation of the equivalence ratio in the 
combustion chamber. 
The central core of the plume is atomized fuel but the droplets are so close together 
the equivalence ratio is very high. As the fuel disperses in the air the equivalence ratio will 
range between infinity and zero. Outside the fuel spray no fuel is present in the air so the 
equivalence ratio is zero. To explain the occurrence of the two stage burn figure 7.4 has 
been drawn showing how the flame would propagate if the stratification remained when the 
ignition occurred. 
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Figure 7.4. Effect of injection pattern on the flame 
propagation speed. 
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It is suggested that at short mixing times the zones between the fuel plumes arc so 
lean that flame propagation occurs by one plume spreading toward the centre of the 
combustion chamber then igniting the other two plumes. 
The flame propagation would be as follows: After the flame kcmel establishes itself 
it would start to propagate along the fuel plume nearest the electrodes. The path would be 
determined by the flammability limit of the charge it encountered so the flame would spread 
up the plume, the spaces between plumes being too lean for combustion. The flame speed 
increases as the equivalence ratio increases up to the stoichiometric ratio so the flame speed 
would initially be slow due to the leanness of the mixture at the edge of the plume. The 
flame speed would increase, however, as it envelopes the richer centre portions of the 
plume. There eventually becomes a point where the flame front has reached the centre of 
the combustion chamber. Now the flame has two paths along which it can progress and, 
although the flame speed would be the same as when it was consuming a single plume, the 
rate of pressure rise increases significantly (approximately double) since now the flame will 
be consuming twice as much fuel per unit time as it previously did. The flame propagation 
velocity will decrease as the front moves away from the centre of the combustion chamber 
and toward the tips of the plumes where the local mixture strength will lean off. The final 
unburnt portions of the charge would be very lean and lead to a slow final combustion rate 
as is seen to be the case. If it is assumed that only 2/3 of the fuel in the first of the three 
plumes is burnt initially then the transition from one plume to two plumes would occur at 
25 % of the total fuel burnt. From the graphs of fraction burnt the transition occurs at 
approximately 20 % burnt. 
Obviously the mixing time has an effect on how stratified the charge is when 
ignition occurs. The longer the mixing time the more homogeneous the charge becomes. 
So the flame front at long mixing times is able to grow spherically from the electrode gap 
(albeit slowly due to the leanness of the mixture) as is the case in a conventional spark- 
ignition engine. 
Figure 7.5 shows how the propagation of the flame is affected by the mixing time. 
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Figure 7.5. The effect of mixing time on the likely flame 
propagation path. 
At shorter mixing times, therefore, the between plume equivalence ratio is so low 
that the flame cannot propagate across the space. At longer mixing times the equivalence 
ratio is higher see graph 7.1 and the charge more homogeneous so spherical flame growth 
can occur. 
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Graph 7.1. Equivalence ratio against time between injection and ignition. 
7.2.1 Summary. 
The equivalence ratio in the cylinder becomes nearer the equivalence ratio calculated 
from the fuel and air flow rates when the time between injection and ignition is long. So 
flame speeds should be correspondingly lower, leading to long burn durations. So as Saito 
(16) suggests with leaner mixtures the flame will find it more difficult to propagate from 
plume to plume. 
Stratification not only depends on the time between injection and ignition but also 
on the time of injection. 
With spark ignition followed by no abnormal combustion phenomenon it can be 
assumed that the flame propagates from the electrodes and across the combustion chamber, 
following areas of flammable air fuel mixture. 
7.3 COMPUTER MODEL COMPARISON. 
The cumulative combustion pressure rise may be taken as equivalent to the mass 
fraction burnt if the combustion is complete before the exhaust valve opens. The 
Rassweiler and Withrow technique assumes that combustion is complete when the 
incremental pressure rise owing to combustion becomes negative. The predicated mass 
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fraction burnt, computed by the Krieger and Borman model, is not equal to unity in some 
cases thus making the assumption of complete combustion questionable. It is likely that 
this is realistic as some quenching occurs when the flame impinges on the cylinder walls. 
Unburnt fuel will also be trapped in crevices such as the spark plug and the gap between 
the piston, the wall and the top ring. Also at very early injection timings there will be a 
tendency for the fuel to be deflected into the crevice between the wall and the piston and 
above the top ring. Incomplete combustion will be emphasized by the leanness of the 
mixture and some portions of the charge will not burn owing to being under the lean 
flammability limit. The pressure rise analysis technique can be used to present the actual 
cumulative combustion pressure rise rather than equating it to 100%. For this analysis they 
were equated to 100% so representing the fraction burnt of the portion of the charge finally 
burnt, not the fraction of the total induced charge. The time in "CA elapsed between 
ignition and 1%, 10%, and 50% burnt have been plotted for both the pressure rise analysis 
and equilibrium analysis techniques. Good correlation exists between the two methods 
although the pressure rise analysis consistently predicted longer time for each time 
approximately 1°CA. The pressure rise analysis technique predicts increased flame 
establishment and burn durations over the equilibrium analysis. The comparison indicates 
that both methods may be used. The equilibrium analysis is more comprehensive and can 
calculate gas temperature etc. When cyclic dispersion is low and complete combustion 
occurs the models agree. 
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Chapter 8. RECOMMENDATIONS. 
To obtain minimum brake specific fuel consumption with ethanol the injection 
timing was advanced considerably to 50 Obtdc. This advance gave sufficient time for a 
flammable mixture to form at the electrode gap. Injection timing is an engine design 
variable and depends on the relative positions of the injector, the electrode gap, the injector 
spray pattern, fuel atomisation and swirl velocity. The engine timings were optimised at 
one condition of relatively high load to give minimum brake specific fuel consumption. 
Graph 8.1 shows the brake specific fuel consumption for the engine running on gas oil and 
at several speeds with ethanol. The brake specific fuel consumptions at high loads for gas 
oil and ethanol are comparable but at low loads the brake specific fuel consumption for 
ethanol is considerably higher than that for gas oil. 
Brake specific fuel consumption g/kWh 
1400 r 
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Graph 8.1 Comparison of brake specific fuel consumptions. Energy 
equivalent values used for ethanol. 
Optimisation at one particular load is not sufficient. A further programme is needed 
to optimise the injection and ignition timings at lower values of brake mean effective 
pressure to improve fuel economy at part-load. This is particularly important as small 
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stationary engines of this type may often be run for long periods below maximum 
continuous rating. 
The relative positions of the injector, spark electrodes and the spray pattern requires 
further investigation. Combustion performance may be improved over the speed/load 
range if the combustion system is optimised. The spark gap location was critical. It should 
be down-stream of the fuel spray. It is not recommended that the electrodes be in the fuel 
spray as fuel could possibly short the electrode leading to a misfire. Long electrode length 
is disadvantageous as tip temperature can be high thus leading to short spark plug life and 
the possibility of pre-ignition. 
The fuel pump capacity was increased to deliver the higher volume of ethanol 
needed to give the same energy input rate per cycle. The new pump fitted to this particular 
engine gave the required increase in injected volume and also a higher flowratc so that 
injection duration with ethanol was similar to that using the original fuel pump with gas oil. 
Several other research programmes found that engine power output can be increased with 
ethanol, especially at low speeds when there is little particulate production from the 
combustion of ethanol. With the PHI engine, however, power output was limited by 
thermal stress considerations in the cast iron cylinder head. The maximum in-cylinder 
pressure experienced with gas oil was also used as a stress limit and was not exceeded 
during ethanol tests. The maximum operating limits need to be defined for this engine at 
part load to establish the operating power-speed envelope. 
The ignition energy required to ignite the ethanol mixture was originally thought to 
be greater than that provided by a conventional automotive ignition system. A high 
frequency multi-strike ignition system was designed and installed on the test bed. To meet 
this apparent requirement two reasons were taken into account, firstly higher spark energy 
is needed owing to the lean nature of the mixture, especially at early injection timings, and 
secondly because the breakdown voltage was increased owing to the high compression 
ratio and swirl velocity. Once the injection and ignition timings were optimiscd, the multi- 
strike system was not required. The engine ran just as well on a single spark with the 
equivalent energy of an automotive ignition system. The engine should be converted to a 
conventional twelve volt ignition system with timing controlled from a flywheel marker. 
The timing interface can be dispensed with and the engine configured to meet the original 
philosophy of using the simplest and most widely available ignition system. 
The engine was tested at well advanced injection timings though this is not 
recommended as this leads to fuel impingement on the cylinder wall which destroys the oil 
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film. This may lead to higher barrel and piston ring wear and degradation of the sump oil. 
A durability testing programme needs to be conducted to assess the wear and lubrication 
over long periods of operation (of the order of 1000 hours). A back to back test with one 
engine running on gas oil and one on ethanol would be most appropriate, as regular 
inspection would allow comparison between the two engines. 
Field operating experience is needed to prove the use of spark assistance in small 
diesels burning alcohol fuels. This could be undertaken in co-operation with an ethanol 
production company based in the developing world. This would be a definitive test, both 
technically and economically, of the practicality of operating a spark-assisted diesel engine 
as a stationary engine from locally produced biomass. 
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Chapter 9. CONCLUSIONS. 
The Petter PHI diesel engine was successfully convened to a spark-assisted diesel 
engine to realize a multifuel capability. The multifuel engine was still operable on gas oil. 
The engine was tested with direct injection of ethanol. The brake specific fuel consumption 
when running on ethanol at 1800 rev/min and 5.6 kW gave a 1.12% improvement in brake 
specific fuel consumption on an energy equivalent basis as compared to the engine 
manufacturer's original specification and a 8.7% improvement in brake specific fuel 
consumption over the modified engine operating on gas oil. 
Optimisation for best fuel economy at this speed and load indicated appropriate 
injection and ignition timings of 50° btdc and 22° btdc respectively. 
Power output was found to be limited by thermal stressing considerations and the 
onset of knock. 
By variation of the injection timing the engine could be made to run in two extreme 
modes and at any point in between. At very early injection timings the engine operated akin 
to a manifold injected or carburetted engine. That is a nearly homogeneous charge was 
created in the combustion chamber before ignition. This mode of operation although 
similar to a carburetted engine would not suffer from pumping losses. Owing to the need 
to create a homogeneous flammable charge, however, brake specific fuel consumption was 
high. At late injection timings the engine behaved more like a compression-ignition engine, 
with the charge being highly stratified immediately prior to ignition. This mode gave better 
brake specific fuel consumption than early injection timings but, owing to the unpredictable 
cycle-to-cycle variations in turbulence, cyclic dispersion was high. Optimum brake specific 
fuel consumption injection timing was between these two extremes and it was found that 
the mixing duration (ie injection timing minus ignition timing) was more important on the 
combustion of the fuel rather than any particular injection or ignition timing. A mixing time 
of 20 "CA corresponded to the minimum brake specific fuel consumption. 
It was found that at some particular combinations of injection and ignition timings a 
distinctive two stage burn phenomenon occurred. This type of cycle is characterized by a 
slow rate of combustion after flame establishment until approximately 20% of the fuel is 
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burnt and then the combustion proceeds at a much faster rate (approximately twice) than in 
the first stage. At several timings the transition between these two stages was bridged by a 
period where the rate of combustion (expressed in %/*CA) fell for a small time. The two 
stage burns cannot be attributed solely to the geometry of the combustion chamber. The 
flame front is distorted by impingement on various surfaces of the combustion chamber as 
it progresses across the combustion chamber. Transition occurs at an approximately 
constant number of *CA after ignition rather than always at a pre-determined part of the 
cycle. 
It is proposed that this burning characteristic is brought about by the combustion 
system used in the spark assisted diesel engine. Ile injection system used creates a highly 
stratified charge in the combustion chamber. The degree of stratification depends on the 
timing of the injection and the time delay, during which mixing occurs, between the 
injection and the ignition. At late injection timings fuel is admitted into a highly turbulent 
air motion brought about by squish. Earlier injection timings the fuel is admitted in to a 
less turbulent air motion before any squishing action is developed. The degree of 
stratification is also dependent on the mixing time. When injection is early and ignition late 
there is a longer time for the mixture to become more uniform than for when injection is late 
and ignition early. With a stratified charge, once the flame kernel has been established, 
flame propagation can only occur along the fuel plumes. Initially the flame will travel up 
the plume nearest the spark plug toward the centre of the combustion chamber from where 
it can continue but this time consuming the fuel/air mixture in two plumes. This leads to an 
increased combustion rate. As the stratification is reduced by extending the mixing time, 
the charge becomes more homogeneous and the combustion becomes smoother with less of 
a change in rates. With a more combustible mixture occurring between the fuel plumes, the 
flame front can progress as a spherical flame front growing uniformly from the spark plug 
electrodes leading to smooth combustion. 
From examination of the burn curves it would appear the second stage is twice the 
rate of the first owing to the progression of the flame from one plume to two plumes. In 
other studies, however, the two stage burn occurs but varying degrees of rate occur in the 
second stage which seem to be independent of the spray pattern to an extent. So it can be 
said that the two-stage burns are brought about by the stratified nature of the charge. In 
this particular engine, though, the actual burning rate of each part of the combustion is 
related directly to the existence of three spray plumes. It is likely, however. that with a 
four hole nozzle fuel would be homogenized with the air faster, owing to it being more 
evenly distributed around the combustion chamber. Even at short mixing times then there 
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would bd less chance of completely fuel free volumes of air between the plumes so the 
flame could progress more smoothly. 
The equilibrium model was tailored to the combustion chamber to model the heat 
release so as to make it as representative as possible. The good correlation between the two 
models indicates how well the pressure rise analysis technique copes with predicting burn 
rates in this combustion system. The equilibrium model is far more expensive in 
computation time, taking up to eight times longer to analysis one cycle than the pressure 
rise analyse method. 
At the injection and ignition timings required for minimum brake specific fuel 
consumption no difficulty was experienced when trying to start the engine from cold at 
typical ambient temperatures of 15°C. The engine would fire immediately the de- 
compressor was released providing the engine was cranked fast enough to take it over top 
dead centre under full compression. Once the engine started to fire the starter could 
immediately be turned off. Test cell ambient temperature occasionally fell to 1-2°C and no 
degradation in starting performance was noticeable when starting the engine from cold. 
Running the engine on low loads caused a severe increase in the cyclic variation. 
The reduction in the quantity of fuel injected together with the constant air mass flowrate 
(since the engine was un-throttled) implied a progressive fall in the theoretical equivalence 
ratio as the load was reduced. This reduction in equivalence ratio eventually falls below the 
lean flammability limit and eight stroking becomes frequent. The engine would not stall but 
since it was governed it would hunt between cycles with very little fuel injected (causing a 
misfire) and cycles with a large quantity of fuel injected. Reducing the mixing time for the 
air and fuel will reduce the cyclic variation at low loads by ensuring the mixture is still 
stratified at ignition and the spark gap position should be optimised so as the electrodes are 
always in a flammable zone throughout the load range. 
Low speed operation of the engine was not a problem as long as there was some 
load on the engine. Regular, steady operation with no misfiring was possible at high loads 
at approximately 800 rev/min (idle speed = 650 rev/min). The engine would pick up well 
in response to rack movements. Under high load conditions the governor was relative in- 
active as the combustion was complete and similar from cycle to cycle. At speeds above 
2000 rev/min (max engine speed = 2200 rev/min) at maximum load, some misfiring and/or 
backfiring occurred but operation at these conditions led to a high cylinder head 
temperature. 
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98 
Plots of in-cylinder pressure, charge burnt (from R/W analysis) and fraction burnt 
(from K/B analysis) plotted against crank angle for the test series ETH3. The first number 
in the test name refers to the injection timing and the second number the ignition timing. 
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Graph A13. Test name ET113 60125. 
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B1 LISTING OF PRESSURE RISE ANALYSIS PROGRAM. 
C------------------------------------------------------------------------------- C 
CC 
C R/W-ANALYSIS. F77 C 
C --------------------------------------------- C CC 
C Combustion analysis from experimental pressure readings c 
C Rassweiler and Withrow method. SAE 800131 C 
CC 
CC 
C Written S NEWNHAM University of Surrey Jul 87 Rev 12/10/1988 C 
C_ ____________________________________---_. -. ---. --____-. ____---. --- -. _------. __------... _.. C MAW 
COMMON/RDGS/V(283), DP(283), DPP(283), DPC(283), DPCV(283) MAIN 
COMMON/SUMS/SUM(283) MAIN 
COMMON/PRESS/P(50,283) MAIN 
COMMON/ENGBORE, STRK, CONN, VS, VC, CR, RPM, M, F, THETAI MAIN 
COMMON/OUT/ PMAX(50), THMAX(50), DPMAX(50), THDPM(50), MAIN 
&PER1(50), PER2(50), PER3(50), PER4(50) MAIN 
MAIN 
CHARACTER TNAME*20, FNAME*20, ANS* 1 MAIN 
MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Print program title. MAIN 
C MAIN 
PRINT*; ' MAIN 
PRINT*, R/W-ANALYSIS. F77' MAIN 
PRINT*; -----------"------------------_--__. --_= MAIN PRINT*, ' MAIN 
PRINT*; ' MAIN 
PRINT*; R/W-ANALYSIS. F77 carries out combustion analysis' MAIN 
' PRINT* 'using the Rassweiler/Withrow method MAIN . , PRINT*, ' ' MAIN 
C MAIN 
C OPEN files. MAIN 
C MAIN 
OPEN(S, FILE 'R/W-OUTPUT) MAIN 
OPEN(6, FILE-='PRES SUREFILE') MAIN 
OPEN(7, FILE= R/W-SUMSFILE') MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Data input MAIN 
C MAIN 
CALL DATAIN(N, TNAMEFNAME, ANS) MAIN 
CALL HEADER(TNAME, FNAME, RPM, THETAI) MAIN 
CALL VOL MAIN 
MAIN 
DO 1 I=1, N MAIN 
AMAX=O. MAIN 
NN=O. MAIN 
SPV=O. MAIN 
SP=O. MAIN 
SV=O. MAIN 
SVV=O. MAIN 
DPCV(1)=0. MAIN 
SUM(1)=0. MAIN 
PMAX(I)=0. MAIN 
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DPMAX(I)=0. MAIN 
KK5=0. MAIN 
MAIN 
DO 2 J=2,283 MAIN 
DEG=-141+REAL(J-1) MAIN 
C MAIN 
C The value of CNX (gamma) is calculated by fitting a straight line to MAIN 
C the log p log v graph and finding its slope. From 100 BTDC to MIAN 
C ignition. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF ((DEG. GE: 100). AND. (DEG. LE. THETAI)) THEN MAIN 
NN=NN+1 MAIN 
SPV=SPV+LOG(P(I, J-1))*LOG(V(J-1)) MAIN 
SP=SP+LOG(P(I, J-1)) MAIN 
SV=SV+LOG(V(J-1)) MAIN 
SVV=SVV+LOG(V(J-1))*LOG(V(J-1)) MAIN 
CNX=ABS((NN*SPV-SP*SV)/(NN*SVV-SV*SV)) MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
MAIN 
IF (DEG. LE. THETAI) THEN MAIN 
DP(J)=0. MAIN 
DPP(J)=0. MAIN 
DPC(J)=0. MAIN 
DPCV(J)=0. MAIN 
PMAX(I)=0. MAIN 
DPMAX(I)=0. MAIN 
SUM(J)=0. MAIN 
ELSE MAIN 
DP(J)=P(I, J)-P(I, J-1) MAIN 
DPP(J)=P(I, J-1)*(((V(J- 1)/V(J))**CNX)-1) MAIN 
DPC(J)=DP(J)-DPP(J) MAIN 
DPCV(J)=DPC(J)*V(J)/V(141) MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
MAIN 
IF ((DPCV(J). LE. 0). AND. (DEG. GT. THETAI+20). AND MAIN 
&(KK5. EQ. 0)) THEN MAIN 
AMAX=SUM(J-1) MAIN 
KK5=1 MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
N 
SUM(J)=SUM(J-1)+DPCV(J) 
MAI 
MAIN 
IF(SUM(J). LT. 0) SUM(J)=0 MAIN 
MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Store max cycle pressure. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF(P(I, J). GT. PMAX(I)) THEN MAIN 
PMAX(I)=P(I, J) MAIN 
THMAX(I)=DEG MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Store max rate of change of pressure. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF(DPCV(J). GT. DPMAX(I)) THEN MAIN 
DPMAX(I)=DPCV(J) MAIN 
THDPM(I)=DEG MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
2 CONTINUE MAIN 
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MAIN 
KK1=1 MAIN 
KK2=1 MAIN 
KK3=1 MAIN 
KK4=1 MAIN 
Z1=0.01 *AMAX MAIN 
Z2=0.5*AMAX MAIN 
Z3=0.9*AMAX MAIN 
Z4--0.1 *AMAX MAIN 
MAIN 
DO 3 K=2,283 MAIN 
DEG=-141+REAL(K-1) MAIN 
MAIN 
IF ((SUM(K). GE. Z1). AND. (KK1. EQ. 1)) THEN MAIN 
PER1(I)=DEG-THETAI+1. MAIN 
KK1=2 MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
MAIN 
IF ((SUM(K). GE. Z2). AND. (KK2. EQ. 1)) THEN MAIN 
PER2(I)=DEG-THETAI+1. MAIN 
KK2=2 MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
MAIN 
IF ((SUM(K). GE. Z3). AND. (KK3. EQ. 1)) THEN MAIN 
PER3(I)=DEG-THETAI+1. MAIN 
KK3=2 MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
MAIN 
IF ((SUM(K). GE. Z4). AND. (KK4. EQ. 1)) THEN MAIN 
PER4(I)=DEG-THETAI+1. MAIN 
KK4=2 MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
MAIN 
3 CONTINUE MAIN 
MAIN 
CALL PRINT(I, AMAX, ANS) MAIN 
CALL POUT(I, PMAX(I), THMAX(1), PER1(I), PER2(I), PER3(I), MAIN 
&DPMAX(I), THDPM(I), PER4(I), CNX) MAIN 
MAIN 
WRITE(1,120) I MAIN 
120 FORMAT('Analysed cycle no. ', I5) MAIN 
1 CONTINUE MAIN 
MAIN 
IF (N. GT. 1) CALL OUTSUM(RPM, N, TNAME) MAIN 
C MAIN 
C CLOSE files. MAIN 
C MAIN 
CLOSE(5) MAIN 
CLOSE(6) MAIN 
CLOSE(7) MAIN 
MAIN 
PRINT*, " MAIN 
PRINT*; File R/W-SUMSFILE created: MAIN 
PRINT*, 'File R/W-OUTPUT created: MAIN 
PRINT*, " MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Sound bell MAIN 
C MAIN 
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WRITE(1, *) CHAR(7) MAIN 
MAIN 
STOP MAIN 
END MAIN 
CC 
--------- ------------------ _. ____... -_... _.... __.... -. -. _.... __-C CC 
SUBROUTINE PRINT(IIAMAX, ANS) PRINT 
C 
C Subroutine PRINT writes data relating to cycle one to channel 
C5 (OUTPUT) and writes the cumulative pressure rise at each deg 
C CA for all cycles to channel 7 (SUMSFILE). 
C 
COMMON/RDGS/V(283), DP(283), DPP(283), DPC(283), DPCV(283) 
COMMON/SUMS/SUM(283) 
COMMONIPRESS/P(50,283) 
CHARACTER ANS* 1 
DIMENSION PER(283) 
DO 1 K=1,283 
DEG=-141+REAL(K-1) 
PER(K)=SUM(K)/AMAX 
IF (I. LE. 1) WRITE(5,100) 
&PER(K) 
100 FORMAT(6(2X, E12.4)) 
IF (ANS. EQ. 'B') THEN 
AA=PER(K)*100 
ELSE 
DEG, P(1, K), V (K), DPCV(K), SUM(K), 
AA=SUM(K) 
ENDIF 
IF ((DEG. GE. -30). AND. (DEG. LE. 60)) WRITE(7,110) AA 
110 FORMAT(E12.4) 
1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
C C 
C C 
SUBROUTINE VOL VOL 
C C 
C Subroutine VOL calculates the incylinder volume at each deg CA C 
C and stores it in V(I). C 
C C 
COMMON/RDGS/V(283), DP(283), DPP(283), DPC(283), DPCV(283) VOL 
COMMON/ENG/BORE, STRK, CONN, VS, VC, CR, RPM, M, F, THETAI VOL 
VOL 
B=2. *CONN/STRK VOL 
C=3.14159*BORE**2*STRK/8. VOL 
DO 1 I=1,283 VOL 
ANG=(-141+REAL(I-1)) *3.14159/180. VOL 
S=SQRT(B*B-SIN(ANG)**2) VOL 
V(I)=VC+C*(1. +B-S-COS(ANG)) VOL 
CONTINUE VOL 
VOL 
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RETURN VOL 
END VOL 
C C C---------------------------------------------------------------------------- C 
C C 
SUBROUTINE DATAIN(N, TNAMEFNAME, ANS) DATAIN 
C C 
C Subroutine DATAIN reads data from the keyboard and also reads C 
C in all the pressures for each cycle and calculates the swept C 
C volume and clearance volume. C 
C C 
COMMON/ENGBORE, STRK, CONN, VS, VC, CR, RPM, M, F, DATAIN 
&THETAI DATAIN 
COMMON/PRESS/P(50,283) DATAIN 
DATAIN 
CHARACTER TNAME*20, FNAME*20, ANS* 1 DATAIN 
DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
C Engine data for Petter PHI dimensions in metres. DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
BORE=0.0873 DATAIN 
STRK=0.11 DATAIN 
CR=16.0 DATAIN 
CONN=0.2319 DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
C Input test conditions. DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
PRINT*, 'Test number' DATAIN 
READ'(A)', TNAME DATAIN 
'Fuel' PRINT* DATAIN , READ'(A)', FNAME DATAIN 
PRINT*, 'Speed rev/min' DATAIN 
READ(1, *)RPM DATAIN 
PRINT*; Ignition timing deg btdc' DATAIN 
READ(1, *)THETAI DATAIN 
PRINT*, Compute % burnt or pressure rise B or P. ' DATAIN 
READ'(A)', ANS DATAIN 
THETAM-THETAI DATAIN 
READ(6,100) N DATAIN 
100 FORMAT(I5) DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
C Read in pressure readings from file. DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
DO 1 J=1, N DATAIN 
DO 2 I=1,283 DATAIN 
READ(6,1 10) P(J, I) DATAIN 
110 FORMATE 12.4) DATAIN 
2 CONTINUE DATAIN 
1 CONTINUE DATAIN 
DATAIN 
VS=3.14159*BORE**2*STRK/4. DATAIN 
VC=VS/(CR-1. ) DATAIN 
DATAIN 
RETURN DATAIN 
END DATAIN 
C C 
C--------------------------.. ______. ___e-___. ý_ý___. C C 
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SUBROUTINE HEADER(TNAME, FNAME, RPM, T HETAI) HEADER 
C C 
C Subroutine HEADER sends information about the run to channel 5 C 
C (OUTPUT) and prints the title. C 
C C 
HEADER 
CHARACTER FNAME*20, TNAME*20 HEADER 
HEADER 
CALL LINE HEADER 
CALL LINE HEADER 
HEADER 
WRTTE(5,100) HEADER 
WRITE(5,110) TNAME HEADER 
WRITE(5,120) FNAME HEADER 
WRTTE(5,130) RPM HEADER 
WRITE(5,140) THETAI HEADER 
WRITE(5,150) HEADER 
HEADER 
100 FORMAT(//20X; COMBUSTION ANALYSIS"RASSWEILER AND HEADER 
&WITHROW METHOD' HEADER 
&/20X; FOR THE PETIR PHI ENGINE'//) HEADER 
110 FORMAT(20X, ' Test number ', A) HEADER 
120 FORMAT(20X; Fuel ', A) HEADER 
130 FORMAT(20X, Speed ', E12.4) HEADER 
140 FORMAT(20X, 'Ignidon timing ', E12.4//) HEADER 
150 FORMAT(' CA P VOL DPCV HEADER 
&SUM HEADER 
HEADER 
CALL LINE HEADER 
HEADER 
RETURN HEADER 
END HEADER 
C C 
C--------------- -- ____--------_--_--___-----_---C 
C C 
SUBROUTINE POUT(I, PMAX, THMAX, PERI, PER2, PER3, DPMAX, POUT 
&THDPM, PER4, CNX) POUT 
C C 
C Subroutine POUT writes maximum pressures and bum times to C 
C the output file on channel 5 (OUTPUT). C 
C C 
WRITE(5,100) I POUT 
WRITE(5,110) PMAX, THMAX POUT 
WR1TE(5,120) DPMAX, THDPM POUT 
WRITE(5,130) PER1 POUT 
WRITE(5,165) PER4 POUT 
WRITE(5,150) PER2 POUT 
WRITE(5,160) PER3 POUT 
WRITE(5,170) CNX POUT 
POUT 
100 FORMAT(/20X, CYCLE NUMBER ', I5/) OUT 
110 FORMAT(20X; MAXIMUM CYCLE PRESSURE ', E12.4, P 
& BAR ATE12.4; DEG'/) POUT 
120 FORMAT(20X, 'MAXIMUM PRESSURE RISE RATE', E12.4, POUT 
& BAR/DEG, CA AT, E12.4, DEG'/) POUT 
130 FORMAT(20X; NORMALISED PRESSURE RISE 0-1%', E12.4, POUT 
& DEG CA') POUT 
165 FORMAT(20X, 0-10%', E12.4, DEG CA) POUT 
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150 FORMAT(20X; 0-50%', E 12.4, ' DEG CA) POUT 
160 FORMAT(20X, ' 0-90%', E12.4; DEG CA'/) POUT 
170 FORMAT(20X, 'GAMMA ', E12.4) POUT 
POUT 
RETURN POUT 
END POUT 
CC 
C- --------------------------_---... ____-_-----_- -------------- ---------------- C CC 
SUBROUTINE OUTSUM(RPM, MCYCL. TNAME) OUTSUM 
CC 
C Subroutine OUTSUM prints a short summary of the run to channel 5, C C the output file (OUTPUT). C 
CC 
COMMON/OUT/ BPMAX(50), BPTFiTA(50), BMBRAT(SO), OUTSUM 
&BMBTHE(50), BTIMO1(50), BTIM50(50), BTIM90(50), BTIM 10(50) OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
CHARACTER TNAME*20 OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
CALL STATS(MCYCL, BPMAX, PMAX, PMAXSD) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS(MCYCL, BPTHTA, PTHETA. PTSD) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS(MCYCL, BTIM90. TIM90. TWSD) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS(MCYCL, BMBRAT, ANIBRAT, AMBRSD) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS(MCYCL, BMBTHE, AMBTH, AMBTSD) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS(MCYCL, BTIMO1, TIMO1, T01SD) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS(MCYCL, BTIM50, TIMSO, T50SD) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS(MCYCL, BTIM10, TIM10, T1OSD) OUTSUM 
T 
TIMO1=TIMO1/RPM/. 006 SUM 
OU 
TIM 10=TIM 10/RPM/. 006 OUTSUM 
TIM50=TIM50/RPM/. 006 OUTSUM 
TIM90=TIM90/RPMI. 006 OUTS UM 
TO 1 SD=T01 SD/RPM/. 006 OUTSUM 
T1OSD=T1OSD/RPM/. 006 OUTSUM 
T50SD T50SD/RPMJ. 006 OUTSUM 
T9OSD=79OSDIRPM/. 006 OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
AMBRSD=AMBRSD* 100. OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
CALL LINE OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,100) TNAME OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,110) PMAX, PTHETA OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,120) PMAXSD, PTSD OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,130) AMBRAT, AMBTH OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,140) AMBRSD, AMBTSD OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,150) TIMO1 OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,155) T01SD OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,156) TIM 10 OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,157) T1OSD OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,160) TIM50 OUTSUM 
WRTTE(5,165) T50SD OUTSUM 
WR1TE(5,170) TIM90 OUTSUM 
WR1TE(5,175) T9OSD UTSU M O 
I 
100 FORMAT(//40X, SH ORT SUMMARY '/44X, OUTSUNt 
&'RUN NUMBER ', A//) OU UM 
110 FORMAT(20X, 'MAX PRESSURE BAR MEAN ', E12.4. OUTSUNI 
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&' CRANK ANGLE *MEAN '. E12.4) OUTSUM 
120 FORMAT(20X, ' SD ', E12.4; OUTSUM 
& SD ', E12.4/) OUTSUM 
130 FORMAT(20X, MAX PRESSURE RATE MEAN ', E12.4, OUTSUM 
& CRANK ANGLE MEAN ', E12.4) OUTSUM 
140 FORMAT(20X, SD ' E12 4; OUTSUM , . & SD ', E12.4/) OUTSUM 
150 FORMAT(20X; 0- 1% BURN TIME (mS) MEAN ', E12.4) OUTSUM 
155 FORMAT(20X, ' SD ', E12.4/) OUTSUM 
156 FORMAT(20X; 0.10% BURN TIME (mS) MEAN ', E12.4) OUTSUM 
157 FORMAT(20X; SD ', 1312.4/) OUTSUM 
160 FORMAT(20X, '0-50% BURN TIME (mS) MEAN ', E12.4) OUTSUM 
165 FORMAT(20X, ' SD ', E12.4/) OUTSUM 
170 FORMAT(20X, '0-90% BURN TIME (mS) MEAN ', E12.4) OUTSUM 
175 FORMAT(20X, ' SD ', E12.41) OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
CALL LINE OUTSUM 
CALL LINE OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
RETURN OUTSUM 
END OUTSUM 
cc 
c_ ________________________________ýý.. __ ----------------- -_..... __.. c C C 
SUBROUTINE STATS(N, X, AMEAN, SD) STATS 
C C 
C Subroutine STATS calculates means and SD of the cycle data. C 
C C 
DIMENSION X(50) STATS 
STATS 
SUM=O. STATS 
X2=0. STATS 
DO 1 I= 1, N STATS 
SUM=X(I)+SUM STATS 
X2=X2+X(I)**2 STATS 
1 CONTINUE STATS 
AMEAN=SUM/REAL(N) STATS 
SD=SQRT((REAL(N)*X2-SUM**2)/REAL(N)/REAL(N-1)) STATS 
STATS 
RETURN STATS 
END STATS 
C C 
C------ _________. _ý___. __ _-------- ---- ------ C C C 
SUBROUTINE LINE LINE 
C C 
C Subroutine LINE prints a line to the file on channel 5 C 
C C 
WRTTE(5,100) LINE 
100 FORMAT('-----______ýý___ LINE 
& -----------------_---ý__--_-- _ .) LINE LINE 
RETURN LINE 
END LINE 
C C 
C__________________. __________. ý ----------------- C C 
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B2 LISTING OF EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS PROGRAM. 
C------------------_-_-_-__-_______. _... _.... _.. ýý__. _. ý____..... _ýý..... _.. ý.... C C C 
C K/B-ANALYSIS. F77 C 
C C 
C C 
C K/B-Analysis calculates the fuel burning rate and the percentage C 
C burnt at each degree of crank angle from pressure/crank angle C 
C data for a Petter PHI diesel engine converted to spark assistance. C 
C C 
C This program is currently configured for an engine speed of 1500 C 
C rev/mm. Fuel configuration is ethanol. Theories used; C 
C C 
C Heat transfer model. G. Woschni C 
C Heat release model. V. B. Krieger & G. L. Borman C 
C Rate of temperature change. C. Olikara & G. L. Borman C 
C C 
C Sub-program; calculation of the properties C 
C of the equilibrium products. C. Olikara & G. L. Borman C 
C C 
C Modification level; 89.2 Date last modified; 12102/1989 C 
C C 
C Written by; S. Newnham, University of Surrey, Guildford, C 
C Surrey, GU2-5XH. England. C 
C C 
C Used on S. E. R. C. contract number CD-T2 C 
C C 
C_______ý____ý_____ --C MAIN 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-H, J-Z) MAIN 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) MAIN 
MAIN 
REAL IGNDEL MAIN 
INTEGER MMM, NCYCL, NNN, KLO, THETAPERERR, PROERR MAIN 
MAIN 
CHARACTER TNAME*20 MAIN 
MAIN 
COMMONBLOC/AN, AM, AL, AK, F, T, P, KLO, PERERR, XEQ(12), MAIN 
&XPA, XF(4), PROERR MAIN 
COMMON/ENG/BORE, STROKE, CONN, VSWEPT, VCLEAR, CRATIO, MAIN 
&, TWALL, IGNTIM, INJTIM, PIVC, TIVC, GAMMA, CONST, RPM, MAIN 
&OFFSET, DELTAT, MFUEL, MAIR, VOLEFF MAIN 
COMMON/FULDTA/AMI(4), HT1(114), CT1(114) MAIN 
COMMON/OUT/PMAX(50), PISIANG(50), MBMAX(50), MBRAT(50), MAIN 
&MBANG(50), T01(50), T010(50), T050(50), T090(50), IGNDEL(50) MAIN 
COMMON/PERDTA/HT(350), CT(350), SM(12) MAIN 
COMMON/PROP/AVM, R, H, U, DRT, DHT, DUT, DRP, DHP, DUP, DRF, MAIN 
&DHF, DUF MAIN 
COMMON/RDGS/CYLP(283), TU(283), TB(283), AMB(283), VB(283), MAIN 
&VOLTOT(283), AMMC(283), DVDT(283) MAIN 
COMMON/ITME/DTUDT DTBDT, DMBDT, DVBDT, DQUDT, MAIN 
_ 
COMMON/TAB/DXT(12), DXP(12), DXF(12) MAIN 
COMMON/FL. AME/FWA(0: 14,0: 26), FV(0: 14,0: 26), FA(0: 14,0: 26) MAIN 
COMMON/VELJRF(283), TEMPAD(283), SL(283), ST(283), SP(283), MAIN 
&SE(283) MAIN 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
100 
C 
C 
C 
129 
MAIN 
OPEN files. MAIN 
MAIN 
OPEN(5, FILE='K/B-OUTPUT) MAIN 
OPEN(6, FILE='PRES SUREFILE) MAIN 
OPEN(7, FILE= K/B-SUMSFILE) MAIN 
MAIN 
READ(6,100) NCYCL MAIN 
FORMAT(15) MAIN 
MAIN 
Print header to VDU. MAIN 
MAIN 
PRINT*, ' ' MAIN 
PRINT*; ' MAIN 
PRINT*, ' K/B-ANALYSIS. F77' MAIN 
PRINT*, -- ---- ---_---. - - -- -----' MAIN 
PRINT*, ' ' MAIN 
PRINT*, ' Program to calculate the fuel burning rate at each degree' MAIN 
PRINT*, ' of crank angle from pressure data. ' MAIN 
PRINT*, ' MAIN 
PRINT*; This program must have access to a pressure crank angle file. ' MAIN 
PRINT*, ' Block data statements set up for ethanol. ' MAIN 
PRINT*; ' MAIN 
PRINT*; ' MAIN 
PRINT*, ' The no. of cycles in the data file is', NCYCL MAIN 
PRINT*, ' ' MAIN 
MAIN 
MMM=o. MAIN 
MAIN 
DO 1 NNN=I, NCYCL MAIN 
MMM=MMM+1.0 MAIN 
MAIN 
CALL DATAIN (NNN, TNAME) MAIN 
MAIN 
MARES=MAIR*((1NOLEFF)-1) MAIN 
MFRES=0 MAIN 
AFR=(MAIR+MARES)/(MFUEL+MFRES) MAIN 
MAIN 
PRINT*, 'AFR, MARES, MFRES', AFR, MARES, MFRES MAIN 
MAIN 
Initialize variables at M. MAIN 
MAIN 
AMB(1)=0. MAIN 
AMC(1)=0. MAIN 
I=1 MAIN 
IGNDEL(MMM)=O. MAIN 
IND1=0 MAIN 
IND2=0 MAIN 
IND3=0 MAIN 
IND4=0 MAIN 
IND5=0 MAIN 
KLO=1 MAIN 
MBANG(MMM)=O. MAIN 
MBMAX(MMM)=O. MAIN 
MBRAT(MMM)=0. MAIN 
PERERR=0.0 MAIN 
PIVC=CYLP(1) MAIN 
PMAX(MMM)=O. MAIN 
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PMANG(MMM)=0. MAIN 
PROERR=0.0 MAIN 
TB(1)=0. MAIN 
THETA=-141.0 MAIN 
TIVC=TU(1) MAIN 
T0I (MMM)=0. MAIN 
T010(MMM)=0. MAIN 
T050(MMM)=0. MAIN 
T090(MMM)=0. MAIN 
VB(1)=0. MAIN 
MAIN 
CALL CHARGE (AFR, SAFR, THETA) MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Call PROPCH to calculate R for the charge. MAIN 
C MAIN 
CALL PROPCH (TU(1), RR, HR, UR, DHDTR, DUDTR) MAIN 
C MAIN 
C No test for error in PROPCH since TU(1)>300.0 K MAIN 
C Calculate the mass of the charge and its initial temperature. MAIN 
C MAIN 
MTOTAL=MAIR/VOLEFF MAIN 
TU(1)=(CYLP(1)*VOLTOT(1))I(MTOTAL*RR) MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Write title and initial values to the file K/B-OUTPUT. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF (NNN. EQ. 1) THEN MAIN 
CALL HEADER(TNAME, AFR, NNN, THETA) MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Do loop 2 controls the call of subroutine STEP. MAIN 
C MAIN 
DO 2 I=1,282 MAIN 
P=CYLP(I+1) MAIN 
THETA=THETA+1.0 MAIN 
MAIN 
IF (THETA. EQ. INJTIM) THEN MAIN 
CALL CHARGE(AFR, SAFR, THETA) MAIN 
MTOTAL=MTOTAL+MFUEL MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
CALL STEP (CYLP(I), TU(I), TB(I), AMB(I), VB(I), VOLTOT(I), 
MAIN 
MAIN 
&DVDT(I), CYLP(I+1), TU(I+1), TB(! +1), AMB(I+1), VB(I+1), MAIN 
&VOLTOT(I+1), DVDT(I+1), THETA, RF(I+1), AMC(I), AFLAME) MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Test for error in PROPCH. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF (PROERR. EQ. 1) THEN MAIN 
WRITE(5,230) MAIN 
230 FORMAT(' WARNING. Temperature range in PROPC MAIN 
&H exceeded 1000K (alcohol values now extrapolated). From STEP: ) MAIN 
ELSE IF (PROERR. EQ. 2) THEN MAIN 
WRITE(5,235) MAIN 
235 FORMAT(' FAILURE. Temperature range in PROPC MAIN 
&H exceeded 4000K (values not calculated). From STEP. ') MAIN 
GOTO 345 MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
GOTO 256 MAIN 
IF (THETA. GT. IGNTIM) THEN MAIN 
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MAIN 
CALL SPEEDS (TU(I+1), RF(I), RF(I+1), TEMPAD(1+1), MAIN 
&AMB(l), AMB(I+1), SL(I+1), SP(I+1), ST(I+1), SE(I+1), AFLAME) MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Test for error in PROPCH. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF (PROERR. EQ. 1) THEN MAIN 
WRITE(5,250) MAIN 
250 FORMAT(' WARNING. Temperature range in PRO MAIN 
&PCH exceeded 1000K (values now extrapolated). From TEMP MAIN 
&. ') MAIN 
ELSE IF (PROERR. EQ. 2) THEN MAIN 
WRITE(5,255) MAIN 
255 FORMAT(' FAILURE. Temperature range in PRO MAIN 
&PCH exceeded 4000K (values not calculated). From TEMP. ) MAIN 
GOTO 345 MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Store the maximum cycle pressure. MAIN 
C MAIN 
256 IF (CYLP(I+1). GT. PMAX(MMM)) THEN MAIN 
T ) ý ) 
A )=THE PMANG(M MM MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Calculate and store the maximum rate of burning. MAIN 
C MAIN 
AMC(1+1)=AMB(I+1)/MTOTAL MAIN 
DAMC(I+l)=AMC(I+1)-AMC(I) MAIN 
IF (DAMC(I). GT. MBRAT(MMM)) THEN MAIN 
MBRAT(MMM)=DAMC(I+1) MAIN 
MBANG(MMM) THETA MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Store the maximum mass burnt. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF (AMC(I+1). GT. MBMAX(MMM)) THEN MAIN 
MBMAX(MMM)AMC(I+1) MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
C MAIN 
C If combustion just started calculate the ignition delay. MAIN 
C 
IF ((AMC(I+1). GT. IE-06). AND. (INDI. EQ. 0)) THEN 
MAIN 
MAIN 
GNDEL(MMM) THETA-IGNTIM MAIN 
IND1=1 MAIN 
ENDIF 
C MAIN 
C Store deg taken for I% of the in-cylinder mass to burn. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF ((AMC(I+1). GE. 0.01). AND. (IND2. EQ. 0)) THEN MAIN 
TO1(MMM) THETA-IGNTIM MAIN 
IND2=1 MAIN 
END¢ MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Store deg taken for 10% of the in-cylinder mass to burn. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF ((AMC(I+1). GE. 0.1). AND. (IND3. EQ. 0)) THEN MAIN 
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TO10(MMM)=TI-ZETA-IGNTIM MAIN 
IND3=1 MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Store deg taken for 50% of the in-cylinder mass to bum. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF ((AMC(I+1). GE. 0.5). AND. (IND4. EQ. 0)) THEN MAIN 
T050(MMM)=THETA-IGNTIM MAIN 
IND4=1 MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Store deg taken for 90% of the in-cylinder mass to burn. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF ((AMC(I+1). GE. 0.9). AND. (IND5. EQ. 0)) THEN MAIN 
T090(MMM)=THETA-IGNTIM MAIN 
IND5=1 MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Set mass fraction burnt to 0 if ignition has not occurred. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF (THETA. LE. IGNTIM) AMC(I+1)x. 0 MAIN 
IF (NNN. EQ. 1) THEN MAIN 
WRITE(5,210)THETA, CYLP(I+1)/I00.0, TU(I+1), TB(I+1), MAIN 
&VOLTOT(I+1)* 1E06, VB(I+1)* 1E06, VB(I+1)/VOLTOT(I+1), MAIN 
&AMB(I+1)* 1000.0, MC(I+1), DAMC(I+1)* 100, SL(I+1), SP(I+1), MAIN 
&ST(I+1), RF(I+1)* 1000 MAIN 
210 FORMAT(I4,5 (2X, F7.2), 3 (2X, F7.4), 5 (2X, F7.2)) MAIN 
ENDIF MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Write the cumulative mass burnt to the file K/B-SUMS MAIN 
C FILE. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF ((I. GE. 111). AND. (I. LE. 201)) WRITE(7,330) AMC(I+1) MAIN 
330 FORMATE 12.4) MAIN 
C 
C Test for error in PER. MAIN 
C MAIN 
IF (PERERR. EQ. 0) GOTO 2 MAIN 
WRITE(5,335) NNN MAIN 
335 FORMAT(40X, CYCLE NUMBER ', I2//) MAIN 
WRITE(5,340) PERERR, F, T, CYLP(I)/100.0, KLO MAIN 
340 FORMAT('Subroutine PER failed. Error code is', I2/Conditi MAIN 
&ons of failure (F, T, P, KLO) are, 3F10.2,15) MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Remove 1 from number of cycles successfully analysed. MAIN 
C MAIN 
345 MMM=MMM-1.0 MAIN 
IF (NNN. EQ. NCYCL) GOTO 500 MAIN 
GOTO 1 MAIN 
2 CONTINUE MAIN 
MAIN 
CALL LINE MAIN 
C MAIN 
C Write cycle summary to the file K/B-OUTPUT. MAIN 
C MAIN 
WRITE(5,335) NNN MAIN 
WRITE(5,430) PMAX(MMM)/100.0, PMANG(MMM) MAIN 
WRTTE(5,440) T01(MMM) MAIN 
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WRI TE(5,442) T010(MMM) MAIN 
WRITE(5,445) T050(MMM) MAIN 
WRI TE(5,446) T090(MMM) MAIN 
IF (T050(MMM). LE. 0) GOTO 470 MAIN 
WRI TE(5,450) 40. /(T050(MMM)-T010(MMM)) MAIN 
470 WRITE(5,480) MBRAT(MMM)*100., MBANG(MMM) MAIN 
WR1TE(5,490) IGNDEL(MMM) MAIN 
WRITE(5,481) MBMAX(MMM) MAIN 
WRTTE(1,481) MBMAX(MMM) MAIN 
430 FORMAT(20X, 'Maximum cycle pressure ', F12.4; Bar at', MAIN 
&F12.4, ' deg') MAIN 
440 FORMAT(20X; Mass burn times: 0-1%', F12.4, deg') MAIN 
442 FORMAT(20X, ' 0-10%', F12.4, ' deg') MAIN 
445 FORMAT(20X; 0-50%', F12.4; deg') MAIN 
446 FORMAT(20X, ' 0-90%', F12.4; deg') MAIN 
450 FORMAT(20X; 10-50% combustion rate ', F12.4; %/deg') MAIN 
480 FORMAT(20X, 'Max combustion rate ', F12.4; %/deg at', MAIN 
&F 12.4, ' deg') MAIN 
490 FORMAT(20X; Ignition delay ', F12.4; deg CA) MAIN 
481 FORMAT(20X, 'Max mass fraction burnt ', F12.4) MAIN 
MAIN 
1 CONTINUE MAIN 
MAIN 
500 IF (NCYCL. GT. 1.0) CALL OUTSUM (MMM, TNAME) MAIN 
C MAIN 
C CLOSE files. MAIN 
C MAIN 
CLOSE(5) MAIN 
CLOSE(6) MAIN 
CLOSE(7) MAIN 
AIN 
PRINT*, ' ' 
PRINT*; File K/B-OUTPUT created. ' 
M 
MAIN 
MAIN 
PRINT*; File K/B-SUMSFILE created. ' MAIN 
PRINT*$ ' MAIN 
MAIN 
STOP MAIN 
END MAIN 
C C 
C___----_______ýM________________ ------- C 
C C 
SUBROUTINE DATAIN(NNN, TNAME) DATAIN 
C C 
C Read in the initial data. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) DATAIN 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) DATAIN 
DATAIN 
INTEGER NNN, KLO, PERERR, PROERR DATAIN 
DATAIN 
CHARACTER TNAME*20 DATAIN 
DATAIN 
COMMONBLOC/AN, AM, AL, AK, F, T, P, KLO, PERERR, XEQ(12), DATAIN 
&XPA, XF(4), PROERR DATAIN 
COMMON/ENG/BORE, STROKE, CONN, VSWEPT, VCLEAR, DATAIN 
&CRATIO, PISVEL, TWALL, IGNTIM, INMM, PIVC, TIVC, GAMMA, DATAIN 
&CONST, RPM, OFFSET, DELTAT, MFUEL, MAIR, VOLEFF DATAIN 
COMMON/RDGS/CYLP(283), TU(283), TB(283), AMB(283), DATAIN 
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&VB(283), VOLTOT(283), AMC(283), DVDT(283) DATAIN 
DATAIN 
IF (NNN. GT. 1) GOTO 110 DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
C Engine data (metres). DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
BORE=0.08733 DATAIN 
STROKE=0.11 DATAIN 
CONN=0.2319 DATAIN 
CRATIO=16.0 DATAIN 
OFFSET=0.025 DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
C Engine operating conditions. DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
PRINT*, 'Test name DATAIN 
READ'(A)', TNAME DATAIN 
PRINT*, 'Rev/min' DATAIN 
READ(1, *) RPM DATAIN 
PRINT*; Ign timing deg BTDC DATAIN 
READ(1, *) IGNTIM DATAIN 
PRINT*; Inj timing deg BTDC DATAIN 
READ(1, *) INJTTM DATAIN 
PRINT*, 'Air flow kg/h' DATAIN 
READ(1, *) MAIR DATAIN 
PRINT*, 'Fuel flow kg/h' DATAIN 
READ(1"*) MFUE- DATAIN 
PRINT*; Cylinder head temp (C)' DATAIN 
READ(1, *) TWALL DATAIN 
PRINT*, Test cell temp (C) ' DATAIN 
READ(1, *) WELL DATAIN 
PRINT*; ' DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
C Calculate volumetric efficiency and the clearance volume. DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
VSWEPT=3.14159*BORE**2.0*STROKE/4. DATAIN 
VOLEFF=(MAIR/((101325/(287.1 *(273.15+TCELL)))*RPM*30)) DATAIN 
VSWE T DATAIN 
VCLEAR=VSWEPT/(CRATIO-1. ) DATAIN 
PISVEL=(RPM/60. )*STROKE*2. DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
C Make some calculations. Dividing by RPM*30 converts from DATAIN 
C kg/h to kg/cycle. DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
TWALL=TWALL+273.15 DATAIN 
IGNTIM=O-IGNTIM DATAIN 
INJTIM=O-INMM DATAIN 
MFUEL=MFUEL/(RPM*30. ) DATAIN 
MAIR=MAIR/(RPM*30. ) DATAIN 
DELTAT=1.0/((RPM/60.0)*360. ) DATAIN 
DATAIN 
CALL VOL DATAIN 
DATAIN 
110 PRINT*, 'Cycle No. ', NNN DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
C Read in 283 pressure readings and convert them from bar DATAIN 
C to kN/m2 (kPa). DATAIN 
C DATAIN 
DO 1 I=1,283 DATAIN 
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C 
READ(6, *) CYLP(I) 
CYLP(I)=(CYLP(I)+0.00)* 100.0 
CONTINUE 
DATAIN 
DATAIN 
DATAIN 
DATAIN 
C Estimate initial unburnt gas temperature at NC (K). DATAIN 
C 
TU(1)=(CYLP(1)*1000*VOLTOT(1))/((MAIR/VOLEFF)*287.1) DATAIN 
DATAIN 
RETURN DATAIN 
END DATAIN 
CC 
C----------------------------------------------------_____. __.. __-__------------------ ----c CC 
SUBROUTINE VOL VOL 
C C 
C Calculates the volume and derivative DVDT at theta degrees. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) VOL 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) VOL 
VOL 
COMMON/ENGBORE, STROKE, CONN, VSWEPT, VCLEAR, CRATIO, VOL 
&PISVEL, TWALL, VOL, IGNTIM, INTTIM, PIVC, TIVC, GAMMA, CONST, VOL 
&RPM, OFFSET, DELTAT, MFUEL. MAIR, VOLEFF VOL 
COMMON/RDGS/CYLP(283), TU(283), TB(283), AMB(283), VB(283), VOL 
&VOLTOT(283), AMC(283), DVDT(283) VOL 
VOL 
DO 100 I=1,283 VOL 
ANG=(I-142)*3.14159/180. VOL 
B=2.0*CONN/STROKE VOL 
C=3.14159*BORE**2.0*STROKE/8.0 VOL 
D=SQRT(B*B-SIN(ANG)*SIN(ANG)) VOL 
VOLTOT(n=VCLEAR+C*(1. (+B-D-COS(ANG)) VOL 
OMEGA=3.14159*RPM/30. VOL 
DVDT(I)=C*((0.5*SIN(2.0*ANG)/D)+SIN(ANG))*OMEGA VOL 
100 CONTINUE VOL 
VOL 
RETURN VOL 
END VOL 
C C 
C----------- ---C 
C C 
SUBROUTINE CHARGE (AFR, SAFR, THETA) CHARGE 
C C 
C Calculates the mole fractions of ethanol, 02, N2 and Ar in one C 
C mole of an ethanol/air mixture with equivalence ratio F. C 
C If before injection then values set for air only. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) CHARGE 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (n CHARGE 
CHARGE 
INTEGER KLO, PERERR, PROERR, THETA CHARGE 
CHARGE 
COMMONBLOC/AN, AM, AL, AK, F, T, P, KLO, PERERR, XEQ(12), CHARGE 
&XPA, XF(4), PROERR CHARGE 
COMMON/ENGBORE, STROKE, CONN, VSWEPT, VCLEAR, CHARGE 
&CRATIO, PISVEL, TWALL, IGNTIM, INJTIM, PIVC, TIVC, CHARGE 
&GAMMA, CONST, RPM, OFFSET, DELTAT, MFUEL, MAIR, VOLEFFCHARGE 
C CHARGE 
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C Mole fractions: XF(1)=Ethanol/methanol XF(2)=02 XF(3)=N2 CHARGE 
C XF(4)=Ar Cl ARGE 
C Number of atoms in fuel molecule: AN=C AM=H AL=O AK=N. CHARGE 
C CHARGE 
C Ethanol calculations. CHARGE 
C Cl URGE 
SAFR=8.9430 CHARGE 
F=SAFR/AFR CHARGE 
IF (THETA. EQ. INJTIM) THEN CHARGE 
S=1.0+(14.3154/F) CHARGE 
XF(1)=1/S CHARGE 
XF(2)=3/(FAS) CHARGE 
XF(3)=11.1822/(F*S) CHARGE 
XF(4)=0.1332/(F*S) CHARGE 
ENDIF CHARGE 
AN=2.0 CHARGE 
AM=6.0 CHARGE 
AL=1.0 CHARGE 
AK=0.0 CHARGE 
CHARGE 
RETURN CHARGE 
END CHARGE 
C C 
C- --------- ---- -. -C C C 
SUBROUTINE HEADER (TNAME, AFR, NNN, THETA) HEADER 
C C 
C Subroutine HEADER prints the test details to the file on channel 5. C C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) HEADER 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) READER 
HEADER 
INTEGER NNN, PERERR, PROERR, KLO, THE'TA HEADER 
HEADER 
CHARACTER TNAME*20 HEADER 
HEADER 
COMMON/BLOCIAN, AM, AL, AK, F, T, P, KLO, PERERR, XEQ(12), HEADER 
&XPA, XF(4), PROERR HEADER 
COMMON/ENGBORE, STROKE, CONN, VSWEPT VCLEAR HEADER , , &CRATIO, PISVEL, TWALL, IGNTIM, INJTI? vl, PIVC, TIVC, GAMNIA , HEADER &CONST, RPM, OFFSET, DELTAT, h'IFUEL, IR, VOLEFF HEADER 
COMMON/TIME/DTUDT, DTBDT, DNIBDT, DVBDT, DQUDT, HEADER 
&DQBDTIM DOTAL HEADER 
COMMON/RDGS/CYLP(283), TU(283), TB(283), AMB(283), HEADER 
&VB(283), VOLTOT(283), AhMC(283), DVDT(283) HEADER 
COMMON/VEL/RF(283), TEM'IPAD(283), SL(283), ST(283), SP(283), HEADER 
&SE(283), DAMC(283) HEADER 
HEADER 
CALL LINE HEADER 
HEADER 
WRITE(5,130) HEADER 
WRITE(5,131) HEADER 
WRITE(5,132) HEADER 
WRITE(5,140) HEADER 
WRITE(5,150) TNAME HEADER 
WRTTE(5,170) RPM HEADER 
WRITE(5,171) IGNTIM HEADER 
WRITE(5,172) INTTIM HEER 
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WRITE(5,175) TWALL HEADER 
WRITE(5,180) HEADER 
WR1TE(5,194) VOLEFF* 100 HEADER 
WRITE(5,195) F HEADER 
WRTTE(5,196) AFR HEADER 
WRITE(5,197) MTOTAL* 1000. HEADER 
WRITE(5,198) MAIR*RPM*30. HEADER 
WRITE(5,199) MFUEL*RPM*30. HEADER 
WRITE(5,160) NNN HEADER 
WRITE(5,200) HEADER 
WRITE(5,201) I IEADER 
WRITE(5,202) HEADER 
HEADER 
130 FORMAT(30X; IN-CYLINDER EQUILIBRIUM HEADER 
&ANALYSIS'/) HEADER 
131 FORMAT(30X, 'UNIVERSITY OF SURREY S NEWNHA HEADER 
&M FEB88'n HEADER 
132 FORMAT(30X, PETTER PHI SPARK ASSISTED DIESEL HEADER 
&ENGINE') HEADER 
140 FORMAT(30X, ********************************** HEADER 
&****************************'/n HEADER 
150 FORMAT(40X, Test number ', A) HEADER 
170 FORMAT(40X; Speed ', F12.4; (rev/min)') HEADER 
171 FORMAT(40X; Ignition timing ', I4; (deg)') HEADER 
172 FORMAT(40X; Injection timing ', I4; (deg)') HEADER 
175 FORMAT(40X; Wall temp. K F12.4) DER 
180 FORMAT(40X; Fuel Ethanol'/) HEADER 
194 FORMAT(40X, 'Volumetric eff % ', F12.4) HEADER 
195 FORMAT(40X; Equivalence ratio ', F12.4) HEADER 
196 FORMAT(40X, 'Air/fuel ratio ', F12.4) HEADER 
197 FORMAT(40X; Mass of charge (g) ', F12.4) HEADER 
198 FORMAT(40X; Air flow kg/h F12.4 HEADER 
199 FORMAT(40X, Fuel flow kg/h ', F12: 
/) 
HEADER 
160 FORMAT(40X, 'Cycle number ', 12//) HEADER 
200 FORMAT(40X, CALCULATED VALUES'//) HEADER 
201 FORMAT(THETAP TU TB V VB VB/V HEADER 
& MB MB/M DAMC SL SP ST RF) HEADER 
202 FORMAT('(deg) (Bar) (deg K) (deg K) (em3) (cm3) HEADER 
& (g) (%/deg) (m/s) (mis) (m/s) (mm)') HEADER 
HEADER 
CALL LINE HEADER 
HEADER 
WRITE(5,510)THETA, CYLP(1)/100.0, TU(1), TB(1), VOLTOT(1) HEADER 
&*1E06, VB(1)*1E06, VB(1)/VOLTOT(I). AMB(1)*1000.0, AMC(1), HEADER 
&DAMC(1)* I00, SL(1), SP(1), ST(1), RF(1)* 1000 HEADER 
510 FORMAT(I4,5(2X, F7.2), 3(2X, F7.4), 5(2X, F7.2)) HEADER 
HEADER 
HEADER 
END HEADER 
CC 
C. -__-__.. ______ý______ýý_ý_ý_ý___. ............... C CC 
SUBROUTINE OUTSUM(MMM'TNAME) OUTSUM 
CC 
C Print cycle summary to the file K/B-OUTPUT. C 
CC 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) OUTSUM 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) OUTSUM 
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OUTSUM 
INTEGER MMM OUTSUM 
REAL IGNDEI IDELM, IDELD OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
CHARACTER TNAME*20 OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
COMMON/OUTIPMAX(50), PMANG(50), MBMAX(50), OUTSUM 
&MBRAT(50), MBANG(50), TO1(50), T0I0(50), T050(50), OUTSUM 
&T090(50), IGNDEL(50) OUTSUM 
COMMON/ENG/BORE, STROKE, CONN, VSWEPT, VCLEAR, OUTSUM 
&CRATIO, PISVEL, TWALL, IGNTIM, INMM, PIVC, TIVC, OUTSUM 
&GAMMA, CONST, RPM, OFFSET, DELTAT, MFUEL, MAIR, OUTSUM 
&VOLEFF OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
CALL STATS (MMM, PMAX, PMAXM, PMAXD) OUTS UM 
CALL STATS (NININI, PMANGPMANGM, PMANGD) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS (1VUN' I NIBMAXMBMIAX M, NMBNAXD) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS (1VUIN1, MBRATI MMBRATM, NIBRATD) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS (NiNI. Ni, MBANG, MBANGM, MBANGD) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS ( NIM, T01, T01M, TO1D) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS (NININI, T010, T)I OM, TOI OD) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS (NiNiNI, T050, TO50M, TO50D) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS (MMM, T090, T 90M, T090D) OUTSUM 
CALL STATS (MMM, IGNDEL, IDELM, IDELD) OUTSUM 
OUTSUNI 
CALL LINE OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,100) OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,105) TNAME OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,110) PMAXM /100., PMANGM OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,120) PNIAXD, PMANGD OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,130) MBMAXM* 100., MBMIAXD OUTSUM 
WR1TE(5,140) MBRATM*100., MBANGM OUTSUM 
WRTTE(5,150) MBRATD, MBANGD OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,160) T01 M, TO1 D OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,165) T01OM, T01OD OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,170) T050M, TO50D OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,175) T090M, TO90D OUTSUM 
WRITE(5,180) IDELM, IDELD OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
100 FORMAT(40X, T ESTSUM MAR Y. '/) OUTSUM 
105 FORMAT(40X; Run number: ', A) OUTSUM 
110 FORMAT(1OX, Max pressure Mean ', F12.4; Crank angle OUTSUM 
&Mean ', F12.4) OUTSUM 
120 FORMAT(10X; (Bar) SD ', F12.4,20X, 'SD ', F12.4/) OUTSUM 
130 FORMAT(1 OX; Max mass burnt Mean ', F12.4/IOX; (%) OUTSUM 
&SD ' F12 4) OUTSUM 
140 , . FORMAT(1OX; Max burning rate Mean ', F12.4,4X, Crank angle OUTSUM 
&Mean ', F12.4) OUTSUM 
150 FORMAT(1OX; (%/CA) SD ', F12.4,20X, 'SD ', F12.4/) OUTSUM 
160 FORMAT(10X; 0.1% Burn time Mean ', F12.4/IOX, (deg) OUTSUM 
4/) &SD ' F12 OUTSUM 
165 , . FORMAT(10X; 0-10% Burn time Mean ', F12.4/IOX; (deg) OUTSUM 
&SD ', F12.4/) OUTSUM 
170 FORMAT(1OX; 0.50% Burn time Mean ', F12.4/IOX; (deg) OUTSUM 
&SD ' 4/) F12 OUTSUM 
175 , . FORMAT(1OX; 0-90% Burn time Mean ', F12.4/1OX; (deg) OUTSUM 
&SD ', F12.4/) OUTSUM 
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180 FORMAT(1OX, Ignition delay Mean ', F12.4/10X; (deg) OUTSUM 
4/) &SD ' F12 OUTSUM , . OUTSUM 
CALL LINE OUTSUM 
OUTSUM 
RETURN OUTSUM 
END OUTS UM 
C C 
C_"--«"«""r"r"M_w_". 
_«_«" "". ""w"r" "". «""wr"«"r""""w"_""""«w_"_"C 
C C 
SUBROUTINE STATS(MMM, X, MEAN, SD) STATS 
C C 
C Calculates standard deviation and mean of the data in arraygiven as X. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A"H, J-Z) STATS 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (1) STATS 
STATS 
INTEGER MMM, LLL STATS 
STATS 
DIMENSION X(50) STATS 
STATS 
SUM=O. STATS 
SUMSQR=O. STATS 
LLL=MMM STATS 
DO 1 I=1, MMM STATS 
SUM=X(I)+SUM STATS 
SUMSQR=SUMSQR+X(I)**2 STATS 
IF (X(I). LE. 0.0001) LLL=LLL-1 STATS 
1 CONTINUE STATS 
MEAN=SUM/LLL STATS 
SD=SQRT((LLL*SUMSQR"SUM**2)/(LLL*(LLL-1))) STATS 
STATS 
RETURN STATS 
END STATS 
C C 
C-- _. _ _ --" C 
C C 
SUBROUTINE STEP(PI, TU 1, TB IAMB I, VB I, V 1, DVDTI, P2, TU 2, STEP 
&TB2, AMB2, VB2, V2, DVDT2, THETA, RFLAME, AM'IC, AFLAME) STEP 
C C 
C Calculate TU, TB, MB, VB and V at the next increment in crank angle C 
C using the improved Euler iteration technique. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ"Z) STEP 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (1) STEP 
STEP 
INTEGER KLO, KK, THETAPERERR, PROERR STEP 
STEP 
COMMONBLOCIAN, AM, AL, AK, F, T, P, KLO, PERERR, XEQ(12), XPA, STE 
&XF(4), PROERR P 
COMMON/ENG/BORE, STROKE, CONN, VSWEPT, VCLEAR, CRATIO, STEP 
TWALL, IGNTIM, INJ TINI, PIVC, TIVC, GAMMA, CONST, &PISVEL STEP , &RPM, OFFSET, DELTAT, M'IFUEL, MAIR, VOLEFF STEP 
COMMON/PROP/AVM, R, H, U, DRT, DHT, DUT, DRP, D}IP, DUP, DRF, STEP 
&DHF, DUF STEP 
COMMONIIIMEIDTUDT, DTBDT, DMBDT, DVBDT, DQUDT, DQBDT, STEP 
TOTAL STEP 
C STEP 
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C Calculate DPDT, DVDT. V and set the combustion and iteration STEP 
C indicators. STEP 
C STEP 
DPDT=(P2-P 1)JDELTAT STEP 
C STEP 
C Set combustion indicator: INDC=1: before ignition. STEP 
C INDC=2: ignition point. STEP 
C INDC=3: after ignition. STEP 
C STEP 
IF (THETA. LT. IGNTIM) THEN STEP 
INDC=1 STEP 
ELSE IF (THETA. EQ. IGNTIM) THEN STEP 
INDC=2 STEP 
ELSE STEP 
INDC=3 STEP 
ENDIF STEP 
C STEP 
C Make first approximations (suffix 2) of ? UTB, MB and VB. STEP 
C STEP 
TU2=TU 1+DTUDT*DELTAT STEP 
IF (TU2. LT. 300.0) TU2=300.1 STEP 
IF (INDCEQ. 3) THEN STEP 
C STEP 
C Combustion. STEP 
C STEP 
TB2=TB 1+DTBDT*DELTAT STEP 
IF (TB2. GE. 4000) TB2=3999.9 STEP 
IF (TB2. LE. 600) TB2=600.1 STEP 
AMB2=AMB 1+DMBDT*DELTAT STEP 
VB2=VB 1+DVBDT*DELTAT STEP 
ELSE STEP 
C STEP 
C No combustion. STEP 
C STEP 
TB2=0. STEP 
AMB2=0. STEP 
VB2=0. STEP 
ENDIF STEP 
STEP 
DO 900 KK=1,2 STEP 
C STEP 
C Re-calculate the properties and their derivatives. STEP 
C STEP 
CALL PROPCH (TU2, RR HR, URDHDTR, DUDTR) STEP 
STEP 
IF (PROERR. EQ. 2) GOTO 1000 STEP 
C STEP 
C Calculate heat transfer rate for unburnt volume (kJ/s = kW). STEP 
C STEP 
CALL AREA (VB2, V2, RFLAME, THEI'A, AFLAME, WAB, TOTA) STEP 
CALL HTFC (P2, TU2, V2, HTC, HETA) STEP 
STEP 
DQUDT=HTC*(TOTA-WAB)*(TWALL-T) STEP 
C STEP 
C Calculate the rate of change of temperature in the unburnt STEP 
C region. From K&B paper equation 34. STEP 
C STEP 
DTuDTI=cm2*DPDT/P2+DQUDT/((MToTAL-AMB2)*RR))I(( STEP 
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&DUDTR/RR)+1. ) STEP 
IF (KK. EQ. 1) THEN STEP 
DTUDT=(DTUDT+DTUDTI)/2. STEP 
TU2 TUI+DTUDT*DELTAT STEP 
IF (TU2. LT. 300) TU2=300.1 STEP 
ELSE STEP 
DTUDT=DTUDTI STEP 
ENDIF STEP 
C STEP 
C IF combustion happening then make new estimates of STEP 
C &DMBDT, DVBDT, DTBDT. STEP 
C STEP 
IF ((INDC. EQ. 1). OR. (INDC. EQ. 2)) THEN STEP 
C STEP 
C No combustion. STEP 
C STEP 
DMBDT=O. STEP 
DQBDT=0. STEP 
DVBDT=O. STEP 
DTBDT=O. STEP 
STEP 
ELSE STEP 
STEP 
T=TB2 STEP 
C STEP 
C Calculate heat transfer rate for burnt volume (kJ/s = kW). STEP C STEP 
CALL HTFC (P2, TB2, V2, HTC, THETA) TEP S 
DQBDT=HTC*WAB*(TWALL"TB2) STEP 
STEP 
CALL PER (1) STEP 
C STEP 
C Abort subroutine if PERERR error occurred in PER STEP 
C STEP 
IF (PERERR. NE. 0) GOTO 1000 STEP 
C STEP 
C Rate of change of burnt mass calculation. STEP 
C From K&B paper equation 35. STEP 
C STEP 
A=((MTOTAL-AMB2)*RR*DTUDT P2*DVDT2)*(DUT/R+1) STEP 
B=DPDT*V2*(DUT/R+Ahffi2*DUP/V2+(V2"VB2)/V2) STEP 
DMBDTI=(A-B+DQBD'1)/(U-UR+((RR*TtJ2/R). TB2)*DU I) STEP 
C STEP 
C Prevent mass burnt going negative unless more than STEP 
C 0.2 of the charge has burnt. STEP 
C STEP 
IF ((DMBDTI. LT. O). AND. (AMC. LE. 0.2)) THEN STEP 
DMBDT=O. STEP 
DQBDT=O. STEP 
DVBDT=O. STEP 
DTBDT=O. STEP 
STEP 
ELSE STEP 
STEP 
IF (KK. EQ. 1) THEN STEP 
DMIBDT=(DMMBDT+DMBDTI)/2. STEP 
AMB2 AMB 1+DMBDT*DE. TAT STEP 
ELSE STEP, 
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DMBDT-DMBDTI STEP 
ENDIF STEP 
C STEP 
C Rate of change of volume of the burnt region STEP C calculation. From K&B paper equation 36. STEP C STEP 
DVBDTI=(V2-VB2)*(DMBDT/(MTOTAL-AMB2}DTUDT/ STEP 
&TU2+DPDT/P2)+DVDT2 STEP 
IF (KK. EQ. 1) THEN STEP 
DVBDT=(DVBDT+DVBDTJy2. STEP 
VB2=VB 1+DVBDT DELTAT STEP 
ELSE STEP 
DVBDT=DVBDTI STEP 
ENDIF STEP 
C STEP 
C Rate of change of temperature in the burnt region STEP 
C calculation. From K&B paper equation 29. STEP 
C STEP 
DTBDTI=TB2*(DPDT/P2-DMBDT/AMB2+DVBDTNB2) STEP 
IF (KK. EQ. 1) THEN STEP 
DTBDT=(DTBDT+DTBDTI)R. STEP 
TB2 TB 1+DTBDT*DELTAT STEP 
IF (TB2. GE. 4000) TB2=3999.9 STEP 
IF (TB2. LE. 600) TB2=600.1 STEP 
ELSE STEP 
DTBDT=DTBDTI STEP 
ENDIF STEP 
ENDIF STEP 
ENDIF STEP 
STEP 
900 CONTINUE STEP 
STEP 
IF (INDC. EQ. 2) THEN STEP 
C STEP 
C Calculate the adiabatic flame temperature at ignition and STEP 
C assume this to be the initial burnt gas temperature. STEP 
C STEP 
CALL TEMP (TU2, RR, TEMPAD) STEP 
STEP 
IF (PROERR. EQ. 2) GOTO 1000 STEP 
T=TEMPAD STEP 
TB2 TEMPAD STEP 
VB 1=1. E-12*V1 STEP 
AMB 1=1. E-12*NiTOTAL STEP 
ENDIF STEP 
STEP 
1000 RETURN STEP 
END STEP 
CC 
C -------- --C CC 
SUBROUTINE AREA(VBURNT, VOLUME, RFLAME, 'IHHETA. AREA 
WAB, TOTA) AREA 
CC 
C Calculates the radius of the flame, the area of the flame front and C 
C the incylinder wall area in contact with the burnt zone. C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) 
C 
AREA 
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C 
C 
C 
100 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
143 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) AREA 
AREA 
INTEGER THETA THETA 1, THETA2, R 1, R2 AREA AREA 
COMMON/ENGBORE, STROKE, CONN, VS WEPT, VCLEAR, CRATIO, AREA 
&PISVEL, TWALL, IGNTIM, INMM, PIVC. TIVC, GAMMA, CONST, AREA 
&RPM, OFFSET, DELTAT, MFUEL, MAIR, VOLEFF AREA 
COMMON/FLAME/F'WA(0: 14,0: 26), FV(0: 14,0: 26), FA(0: 14,0: 26) AREA 
AREA 
IF (THETA. LE. IGNTIM) THEN AREA 
WAB=0.0 AREA 
AFLAME=0.0 AREA 
RFLAME--0.0 AREA 
ELSE AREA 
THETA I =INT(AB S (THETA)/10) AREA 
THETA2=ThETA 1+1 AREA 
IF (THETA2. EQ. 15) GOTO 1000 AREA 
TE=REAL(Tl-iETA2*10-ABS(FF1ETA)YREAL((THETA2 T1ETAI) AREA 
&*10) AREA 
Interpolate to find the flame radius. AREA 
AREA 
VB 1 =0 AREA 
II=0 AREA 
DO 100 Iß, 26 AREA 
IF (VB 1. GE. VBURNT) GOTO 100 AREA 
II=II+1 AREA 
VB I=FV(THEI'A2, I)-TE*(FV(THETA2,1)-FV(THETA 1,1)) AREA 
CONTINUE AREA 
R1=11-1 AREA 
R2=11 AREA 
AREA 
IF (II. EQ. 0) THEN AREA 
R1=0 AREA 
R2=1 AREA 
ENDIF AREA 
AREA 
A1=FV(THETA2, R1) TE*(FV(THETA2, R1)-FV(I'HETAI, R1)) AREA 
B1=FV(THETA2, R2)-TE*(FVCTHETA2, R2)-FV(THETAI, R2)) AREA 
RFLAME=REAL(R2)*. 005-((B 1-VBURNT)/(B 1-A l ))*REAL(R2- AREA 
&R1)*. 005 AREA 
AREA 
Interpolate to find flame/wall area. AREA 
AREA 
A1=FWA(THETA2, R1)-TE*(FWACTHETA2, RI)-FWA(THETAI ý 
&, R1)) 
B1=FWA(THETA2, R2) TE*(FWA(THETA2, R2)-FWA(TfHETAI AREA 
&, R2)) 
WAB=B 1-(REAL. (R2-R1)/REAL(R2-RFLAME))*(B 1-A l) AREA 
AREA 
Interpolate to find the area of the flame front between the AREA 
unburnt and burnt region. AREA AREA 
A 1=FA('I'HETA2, R l) TE* (FA (THETA2, R l)-FA (THETA I .R 1)) 
AREA 
B1=FACrHETA2, R2)-TE*(FA(THETA2, R2)-FA(THETAI, R2)) AREA 
AFLAME=B 1-(REAL. (R2-Rl)/REAL, (R2-RFLAME))*(B 1-A l) 
AAREA REA 
ENDIF AREA 
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AREA 
HCYLr4. *VOLUME/(3.14159*BORE* *2.0) AREA 
PISA=CYHA-3.14159 *OFFSET**2 AREA 
CYHA=3.14159*BORE**2/4 AREA 
BOWLA=4*3.14159*OFFSET* *2f 2 AREA 
AWALL=3.14159*BORE*HCYL AREA 
TOTA=CYHA+PISA+BOWLA+AWALL AREA 
AREA 
1000 RETURN AREA 
END AREA 
C C 
C- ________-_»-_____»_»-___--_»__»-»_»-»-». »_. »»»__. »__.. » ............. »_». _..... C C C 
SUBROUTINE HTFC(P, TEMP, VOLUME, HTC, THETA) HTFC 
C C 
C Calculates the heat transfer coefficient. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) IITFC 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (1) HTFC 
HTFC 
INTEGER THETA HTFC 
I-ITFC 
COMMON/ENGB ORE, STROKE, CONN, V S WEPT, V CLEAR, CRATIO, HTFC 
&PISVEL, TWALL, &IGNTIN[, INJ TIM, PIVC, TIVC, GAMNAA, CONST, HTFC 
&RPM, OFFSET, DELTAT, MFUEL, MAIR, VOLEFF HTFC 
COMMON/RDGS/CYLP(283), TU(283), TB(283). AMB(283), VB(283), HTFC 
&VOLTOT(283), AMC(283), DVDT(283) HTFC 
C HTFC 
C Heat transfer coefficient (kJ/m2 sK= kW/m2 K). HTFC 
C HTFC 
C Incylinder pressure assumed to be motoring pressure until HTFC 
C ignition point, then using the values of V and P at the ignition HTFC 
C point and TDC the polytropic index is calculated, the motoring HTFC 
C pressure is then calculated for values of crank angle after HTFC 
C ignition. 3670 kPa is an observed value from cycles without HTFC 
C combustion at TDC. at 1800 rev/min. Use 3000 kPa at 1500 rev/min. HTFC 
C 1.0197E-02 converts kPa to kgf/cm2. HTFC 
C HTFC 
PTDC=3000* 1.0197E-02 HTFC 
PRESS=P* HTFC 
HTFC 
IF (THETA. EQ. IGNTIM) THEN HTFC 
GAMMA=LOG(PTDGPRESS)/L OG(VOLUNIE/VCLEAR) HTFC 
CONST=PTDC*VCLEAR**GAN%1A HTFC 
ENDIF HTFC 
HTFC 
IF (THETA. LE. IGNTIM) THEN HTFC 
PMOTOR=PRESS HTFC 
ELSE HTFC 
PMOTOR=CONST/(VOLUME**GAM. MA) HTFC 
ENDIF HTFC 
HTFC 
A=BORE**(-0.2) HTFC 
B=PRESS**0.8 HTFC 
C=TEMP**(-0.53) HTFC 
IF (PRESS. GT. PNIOTOR) THEN HTFC 
D=3.24E-03*VSWEP'1'*TIVC*(PRESS-PMOTOR)I(PIVC* HTFC 
&1.0197E-02*VOLTOT(1)) HTFC 
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EISE HTFC 
D=0.0 I ITFC 
ENDIF 11TFC 
D=(D+2.28*PIS VEL)* *0.8 11TFC C I ITFC C Multiply by 1.162222E-03 to convert from kcal/m2 hK to I ITFC C kW/m2 K. I ITFC 
C 4.183E-03 * 1000/60/60 1C 
C I ITFC 
HTC=I 10.0*A*B *C*D * 1.162222E-03 IC 
IiT C 
RETURN F }l'1T C 
END inn 
C C 
C----------------------- -. " ....... C C 
SUBROUTINE SPEEDS (TU, RFI, RF2, TEMPAD, AMBI, AMB2, SL, SPEEDS 
&SP, ST, SE, AFLAME) SPEEDS 
C C 
C Calculates the flame speeds at one degree intervals for ethanol C C and the adiabatic flame temperature. C 
C C 
C Laminar flame speeds (SL) after Koda et al 1982. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) SPEEDS 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (1) SPEEDS 
SPEEDS 
INTEGER KLO, PERERR, PROERR SPEEDS 
SPEEDS 
COMMONBLOC/AN, AM, AL, AK, F, T, P, KLO, PERERR, XEQ(12), SPEEDS 
&XPA, XF(4), PROERR SPEEDS 
COMMON/ENG/BORE, STROi, CONN, VSWEPT VCLEAR SPEEDS , , &CRATIO, PISVEL, TWALL, IGNTIM, INmM, PIVC, TIVC, GAMMA SPEEDS , &CONST, RPM, OFFSET, DELTAT, MFUEL, MAIR VOLEFF SPEEDS , SPEEDS 
CALL TEMP (TU, RR, TEMPAD) SPEEDS 
SPEEDS 
IF (PROERR. EQ. 2) GOTO 1000 SPEEDS 
C SPEEDS 
C Laminar velocity (SL). SPEEDS 
C SPEEDS 
A=(TU**2)*(TEMPAD**4.9)+EXP(-172.799/(TEMPAD*RR)) SPEEDS 
SLR. 000109*(A/((TEMMPAD-TIJ)**3. ))**. 5 SPEEDS 
N1=1.8 SPEEDS 
IF (F. GT. 1.0) N l=-. 9 SPEEDS 
SL=SL*(P**(-0.2))*(F**N1) SPEEDS 
C SPEEDS 
C Propagation velocity (SP). SPEEDS 
C SPEEDS 
SP=(RF2-RF1)/DELTAT SPEEDS 
C SPEEDS 
C Turbulent flame speed (ST). SPEEDS 
C SPEEDS 
RO=P/(RR*TU) SPEEDS 
SPEEDS 
IF (RFI. LE. O) THEN SPEEDS 
ST=O. SPEEDS 
ELSE SPEEDS 
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ST=(AMB2-AMBI)/(DELTAT"RO*AFLAME) SPEEDS 
ENDIF SPEEDS 
C SPEEDS 
C Expansion velocity (SE). SPEEDS 
C SPEEDS 
SE=SP-ST SPEEDS 
SPEEDS 
1000 REI1JRN SPEEDS 
END SPEEDS 
CC 
C--__------_. ____. ý___ý. _ _a__e__.... C 
C C 
SUBROUTINE TEMP(TR, RR, TEMPAD) MIP 
C C 
C Calculates the adiabatic flame temperature at constant pressure. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) TEMP 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) TEMP 
TEMP 
INTEGER KLO, PERERR, PROERR TEMP 
TEMP 
COMMONBLOC/AN, AM, AL, AK, F, T, P, KLO, PERERR, XEQ(12), TEMP 
&XPA, XF(4), PROERR TEMP 
COMMON/PROP/AVM, R, H, U, DRT, DHT, DUT, DRP, DHP, DUP, DRF, TEMP 
&DHF, DUF TEMP 
COMMON/ENGBORE, STROKE, CONN, VS WEPT, V CLEAR, CRATIO, TEMP 
&PISVEL, TWALL, IGNTIM, INmM, PIVC, TIVC, GAMMA, CONST, TEMP 
&RPM, OFFSET, DELTAT, MFUEL, MAIR, VOLEFF TEMP 
TEMP 
CALL PROPCH (TR, RR, HR, UR, DHDTR, DUDTR) TEMP 
TEMP 
IF (PROERR. EQ. 2) GOTO 1000 TEMP 
C TEMP 
C TEMPAD is the adiabatic flame temperature (Kelvin). TEMP 
C TEMP 
T=3300.0 TEMP 
TEMP 
DO 100 I=1,25 TEMP 
TEMP 
CALL PER (1) TEMP 
TEMP 
IF (PERERR. NE. 0) GOTO 1000 TEMP 
C TEMP 
C Using Newton's method. TEMP 
C TEMP 
DELT=(H-HR)/DHT TEMP 
TT DELT TEMP 
IF (ABS(DELT). LE. 1. ) GOTO 1000 'h'fl' 
100 CONTINUE TEMP 
PRINT*, "Temp iteration did not converge in 25 attempts. ' 'TEMP 
TEMP 
1000 TEMPAD=T 'h'fl' 
TEMP 
RETURN TEMP 
END TEMP 
C C 
C---_ ._ __C 
C C 
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SUBROUTINE PROPCII(TEMP, R, 11, U, DIIDT. DUD'1) PROPCH 
C C 
C Calculates the properties R, U, i; I and the derivatives Dll/DT, DU/DT for C C an ethanol/air mixture of equivalence ratio F at TEMP degrees C C Kelvin. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) PROPCII 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) PROPCH I 
PROPCII 
INTEGER KLO, PERERR, PROERR PROPCII 
PROPCII 
DIMENSION HT2(4), CT2(4) PROPCH 
PROPCH. 
COMMON/BLOC/AN, AM, AL, AK, F, T, P, KLO, PERERR, XEQ(12), PROPCH 
&XPA, XF(4), PROERR PROPCH 
COMMON/FULDTA/AM 1(4), I-iTl (114), CTI (114) PROPCH 
C PROPCH 
C Calculate the properties and derivatives. PROPCH 
C PROPCH 
IF ((TEMP. GE. 300. ). AND. (TEMP. LE. 4000. )) THEN PROPCH 
C PROPCH 
C Interpolate to calculate the values of enthalpy and specific PROPCH 
C heat. Set error code to 0. PROPCH 
C PROPCH 
PROERR=0.0 P ROPCH 
I TEMP=INT(TEMP/100.0) PROPCH 
FRAC=(TEMP/100.0)-REAL(ITEMP) PROPCH 
DO 1 1=1,3 PROPCH 
IN=37*(I. 1)+(ITEMP-2) PROPCH 
C PROPCH 
C Multiply by 1000 to convert from kcal to cal. PROPCH C PROPCH 
HT2(I)=(HT1(IN)+FRAC*(HT1(IN+I)-HTI(IN)))*1000.0 PROPCH 
CF2(I)=(C T1(IN)+FRAC*(CT1(IN+1)-CFI (IN))) PROPCH 
1 CONTINUE PROPCH 
PROPCH 
ELSE PROPCH 
C PROPCH 
C IF TEMP is greater than 4000 or less than 300 set PROERR to PROPCH 
C 2.0. PROPCH 
C PROPCH 
PROERR=2.0 PROPCH 
GOTO 1000 PROPCH 
PROPCH 
ENDIF PROPCH 
C PROPCH 
C If TEMP is greater than 1000 set PROERR to 1.0 so as warning is PROPCH C printed indicating that the enthalpy and specific heats for PROPCH 
C ethanol are extrapolated. PROPCH 
C PROPCH 
IF (TEMP. GT. 1000) PROERR=1.0 PROPCH 
PROPCH 
HT2(4)=4.968*TEMP PROPCH 
CT2(4)=4.968 PROPCH 
PROPCH 
AVM. PROPCH 
H=O. PROPCH 
DHDT=O. PROPCH 
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PROPCI I 
DO 2 I=1,4 PROPCII 
AVM=AVM+XF(1)*AM 1(I) PROPCI I 
C PROPCI I 
C Multiplying by 4.184E-03 converts cal to kJ. PROPCII 
C Multiplying by 1000.0 converts l/mol to l/kmol. PROPCI I 
C PROPCI I 
H=H+XF(I)*HT2(I)*4.184E-03* 1000.0 PROPCI I 
DHDT=DHDT+XF(I)*CT2(1)*4.184E-03* 1000.0 PROPCII 
2 CONTINUE PROPCII 
PROPCH 
H=H/AVM PROPCI i 
R=8.3144/AVM PROPCI i 
U=H-R*TEMP PROPCH 
DHDT=DHDT/AVM PROPCü 
DUDT=DHDT-R PROPCII 
PROPCH 
1000 RETURN PROPCII 
END PROPCH 
C C 
C C 
SUBROUTINE LINE LINE 
C C 
C Subroutine LINE prints a line to the file K/B-OUTPUT. C 
C C 
WRI TE(5,100) LINE 
100 FORMATC- ------- LINE &-ýý . _. ý.. ýý LINE &-------=) LINE 
RETURN LINE 
END LINE 
C C 
C_-__-_----ý-_p-- --»C C C 
SUBROUTINE PER(JDR) PER 
C C 
C Developed by Cherian Olikara, Gary L. Borman C 
C University of Wisconsin, Madison Version May 1974. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-H, J-Z) PER 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) PER 
PER 
INTEGER JDR, KLO, PERERR, PROERR PER 
PER 
DIMENSION SH(12) PER 
PER 
COMMONBLOC/AN, AM, AL, AK, F, T, P. KLO, PERERR, XEQ(12), XPA, PER 
&XF(4), PROERR PER 
COMMON/PERDTA/HT(350), CT(350), SM(12) PER 
COMMON/PROP/AVM, R, H, U, DRT, DHT, DUT, DRP, DHP, DUP, DRF, PER 
&DHF, DUF PER 
COMMON! FAB/DXT(12), DXP(12), DXF(12) PER 
C PER 
C SH, SM, HT and CT data statements now in block data. PER 
C PER 
C Subroutine PER calls subroutine EQMD for calculation of mole PER 
C fractions and their partial derivatives. PER 
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C PER 
C Convert from metric units to imperial units. PER 
C PER 
C K to R PER 
T=T*1.8 PER 
C kN/m2 to psi PER 
P=P*O. 14505 PER 
C kJ/kgK to BTU/lbR PER 
R=R/4.1868 PER 
C kJ/kg to BTU/Ib PER 
H=H/2.326 PER 
C kJ/kg to BTU/lb PER 
U=U/2.326 PER 
C kJ/kgKK to BTU/1bRR PER 
DRT=DRT17.536 PER 
C kJ/kgK to BTU/lbR PER 
DHT=DHT/4.1868 PER 
C kJ/kgK to BTU/1bR PER 
DUT=DUT/4.1868 PER 
C kJ/kgKkPa to BTU/lbRpsi PER 
DRP=DRP/0.6073 PER 
C kJ/kgkPa to BTU/lbpsi PER 
DHP=DHP/0.3374 PER 
C kJ/kgkPa to BTU/lbpsi PER 
DUP=DUP/0.3374 PER 
C kJ/kgK to BTU/lbR PER 
DRF=DRF/4.1868 PER 
C kJ/kg to BTU/! b PER 
DHF=DHF/2.326 PER 
C kJ/kg to BTU/lb PER 
DUF=DUF/2.326 PER 
PER 
DO 100 I=1,12 PER 
C 1/K to I/R PER 
DXT(I)=DXT(I)/1.8 PER 
C 1/kPa to 1/psi PER 
DXP(I)=DXP(I)l0.14505 PER 
100 CONTINUE PER 
PER 
CALL EQMD (JDR) PER 
PER 
IF (PERERR. NE. 0) RETURN PER 
C PER 
C Section 100 calculates AVM, R. H and U. PER 
C PER 
TK=T/180. PER 
IT=TK PER 
FR=TK-REAL(IT) PER 
SH(1)=92935.8+4.968*T PER 
SH(12)=4.968*T PER 
DO 105 I=2,11 PER 
IN=35*(I-2)+(IT-5) PER 
PER 
105 CONTINUE PER 
AVM=O. PER 
H=O. PER 
DO 110 I=1,12 PER 
AVM=AVM+XEQ(I)*SM(1) PER 
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110 
C 
C 
C 
210 
C 
C 
C 
H=H+XEQ(I)*SH(I) 
CONTINUE 
H=H/AVM 
R=1.987165/AVM 
U=H"R*T 
IF (JDR. EQ. O) RETURN 
Section 200 calculates the partial derivatives with respect to TX and F. 
DMT=DXT(1)*SM(1)+DXT(12)*SM(12) 
DHT=XEQ(1)*4.968+DXT(1)*SH(1)+XEQ(12)*4.968+DXT(12)*SH(12) 
DMP=DXP(1)*SM(1)+DXP(12)*SM(12) 
DHP=DXP(1)*SH(1)+DXP(12)*SH(12) 
DMF=DXF(1)*SM(1)+DXF(12)*SM(12) 
DHF=DXF(1)*SH(1)+DXF(12)*SH(12) 
DO 210 I=2,11 
IN=35*(I-2)+(IT-5) 
CP=CT(IN)+FR* (CT(IN+l)-CT(IN)) 
DMT=DIM+DXT(1) *S M (I) 
DHT=DHT+XEQ(I)*CP+DXT(I)*SH(I) 
DMP=D M'IP+DXP(I) *SM (I) 
DHP=DHP+DXP(I)*SH(I) 
DMF=DMF+DXF(I)*SM(I) 
DHF=DHF+DXF(I)*SH(I) 
CONTINUE 
DRT=-R*DMT/AVM 
DHT=(DHT DMT*H)/AVM 
DUT=DHT-R-DRT*T 
DRP=-R*DMP/AVM 
DHP=(DHP-DNIP*H)/AVM 
DUP=DHP-DRP*T 
DRF=-R*DNIF/AVM 
DHF=(DHF DMF*H)/AVM 
DUF=DHF-DRF*T 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
PER 
Convert from imperial units to metric units. 
T=T/1.8 
P=P/0.14505 
R=R*4.1868 
H=H*2.326 
U=U*2.326 
DRT=DRT*7.536 
DHT=DHT*4.1868 
DUT=DUT*4.1868 
DRP=DRP*0.6073 
DHP=DHP*0.3374 
DUP=DUP*0.3374 
DRF=DRF*4.1868 
DHF=DHF*2.326 
DUF=DUF*2.326 
DO 220 I=1,12 
DXT(I)=DXT(I)* 1.8 
DXP(I)=DXP(I) * 0.14505 
220 CONTINUE 
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PER 
RETURN PER 
END PER 
cc Ce_NesNM 
wýNýyýwwNwýMýýwyýwee _se-wýMNMýMýMAN-N-N-N-N-M-N--NC 
CC 
SUBROUTINE EQMD(JDR) EQMD 
C C 
C Developed by Cherian Olikara, Gary L. Borman C 
C University of Wisconsin, Madison Version April 1974. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A. H, J. Z) EQMD 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) EQMD 
EQMD 
INTEGER JF, NCALL, K, J, NCK, MAX, JDR, KLO, PERERR, PROERR EQMD 
DIMENSION A(4,4), B(4), C(4,3) EQMD 
EQMD 
COMMONBLOC/AN, AM, AL, AK, F, T, P, KLO, PERERR, XEQ(12), EQMD 
&XPA, XF(4), PROERR EQMD 
COMMONTTAB/DXT(12), DXP(12), DXF(12) EQMD 
EQMD 
DATA JF, PREC 0,1. OE-3/ EQMD 
EQº1MD 
IF ((T-108O. )(7200. -T)) 102,105,105 BQMMD 
102 PERERR=1 EQMD 
GOTO 710 EQMMD 
C EQMD 
C Section 100 calculates the constants used in the subroutine. DQMD 
C BQMD 
105 R0=(AN+0.25*AM-0.5*AL)IF DQMD 
R=R0+0.5 *AL EQNID 
R1=R0*3.7274+0.5*AK EQMD 
R2=R0*0.0444 EQMD 
IF (R. GT. 0.5*AN) GOTO 110 EQMD 
PERERR=2 EQMD 
GOTO 710 EQMD 
110 Dl=AM/AN EQMD 
D2=2.0*R/AN EQMD 
D3=2.0*R1/AN EQMD 
D4=R2/AN EQMD 
C EQMD 
C 
C 
The equilibrium constants were curve fitted (least squares) in 
the range 600 to 4000 deg K (1080 to 7200 deg R) from data in 
EQMD 
EQMD 
C Janaf Thermochemical Tables, second edition (1971). EQMD 
C EQMD 
SQP=SQRT(P/14.696) EQMD 
TA=0.005*T/9.0 EQMD 
ALTA=LOG(TA) EQM'ID 
TAIN=I. 0ITA EQNID 
TASQ=TA*TA EQMD 
DQMD 
C1=(10.0**(0.432168*ALTA-11.2464*TAIN+2.67269-0.745744E-01 EQMD 
&*TA+0.242484E-02*TASQ))/SQP EQMD 
C2=(10.0**(0.310805*ALTA-12.9540*TAIN+3.21779-0.738336E-01 EQMD 
&*TA+0.344645E-02*TASQ))/SQP FiQND 
C3=(10.0**(0.389716*ALTA-24.5828*TAIN+3.14505-0.963730E-01 EQMMD 
&*TA+0.585643E-02*TASQ))/SQP EQMMD 
C5=10.0**(-0.141784*ALTA-2.13308*TAIN+0.853461+0.355015E-01 EQMD 
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*TA-0.310227E-02*TASQ) EQMD 
C7=10.0**(0.150879E-01 *ALTA4.70959*TAIN+0.646096+ EQMD 
&0.272805E-02*TA-0.154444E-02*TASQ) EQMD 
C9=(10.0**(-0.752364*ALTA+l 2.4210*TAIN-2.60286+0.259556*TA IZQMD 
&-0.162687E-01 *TASQ))*SQP EQMD 
C10=(10.0**(-0.415302E-02*ALTA+14.8627*TAIN4.75746+0. EQMD 
&124699*TA-0.900227E-02*TASQ))*SQP EQMD 
C 
C Section 200 decides whether or not to make a new estimate of EQMD 
C XEQ(4), XEQ(6), XEQ(8) and XEQ(11). EQMD 
C EQMD 
IF (KLO-1) 305,205,410 EQMD 
205 IF (JF. EQ. 0) GOTO 305 EQMD 
IF (ABS(F-PHIPR). GT. 1. OE"6) GOTO 305 EQ11MD 
IF (ABS(T/TPR-1.0). GT. 0.02) GOTO 305 EQMD 
IF (ABS(P/PPR-1.0). GT. 0.05) GOTO 305 EQMD 
DQMD 
XEQ(4)=X4PR EQMD 
XEQ(6)=X6PR BQMD 
XEQ(8)=X8PR E QMD 
XEQ(11)=X 1 IPR EQMD 
EQMD 
GOTO 410 EQMD 
C EQMD 
C Section 300 can make an initial estimate of XEQ(4), XEQ(6), XEQ(8) EQMD 
C and XEQ(11). EQMD 
C EQ 
305 IF (F. GT. 1.0) GOTO 310 EQMD 
PAR=1.0/(R+R 1+R2+0.25*AM) EQMD 
GOTO 315 EQMD 
310 PAR=1.0/(R1+R2+AN+0.5*AM) BQMD 
315 FUN1=2.0*AN*C10 EQMD 
FUN2=0.5*AM*C9 EQMD 
FUN3=2.0/PAR EQMD 
FUN4=2.0*R 13QMD 
OX=1.0 EQMD 
320 SQOX=SQRT(OX) BQMD 
FOX=(FUN1*SQOX+AN)/(1.0+C10*SQOX)+FUN2*SQOX/(1.0+C9* EQMD 
&SQOX)+FUN3*OX-FUN4 EQMD 
IF (FOX) 325,330,335 EQMD 
335 OX=O. 1*OX EQMD 
IF (OX. GE. 1. OE-30) GOTO 320 EQMD 
PERERR=3 FQMD 
GOTO 710 EQMD 
325 IND=1 EQMD 
327 FOX=(FUN1*SQOX+AN)/(1. O+C10*SQOX)+FUN2*SQOX/(1.0+C9* EQMD 
&SQOX) +FUN3*OX-FUN4 EQMD 
DAX1=0.25*FUNI/(SQOX*(1.0+C10*SQOX)) EQMD 
DAX2=0.5*FUN2/(SQOX*(1. O+C9*SQOX)) EQNID 
DOX=DAX1/(1.0+C10*SQOX)+DAX2/(1.0+C9*SQOX)+FUN3 EQNID 
RAT=FOX/DOX EQM'ID 
OX=OX-RAT EQNID 
SQOX=SQRT(OX) EQNID 
IF (ABS(RAT/OX). LE. I. OE-2) GOTO 330 EQMD 
IND=IND+1 EQMD 
IF (IND. LE. 20) GOTO 327 BQMD 
EQMD 
330 XEQ(4)=0.5*AM*PAR/(1. (+C9*SQOX) EQMD 
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XEQ(6)=AN*PAR/(1. O+C 10*SQOX) 
XEQ(8)=OX 
XEQ(11)=R1*PAR 
C 
C Section 400 calculates the elements of the matrix of linearised C equations. 
C 
410 IND=1 
NCALL=O 
455 SQX4=SQRT(XEQ(4)) 
SQX8=SQRT(XEQ(8)) 
SQXII=SQRT(XEQ(11)) 
XEQ(1)=C1 *SQX4 
XEQ(2)=C2*SQX8 
XEQ(3)=C3*SQX11 
XEQ(5)=C5*SQX4*SQX8 
XEQ(7)=C7*SQX 11 *SQX8 
XEQ(9)-C9 *XEQ(4) *SQX8 
XEQ(10)=C10*XEQ(6)*SQX8 
460 T14=0.5*C1/SQX4 
T28=0.5*C2/SQX8 
T311=0.5*C3/SQX11 
T54=0.5*C5*SQX8/SQX4 
T58=0.5*C5*SQX4/SQX8 
T78=0.5*C7*SQX11/SQX8 
T711=0.5*C7*SQX8/SQX11 
794=C9*SQX8 
T9 8 =0.5 * C9 *XEQ (4)/S QX 8 
T106--C10*SQX8 
T 10 8 =0.5 *C 10 *XEQ(6)/S QX 8 
A(1 , 1) =T 14+2.0+T54+2.0 * T94 A(1,2)=-D 1 *(1. O+T106) 
A(1,3)=(T58+2.0*T98)-D1 *T108 
A(1,4)=O. 0 
A(2,1)=T54+T94 
A(2,2)=(1.0+2.0*T106)-D2*(1. O+T106) 
A(2,3)=(T28+T58+T78+2.0+T98+2.0*T108)-D2*T108 
A(2,4)=T711 
A(3,1)=0.0 
A(3,2)=-D3*(1.0+T106) 
A(3,3) T78-D3*T108 
A(3,4)=T311+T711+2.0 
A(4,1)=T 14+1.0+T54+T94 
A(4,2)=1.0+T106+D4*(1.0+T106) 
A(4,3)=128+T58+778+ 1.0+T98+T 108+D4 *T 108 
A(4,4)=T311+T711+1.0 
IF (NCALLEQ. 1) GOTO 810 
B(1 )=-(XEQ(1)+2.0*XEQ(4)+XEQ(S)+2.0*XEQ(9))+D 1 *(XEQ(6)+ 
&XEQ(10)) 
B(2)="(XEQ(2)+XEQ(5)+XEQ(6)+XEQ(7)+2.0*XEQ(8)+XEQ(9)+2.0* 
&EQ(10))+D2* (XEQ(6)+XEQ(10)) 
B (3)=-(XEQ(3)+XEQ(7)+2.0*XEQ(11))+D3 * (XEQ(6)+XEQ(10)) 
153 
EQMD 
BQMD 
DQMD 
13Q, NID 
DQtitD 
13Q, NID 
13Q, NID 
13Q, NID 
13Q, NID 
IQMD 
EQM'ID 
DQMD 
EQMD 
EQMD 
13QMD 
MMD 
BQMD 
13Q, NID 
FL MD 
BQNID 
IMMD 
13Q, NID 
BQMD 
13Q, NID 
13Q, NID 
I3 MD 
BQ, NMD 
BQMMD 
MINID 
MINI 
B MD 
U MMD 
BQNID 
13Q, %1D 
EQNIt 
EQMD 
EQ, NMD 
BQ"Vtu 
EQMZD 
EQMt 
QN l 
13Q, NiD 
DQNIb 
BQhiD 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
510 
512 
515 
520 
530 
525 
505 
C 
C 
C 
C 
B(4)="(XEQ(I)+XEQ(2)+XEQ(3)+XEQ(4)+XEQ(5)+XEQ(6)+XEQ(7)+ EQMD 
&XEQ(8)+XEQ(9)+XEQ(10)+XEQ(11)+D4 * (XEQ(6)+XEQ(I 0)))+l .0 EQMD GQMD 
Section 500 solves the matrix equation by Gaussian elimination. EQMD 
Rows are interchanged only if the pivot point is smaller than EQMD 
E-05. BQMD 
BQMD 
DO 505 K=1,3 DQMD 
KP1=K+1 EQM' D 
BIG=ABS(A(K, K)) BQMD 
IF (BIG. GE. 1. OE-05) GOTO 520 BQMD 
IBIG=K BQM' D 
DO 510 I=KP1,4 EQMD 
IF (ABS(A(I, K)). LE. BIG) GOTO 510 EQMD 
BIG=ABS(A(I, K)) EQ, %1D 
IBIG=I BQMD 
CONTINUE BQMD 
IF (BIG. GT. O. ) GOTO 512 EQMD 
PERERR=4 EQMD 
GOTO 710 BQMD 
IF (IBIG. EQ. K) GOTO 520 I? QMD 
DO 515 J=K, 4 EQM' D 
TERM=A(K, J) EQMD 
A(Kj)=A(IBIG, J) EQMD 
A(IBIG, J)=TERM EQMD 
CONTINUE EQMD 
TERM=B(K) EQMD 
B(K)=B(IBIG) EQMD 
B(IBIG)=TERM EQMD 
DO 525 I=KP1,4 EQMD 
TERM=A(I, K)/A(K, K) EQMD 
DO 530 J=KP1,4 EQMD 
A(I, J)=A(I, J)-A(K, J)*TERM EQMD 
CONTINUE EQMD 
B(I)=B(I)-B(K)*TERM EQMD 
CONTINUE EQMD 
CONTINUE EQMD 
IF (ABS(A(4,4)). GT. O. ) GOTO 550 EQMD 
PERERR=4 EQMD 
GOTO 710 BQMD 
M MD 
550 B(4)=B(4)/A(4,4) EQMD 
B(3)=(B(3)-A(3,4)*B(4))/A(3,3) EQMD 
B(2)=(B(2)-A(2,3)*B(3)-A(2,4)*B(4))/A(2,2) EQMD 
B(1)=(B(1)-A(1,2)*B(2)-A(1,3)*B(3)-A(1,4)*B(4))/A(1,1) EQMD 
EQMD 
Section 600 corrects the estimates of the variables and checks EQMD 
precision. EQMD 
NCK=O EQMD 
XEQ(4)=XEQ(4)+B(1) EQMD 
IF (ABS(B(1)/XEQ(4)). GT. PREC) NCK=1 EQMD 
XEQ(6)=XEQ(6)+B(2) EQMD 
IF (ABS(B(2)/XEQ(6)). GT. PREC) NCK=1 EQMD 
XEQ(8)=XEQ(8)+B(3) BQMD 
IF (ABS(B(3)/XEQ(8)). GT. PREC) NCK=1 EQMD 
XEQ(I 1)=XEQ(11)+B(4) EQNID 
IF (ABS(B(4)/XEQ(11)). GT. PREC) NCK=1 EQNID 
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IF ((XEQ(4). GT. 0.0). AND. (XEQ(8). GT. 0.0). AND. (XEQ(11). G EQh4D 
&T. 0.0)) GOTO 620 EQMD 
PERERR=5 EQMD 
GOTO 710 EQMD 
620 IF (NCK. EQ. 0) GOTO 625 EQMD 
IF (IND. LT. 25) GOTO 622 EQMD 
PERERR=6 EQMD 
GOTO 710 EQMD 
622 IND=IND+1 DQMD 
GOTO 455 EQMD 
625 IF (XEQ(6). GE. 0.0) GOTO 702 EQMD 
PERERR=5 EQNID 
GOTO 710 EQMD 
C EQMD 
C Section 700 calculates the remaining mole fractions. EQMD 
C 13QMD 
702 PERERR=O DQMD 
F=1 EQMD 
PHIPR=F EQMD 
TPR=T EQMD 
PPR=P EQ, %ID 
EQMD 
X4PR=XEQ(4) EQMD 
X6PR=XEQ(6) EQMD 
X8PR=XEQ(8) EQMD 
X11PR=XEQ(11) EQMD 
EQMD 
SQX4=SQRT(XEQ(4)) EQMD 
SQX8=SQRT(XEQ(8)) EQMD 
SQXI I=SQRT(XEQ(1 I)) EQMD 
EQMD 
XEQ(1)=C1*SQX4 EQMD 
XEQ(2)=C2*SQX8 EQMD 
XEQ(3)=C3*SQX11 EQMD 
XEQ(5)=C5*SQX4*SQX8 EQMD 
XEQ(7)=C7*SQX11*SQX8 EQMD 
XEQ(9)=C9*XEQ(4)*SQX8 EQMD 
XEQ(10)=C10*XEQ(6)*SQX8 EQMD 
XPA=(XEQ(6)+XEQ(10))/AN EQMD 
XEQ(12)=R2*XPA EQMD 
EQMD 
IF (JDR-1) 725,800,800 EQMD 
EQMD 
725 RETURN EQMD 
EQMD 
710 JF=O EQMD 
EQMD 
RETURN EQMD 
C EQMD 
C Section 800 calculates the elements of the matrix of the partial EQMD 
C differential equation. EQMD 
C EQMD 
800 NCALL=1 EQMD 
GOTO 460 EQMD 
810 ZZ=LOG(10. )*0.005/9. EQ, %ID 
EQMD 
DCIT=XEQ(1)*ZZ*(. 432168'STAIN+11.2464)TASQ-. 745744E-1+ EQMD 
&. 484968E-2*TA) EQMD 
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DC2T=XEQ(2)*ZZ*(. 310805*TAIN+12.9540/TASQ-. 738336E-1+ 
&. 689290E-2*TA) 
DC3T=XEQ(3) *ZZ* (. 389716*TAIN+24.5828/TASQ". 963730E- I+ 
& 1.171286E-2*TA) 
DC5T=XEQ(5)*ZZ*(-. 141784*TAIN+2.13308/TASQ+. 355015E-1- 
&. 620454E-2*TA) 
DC7T=XEQ(7)*ZZ*(. 150879E-1 *TAIN+4.70959/TASQ+. 272805E-2- 
&. 308888E-2*TA) 
DC9T=XEQ(9)*ZZ*(-. 752364*TAIN-12.4210/1'ASQ+. 259556-. 
&325374E-1 *TA) 
DC 1 OT=XEQ(10)*ZZ*(-. 415302E-2*TAIN-14.8627/FASQ+. 124699- 
&. 01800454*TA) 
PP2=. 5/P 
DC1P=-XEQ(1)*PP2 
DC2P=-XEQ(2)*PP2 
DC3P=-XEQ(3)*PP2 
DC9P=XEQ(9)*PP2 
DC 1 OP=XEQ(10) *PP2 
D5AN="RO*XPAIF 
DD4F=0.04 4*D5AN 
C(1,1)=-(DCIT+DC5T+2. *DC9T D1*DC10T) 
C(2,1 )=-(DC2T+DCST+DC7T+DC9T+(2: D2) *DC 101') 
C(3,1)=-(DC3T+DC7T D3*DC1(YT) 
C(4,1)=-(DC 1T+DC2T+DC3T+DC5T+DC7T+DC9T+(1. +D4) *DC l OT) 
C( 1,2)=-(DC1P+2. *DC9P-D 1 *DC 1OP) 
C(2,2)=-(DC2P+DC9P+(2. -D2) *D Cl OP) C(3,2)=-(DC3P-D3 *DC l OP) 
C(4,2)=-(DC 1 P+DC2P+DC3 P+DC9P+(1. +D4) *DC 10P) 
C(1,3)=0. 
C(2,3)=2. *DSAN 
C(3,3)=7.4548*D5AN 
C(4,3)=-DD4F 
C 
C Section 900 solve the matrix equation by Guassian elimination 
C maximum pivot strategy. 
C 
DO 905 K=1,3 
KP1=K+1 
AMAX=ABS(A(K, K)) 
MAX=K 
DO 910 I=KP 1,4 
IF (ABS(A(I, K)). LE. AMAX) GOTO 910 
AMAX=ABS(A(I, K)) 
MAX=I 
910 CONTINUE 
IF (ANIAX. GT. 0.0) GOTO 912 
PERERR=7 
GOTO 710 
912 IF (MAX. EQ. K) GOTO 950 
DO 915 J=K, 4 
TERM=A(K, J) 
A(K, J)=A(MAX, J) 
A(MAX, J) TERM 
915 CONTINUE 
DO 920 J=1,3 
DQMD 
GQMD 
EQMD 
DQMD 
13 MD 
DQMD 
DQMD 
EQMD 
I]QMD 
EQMD 
13QMD 
BQMD 
EQMD 
EQMD 
£QMD 
EQMD 
BQMD 
EQMD 
BQMD 
B MD 
EQMD 
BQMD 
DQMD 
DQMD 
1QM' D 
DQMD 
EQMD 
DQMD 
BQMD 
EQMD 
DQMD 
EQMD 
BQMD 
DQMD 
DQMD 
DQMD 
BQMD 
EQMD 
DQMD 
DQMD 
DQNID 
DQMD 
EQMD 
EQMD 
EQNID 
DQMD 
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TERM=C(KJ) DQMD 
C(K, J)=C(MAXJ) BQMD 
C(MAXJ)=TERM EQMD 
920 CONTINUE 13QMD 
950 DO 925 I=KP1,4 EQMD 
TERM=A(I, K)/A(K, K) EQMD 
DO 930 J=KP1,4 EQMD 
A(I, J)=A(I, J)-A(K, J)*TERM EQMD 
930 CONTINUE EQMD 
DO 935 J=1,3 I? QMD 
C(I, J)=C(I, J)-C(K, J) *TERM 13QMD 
935 CONTINUE EQMD 
925 CONTINUE EQMD 
905 CONTINUE BQMD 
IF (ABS(A(4,4)). GT. 0.0) GOTO 938 EQMD 
PERERR=7 DQMD 
GOTO 710 EQMD 
938 DO 940 J=1,3 BQNID 
C(4, J)=C(4, J)/A(4,4) EQMMD 
C(3, J)=(C(3, J)-A(3,4)*C(4, J))/A(3,3) EQMD 
C(2, J)=(C(2, J)-A(2,3)*C(3, J)-A(2,4)*C(4 j))/A(2,2) EQMD 
C(1, J)=(C(1, J)-A(1,2)*C(2, J)-A(1,3)*C(3, J)-A(1,4)*C(4, J))/A(1,1) EQMD 
940 CONTINUE EQMD 
C EQMD 
C Section 1000 calculates the partial derivatives with respect to T, P EQMD 
C and F respectively and returns to the calling program. EQMD 
C EQMD 
DXT(4)=C(1,1) EQMD 
DX6T=C(2,1) EQMD 
DXT(8)=C(3,1) BQNID 
DXT(11)=C(4,1) EQMD 
BQNID 
DXP(4)=C(1,2) EQMD 
DXP(6)=C(2,2) EQN'D 
DXP(8)=C(3,2) EQMD 
DXP(11)=C(4,2) EQND 
BQNID 
DXF(4)=C(1,3) BQNID 
DXF(6)=C(2,3) EQMD 
DXF(8)=C(3,3) EQMD 
DXF(11)=C(4,3) EQND 
EQND 
DXT(1) T14*DXT(4)+DC1T EQMD 
DXT(2)=T28*DXT(8)+DC2T EQMD 
DXT(3)=T311 *DXT(11)+DC3T EQMD 
DXT(5)=T54*DXT(4)+T58*DXT(8)+DC5T BQNID 
DXT(7)=T78*DXT(8)+T711*DXT(11)+DC7T EQND 
DXT(9)=T94*DXT(4)+T98*DXT(8)+DC9T BQNID 
DXT(10)=T106*DX6T+T108*DXT(8)+DC10T BQNID 
DXT(12)=D4*(DX6T+DXT(10)) EQND 
EQMD 
DXP(1) T14*DXP(4)+DC1P BQNID 
DXP(2)=T28*DXP(8)+DC2P EQ%, D 
DXP(3)=T311 *DXP(11)+DC3P EQND 
DXP(5)=T54*DXP(4)+T58*DXP(8) EQM' D 
DXP(7)=T78*DXP(8)+T711*DXP(11) EQND 
DXP(9)=T94*DXP(4)+T98*DXP(8)+DC9P EQ, %D 
DXP(10) T106*DXP(6)+T108*DXP(8)+DC10P DQM' D 
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DXP(12)=D4*(DXP(6)+DXP(10)) DQNtD 
NID 
DXF(1)=T14*DXF(4) 
EQMD 
DXF(2)=T28*DXF(8) EQMD 
DXF(3)=T311 *DXF(11) EQMD 
DXF(5)=T54*DXF(4)+T58*DXF(8) EQMD 
DXF(7)=T78 * DXF(8)+T711 *DXF(I 1) 13QMD 
DXF(9)=T94*DXF(4)+T98*DXF(8) EQMD 
DXF(10)=T106*DXF(6)+T108*DXF(8) i? QMD 
DXF(12)=D4*(DXF(6)+DXF(10))+DD4F DQMD 
DQMD 
RETURN DQl11D 
END EQMD 
C C 
C--w-w-w-w-w-w-w-w- 
-M-wMMwwwwM wN--wwwM-M-Mew-M-w-N-w--NC 
C C 
BLOCK DATA DATA 
C C 
C Initialise data. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) DATA 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) DATA 
DATA 
REAL IGNDEL DATA 
INTEGER KLOPERERR, PROERR DATA 
DATA 
COMMONBLOC/AN, AM, AL, AK, F, T, P, KLO, PERERR, XEQ(12), DATA 
&XPA, XF(4), PROERR DATA 
COMMON/ENGBORE, STROKE, CONN, VSWEPT, VCLEAR, CRATIO, DATA 
&PISVEL, TWALL, IGNT1M, INJTIM, PIVC, TIVC, GAMMA, CONST. DATA 
&RPM, OFFSET, DELTAT, MFUEL, MAIR, VOLEFF DATA 
COMMON/FULDTA/AM 1(4), HT I (114), Cr l (114) DATA 
COMM DATA 
&MBANG (50), T01(50), TO 1 O(50), T050(50), T090(50), IG NDEL(50) DATA 
COMMON/PERDTA/HT(350), CT(350), SM'I(12) DATA 
COMMON/PROP/AVM, R, H, U, DRT, DHT, DUT, DRP, DHP, DUP, DRF, DATA 
&DHF, DUF DATA 
COMMON/RDGS/CYLP(283), TU(283), TB(283), AMB(283), VB(283), DATA 
&VOLTOT(283), AMC(283), DVDT(283) DATA 
COMMONITAB/DXT(12), DXP(12), DXF(12) DATA 
COMMON/TIME/DTUDT, DTBDT, DNIBDT, DVBDT, DQUDT, . DATA &DQBDT, MTOTAL DATA 
COMMON/FLAME/F'WA(0: 14,0: 26), FV(0: 14,0: 26), FA(0: 14,0: 26) DATA 
COMMON/VELIRF(283), TEMPAD(283), SL(283), ST(283), SP(283), DATA 
&SE(283), DAMC(283) DATA 
C DATA 
C Set variables to nought. DATA 
C DATA 
DATA AN, AM, AL, AK F, T, P, KLO, PERERR, XPA/10*0.0/ DATA 
DATA AVM, R, H, U, DRT, DHT, DUT, DRP, DHP, DUP, DRF, DHF, DATA 
&DUF/13*0.0/ DATA 
DATA DTUDT, DTBDTDMBDT DVBDT DQUDT, DQBDT, MPOTAL DATA 
&11*0.0/ DATA 
DATA BORE, STROKE, CONN, VSWEPT, VCLEAR, CRATIO, PNC, DATA 
&PISVEL, TWALL, IGNTIM, TIVC, GAMAMA, CONST, OFFSET/15*0.0/ DATA 
&RPM, DATA 
C DATA 
C Fill arrays with noughts. DATA 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DATA XEQ/12*0.0/ 
DATA XFI4*0.0/ 
DATA DXT/12*0.0/ 
DATA DXP/12*0.0/ 
DATA DXF/12*0.01 
DATA RFR83*0.0/ 
DATA TEMPADR83*0.01 
DATA SL1283*0.0/ 
DATA STi283*0.0/ 
DATA SP/283*0.0/ 
DATA SEi283*0.0/ 
DATA DAM0283*0.0/ 
DATA CYLP/283*0.0/ 
DATA TUR83*0.0/ 
DATA TBR83*0.0/ 
DATA AMBR83*0.0/ 
DATA VBR83*0.0/ 
DATA VOLTOT/283*0.0/ 
DATA AMG283*0.0/ 
DATA PMAX/50*0.0/ 
DATA PMANG/50*0.0/ 
DATA MBMAX/50*0.01 
DATA MBRAT/50*0.0/ 
DATA MBANG/50*0.0/ 
DATA TO 1/50*0.0/ 
DATA TO10/50*0.0/ 
DATA T050150*0.01 
DATA IGNDFI. 150*0.0/ 
SECTION 100 Data for subroutine PROPCH 
Molecular weight for ethanol (46.068), methanol (32.043), 02, N2 
and AR. (kg/kmol) 
DATA AM1(1)/46.068/ 
C DATA AM 1(1)/31043/ 
DATA (AM 1(I)J=2,4)/31.999,28.013,39.944/ 
C 
C Enthalpy HT1 (kcal/mol) and specific heat CT1(cal/K mol) of 
C ethanol, methanol, 02 and N2 from 300K to 4000K (540-1800R) 
C in 100 deg steps. 
C 
C Ethanol and methanol data from Physical and Thermodynamic 
C Properties of Aliphatic Alcohols. R. C. Wilhoit and B. J. Zwolinski. 
C In this data 
C1 cal = 4.184 Joules. Values above 1000K have been extrapolated. 
C 
C Ethanol data. 
C 
DATA (HT 1(I), I=1,38)/ -49.390, -46.638, -44.515, -42.102, -39.399, &-36.458, -33.333, -30.040, -26.310, -22.392, -18.220. -13.7920 -9.108, & -4.170,1.024,6.473,12.178,18.138,24.353,30.823,37.549, & 44.529,51.766,59.257,67.004,75.006,83.263,91.775,100.543, 
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DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
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&109.566,118.845,128.378,138.167,148.212,158.511,169.066,179.876, DATA 
&190.941/ DATA 
DATA 
DATA (CT1(I), 1=1,38)/ 15.710,19.360,22.770,25.690,28.190, DATA 
& 30.330,32.190,33.830,35.138,36.470,37.695,38.829,39.885, DATA 
& 40.872,41.800,42.675,43.502,44.287,45.034,45.746,46.426, DATA 
& 47.077,47.702,48.302,48.880,49.437,49.974,50.492,50.994, DATA 
& 51.480,51.951,52.408,52.852,53.283,53.702,54.110,54.508, DATA 
& 54.895/ DATA 
DATA 
C DATA 
C 02 and N2 data from JANAF Thermochemical Tables Second DATA 
C Edition. D. R. Stull and H. Prophet. DATA 
C DATA 
C 02 and N2 data. DATA 
C DATA 
DATA (I-IT1(I), I=39,114)/ 2.088,2.799,3.530,4.285,5.063. DA TA 
& 5.861,6.675,7.502,8.341,9.189,10.046,10.910,11.781, DATA 
& 12.658,13.540,14.429,15.324,16.224,17.129,18.041,18.957, DATA 
& 19.879,20.807,21.739,22.677,23.620,24.568,25.521,26.478, DATA 
& 27.440,28.406,29.377.30.351,31.329,32.311,33.296,34.284, DATA 
& 35.276,2.059,2.782,3.845,4.197,4.925,5.668,6.427, DATA 
& 7.201,7.989,8.790,9.601,10.422,11.251,12.087,12.930, DATA 
& 13.779,14.632,15.490,16.352,17.218,18.087,18.958,19.833, DATA 
& 20.710,21.589,22.470,23.352,24.237,25.123,26.011,26.901, DATA 
& 27.791,28.683,29.577,30.471,31.367,32.263,33.161/ DATA 
DATA 
DATA (CT1(I), I=39,114)/ 7.023,7.196,7.431,7.670,7.883, DATA 
& 8.063,8.212,8.336,8.439,8.527,8.604,8.674,8.738, DATA 
& 8.800,8.858,8.916,8.973,9.029,9.084,9.139,9.194, DATA 
& 9.248,9.301,9.354,9.405,9.455,9.503,9.551,9.596, DATA 
& 9.640,9.682,9.723,9.762,9.799,9.835,9.869,9.901, DATA 
& 9.932,6.961,6.990,7.069,7.196,7.350,7.512,7.760, DATA 
& 7.815,7.945,8.061,8.162,8.252,8.330,8.398,8.458, DATA 
& 8.512,8.559,8.601,8.638,8.672,8.703,8.731,8.756, DATA 
& 8.779,8.800,8.820,8.838,8.855,8.871,8.886,8.900, DATA 
& 8.914,8.927,8.939,8.950,8.962,8.972,8.983/ DATA 
DATA 
C DATA 
C SECTION 200 Data for subroutine PER & EQMD. DATA 
C DATA 
C Read in molecular weights for the 12 product species into array DATA 
C SM. H, O, N, H2, O1-i, CO, NO, 02, H20, CO2, N2, AR. kg/kmol. DATA 
C DATA 
DATA SM/1.008,16.000,14.008,2.016,17.007,28.011,30.008,31.999, DATA 
& 18.016,44.010,28.013,39.944/ DATA 
C DATA 
C Read in values of enthalpy (kcal/mol) for 600-4000K DATA 
C (1080-7200R) in 100 deg steps into array HT. This data is for DATA 
C 0, N, H2, OH, CO, NO, 02, H20, CO2, N2. DATA 
C DATA 
C Data from JANAF Thermochemical Tables Second Edition. DATA 
C D. R. Stull and H. Prophet. DATA 
C DATA 
DATA (HT(I), I=1,100)/ 62.1.41,62.645,63.147,63.649,64.149, DATA 
& 64.648,65.148,65.646,66.145,66.643,67.141,67.639,68.137, DATA 
& 68.635,69.133,69.631,70.129,70.626,71.124,71.623,72.121, DATA 
& 72.620,73.119,73.619,74.119,74.620,75.121.75.623,76.126, DATA 
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& 76.630,77.134,77.640,78.146,78.654,79.162,115.501,115.997, DATA 
&116.494,116.991,117.488,117.985,118.482,118.978,119.475,119.972, DATA 
&120.469,120.966,121.462,121.959,122.456,122.953,123.450,123.947, DATA 
& 124.445,124.942,125.440,125.939,126.438,126.937,127.438,127.940, DATA 
& 128.442,128.947,129.452,129.960,130.470,130.981.131.496,132.013, DATA 
&132.532,4.130,4.832,5.538,6.250,6.968,7.694,8.428, DATA 
& 9.172,9.926,10.692,11.470,12.257,13.054,13.860,14.675. DATA 
& 15.499,16.331,17.170,18.017,18.872,19.732,20.599,21.472, DATA 
& 22.350,23.234,24.122,25.016,25.915,26.818,27.727/ DATA 
DATA (HT(I), 1=101,200)/ 28.640,29.559.30.481.31.409,32.341, DATA 
& 13.618,14.326,15.037,15.756,16.484,17.223,17.972,18.733, DATA 
& 19.504,20.286,21.077,21.878,22.688,23.505,24.330,25.162, DATA 
& 26.001,26.845,27.695,28.550,29.410,30.275,31.143,32.016, DATA 
& 32.892,33.772,34.655,35.541,36.430,37.322,38.216,39.113, DATA 
& 40.013,40.915,41.819, -22.991, -22.255, -21.501, -20.731, -19.945, DATA 
&-19.145, -18.334; 17.512, -16.682; 15.843; 14.998, -14.148, -13.292, DATA &-12.431, -11.567, -10.698, -9.827, -8.953, -8.076, -7.197, -6.315, DATA & -5.432, -4.546, -3.659, -2.771, -1.880, -. 989, -. 096, . 799, DATA & 1.694,2.591,3.489,4.388,5.288,6.188,25.839,26.595, DATA 
& 27.369,28.160,28.966,29.784,30.613,31.451,33.297,33.149, DATA 
& 34.007,34.870,35.737,36.608,37.482,38.359,39.240,40.122, DATA 
& 41.007,41.894,42.782,43.673,44.564,45.458,46.353/ DATA 
DATA (HT(I), 1=201,300)/ 47.249,48.146,49.045,49.944,50.845, DATA 
& 51.747,52.650,53.553,54.458,55.363,4.285,5.063,5.861, DATA 
& 6.675,7.502,8.341,9.189,10.046,10.910,11.781,12.658, DATA 
& 13.540,14.429,15.324,16.224,17.129,18.041,18.957,19.879, DATA 
& 20.807,21.739,22.677,23.620,24.568,25.521,26.478,27.440, DATA 
& 28.406,29.377,30.351,31.329,32.311,33.296,34.284,35.276, DATA 
&-52.227, -51.346; 50.436; 49.496; 48.527; 47.526, -46.496, -45.438, DATA &-44.352,43.241,42.106; 40.949; 39.772; 38.576, -37.363; 36.134, DATA 
&-34.890, -33.633; 32.364; 31.083; 29.791, -28.490, -27.180, -25.861, DATA 
&-24.535; 23.201; 21.860, -20.513; 19.159; 17.800, -16.436, -15.067, DATA 
&-13.693, -12.314, -10.931; 88.640; 87.482; 86.274, -85.025; 83.743, DATA 
&-82.431, -81.095, -79.739,78.365; 76.977, -75.575,74.162, -72.740, DATA 
&-71.309, -69.870, -68.424, -66.972, -65.515, -64.053, -62.586/ DATA DATA (HT(I), I=301,350)/ -61.114, -59.639, -58.160, -56.678, -55.192, DATA 
&-53.703, -52.212; 50.717; 49.220; 47.721, -46.219, -44.715,43.209, DATA 
&-41.700,40.189,4.197,4.925,5.668,6.427,7.201,7.989, DATA 
& 8.790,9.601,10.422,11.251,12.087,12.930,13.779,14.632, DATA 
& 15.490,16.352,17.218,18.087,18.958,19.833,20.710,21.589, DATA 
& 22.470,23.352,24.237,25.123,26.011,26.901,27.791,28.683, DATA 
& 29.577,30.471,31.367,32.263,33.161/ . DATA 
C DATA 
C Read in values of specific heat (cal/K mol) for 600-4000K (1080- DATA 
C 7200R) in 100 deg steps into array Cr. This data is for O, N, H2, OH, DATA 
C CO, NO, 02, H20, CO2, N2. DATA 
C DATA 
C Data from JANAF Thennochemical Tables Second Edition. DATA 
C D. R. Stull and H. Prophet. DATA 
C DATA 
DATA (CT(I), I=1,100)/ 5.049,5.029,5.015,5.006,4.999, DATA 
& 4.994,4.990,4.987,4.984,4.982,4.981.4.979,4.979, DATA 
& 4.978,4.978,4.978,4.979,4.980,4.981,4.984,4.986, DATA 
& 4.990,4.994,4.999,5.004,5.010,5.017,5.025,5.033, DATA 
& 5.041,5.050,5.060,5.070,5.081,5.091,4.968,4.968, DATA 
& 4.968,4.968,4.968,4.968,4.968,4.968,4.968,4.968, DATA 
& 4.968,4.968,4.968,4.969,4.969,4.969,4.971,4.972, DATA 
& 4.975,4.978,4.982,4.987,4.993,5.001,5.011,5.022, DATA 
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& 5.035,5.050,5.067,5.086,5.107,5.130,5.156,5.183, DATA 
& 5.213,7.009,7.036,7.087,7.148,7.219,7.300,7.390, DATA 
& 7.490,7.600,7.720,7.823,7.921,8.016,8.108,8.195, DATA 
& 8.279,8.358,8.434,8.506,8.575,8.639,8.700,8.757, DATA 
& 8.810,8.859,8.911,8.962,9.012,9.061,9.110/ DATA 
DATA (CT(I), I=101,200)/ 9.158,9.205,9.252,9.297,9.342, DATA 
& 7.057,7.090,7.150,7.233,7.332,7.439,7.549,7.659, DATA 
& 7.766,7.867,7.966,8.053,8.137,8.214,8.286,8.353, DATA 
& 8.415,8.472,8.526,8.576,8.622,8.665,8.706,8.744, DATA 
& 8.780,8.814,8.846,8.876,8.905,8.933,8.959,8.984, DATA 
& 9.008,9.031,9.053,7.276,7.450,7.624,7.786,7.931, DATA 
& 8.057,8.168,8.263,8.346,8.417,8.480,8.535,8.583, DATA 
& 8.626,8.664,8.698,8.728,8.756,8.781,8.804,8.825, DATA 
& 8.844,8.863,8.879,8.895,8.910,8.924,8.937,8.949, DATA 
& 8.961,8.973,8.984,8.994,9.004,9.014,7.466,7.655, DATA 
& 7.832,7.988,8.123,8.238,8.336,8.419,8.491,8.552, DATA 
& 8.605,8.651,8.692,8.727,8.759,8.788,8.813,8.837, DATA 
& 8.858,8.877,8.895,8.912,8.927,8.941,8.955/ DATA 
DATA (CT(I), I=201,300)/ 8.968,8.980,8.991,9.002,9.012, DATA 
& 9.022,9.032,9.041,9.050,9.058,7.670,7.883,8.063, DATA 
& 8.212,8.336,8.439,8.527,8.604,8.674,8.738,8.800, DATA 
& 8.858,8.916,8.973,9.029,9.084,9.139,9.194,9.248, DATA 
& 9.301,9.354,9.405,9.455,9.503,9.551,9.596,9.640, DATA 
& 9.682,9.723,9.762,9.799,9.835,9.869,9.901,9.932. DATA 
& 8.676,8.954,9.246,9.547,9.851,10.152,10.444,10.723, DATA 
& 10.987,11.233,11.462,11.674,11.869,12.048,12.214,12.366, DATA 
& 12.505,12.634,12.753,12.863,12.965,13.059,13.146,13.228, DATA 
& 13.304,13.374,13.441,13.503,13.562,13.617,13.669,13.718, DATA 
& 13.764,13.808,13.850,11.310,11.846,12.293,12.667,12.980, DATA 
& 13.243,13.466,13.656,13.815,13.953,14.074,14.177,14.269, DATA 
& 14.352,14.424,14.489,14.547,14.600,14.648,14.692/ DATA 
DATA (CT(I), 1=301,350)/ 14.734,14.771,14.807,14.841,14.873, DATA 
& 14.902,14.930,14.956,14.982,15.006,15.030,15.053,15.075, DATA 
& 15.097,15.119,7.196,7.350,7.512,7.670,7.815,7.945, DATA 
& 8.061,8.162,8.252,8.330,8.398,8.458,8.512,8.559, DATA 
& 8.601,8.638,8.672,8.703,8.731,8.756,8.779,8.800, DATA 
& 8.820,8.838,8.855,8.871,8.886,8.900,8.914,8.927, DATA 
& 8.939,8.950,8.962,8.972,8.983/ DATA 
C DATA 
C SECTION 300 Data for subroutine AREA. DATA 
C DATA 
C Read in values of flame/wall area at specific piston positions DATA 
C and flame radius. DATA 
C DATA 
DATA (FWA(0, I), 1=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00013626,0.00060252, DATA 
&0.00140258,0.00255256,0.00374603,0.00501488,0.00638520, DATA 
&0.00786564,0.00945497,0.01120425,0.01228721,0.01319821, DATA 
&0.01394285,0.01429613,0.01446000,0.01446000,0.01446000, DATA 
&0.01446000,0.01446000,0.01446000,0.01446000,0.01446000, DATA 
&0.0 1446000,0.01446000,0.01446000,0.01446000/ DATA 
DATA (FWA(1, I), 1=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00011813,0.00057496, DATA 
&0.00136254,0.00252640,0.00374140,0.00502312,0.00641565, DATA 
&0.00790245,0.00952611,0.01132632,0.01242952,0.01339918, DATA 
&0.01417819,0.01460298,0.01474000,0.01474000,0.01474000, DATA 
&0.01474000,0.01474000,0.01474000,0.01474000,0.01474000, DATA 
&0.01474000,0.01474000,0.01474000,0.01474000/ DATA 
DATA (FWA(2, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00007854,0.00047126, DATA 
&0.00122649,0.00241315,0.00370785,0.00502467,0.00645852, DATA 
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&0.00799830,0.00968703,0.01161738,0.01290109,0.01395856, DATA 
&0.01484561,0.01548430,0.01558000,0.01558000,0.01558000, DATA 
&0.01558000,0.01558000,0.01558000,0.01558000,0.01558000, DATA 
&0.01558000,0.01558000,0.01558000,0.015580001 DATA 
DATA (FWA(3, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00007854,0.00031415, DATA 
&0.00095401,0.00210404,0.00357059,0.00495391,0.00643561, DATA 
&0.00805476,0.00984330,0.01180294,0.01360112,0.01478902, DATA 
&0.01587058,0.01684323,0.01693000,0.01693000,0.01693000, DATA 
&0.01693000,0.01693000,0.01693000,0.01693000,0.01693000, DATA 
&0.01693000,0.01693000,0.01693000,0.01693000/ DATA 
DATA (FWA(4,1), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00007854.0.00031415, DATA 
&0.00070684,0.00156159,0.00314537,0.00473996,0.00631982, DATA 
&0.00798400,0.00979131,0.01179583,0.01431558,0.01586080, DATA 
&0.01713479,0.01859077,0.01864351,0.01873000,0.01873000, DATA 
&0.01873000,0.01873000,0.01873000,0.01873000,0.018730009 DATA 
&0.01873000,0.01873000,0.01873000,0.01873000/ DATA 
DATA (FWA(5, I), 1=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00007854,0.00031415, DATA 
&0.00070684,0.00135317,0.00236152,0.00408709,0.00594172, DATA 
&0.00770205,0.00955888,0.01158371,0.01387136,0.01667375, DATA 
&0.01852858,0.02035805,0.02083066,0.02090000,0.02090000, DATA 
&0.02090000,0.02090000,0.02090000,0.02090000,0.02090000, DATA 
&0.02090000,0.02090000,0.02090000,0.02090000/ DATA 
DATA (FWA(6, I), I=, 26)/ 0.00000000,0.00007854,0.00031415, DATA 
&0.00070684,0.00135317,0.00236152,0.00349722,0.00487040, DATA 
&0.00708500,0.00914504,0.01120256,0.01343707,0.01599886, DATA 
&0.01910015,0.02193002,0.02316643,0.02328669,0.02336000, DATA 
&0.02336000,0.02336000,0.02336000,0.02336000,0.02336000, DATA 
&0.02336000,0.02336000,0.02336000,0.02336000/ DATA 
DATA (FWA(7, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00007854,0.00031415. DATA 
&0.00070684,0.00135317,0.00236152,0.00349722,0.00476965, DATA 
&0.00618158,0.00793144,0.01052720,0.01289911,0.01530008, DATA 
&0.01810922,0.02191944,0.02480991,0.02584775,0.02591981, DATA 
&0.02598000,0.02598000,0.02598000,0.02598000,0.02598000, DATA 
&0.02598000,0.02598000,0.02598000,0.02598000/ DATA 
DATA (FWA(8, I), I=, 26)/ 0.00000000,0.00007854,0.00031415, DATA 
&0.00070684,0.00135317,0.00236152,0.00349722,0.00476965, DATA 
&0.00618158,0.00773354,0.00943435,0.01158303,0.01455418, DATA 
&0.01739210,0.02080503,0.02394787,0.02655642,0.02848630, DATA 
&0.02863573,0.02868000,0.02868000,0.02868000,0.02868000, DATA 
&0.02868000,0.02868000,0.02868000,0.028680001 DATA 
DATA (FWA(9, I), 1=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.000078.54,0.00031415, DATA 
&0.00070684,0.00135317,0.00236152,0.00349722,0.00476965, DATA 
&0.00618158,0.00773354,0.00943435,0.01128277,0.01331886, DATA 
&0.01604672,0.01993207,0.02288448,0.02544774,0.02813423, DATA 
&0.03038881,0.03131888,0.03136000,0.03136000,0.03136000, DATA 
&0.03136000,0.03136000,0.03136000,0.03136000/ DATA 
DATA (FWA(10, I), I=0,26)/0.00000000,0.00007854,0.00031415, DATA 
&0.00070684,0.00135317,0.00236152,0.00349722,0.00476965, DATA 
&0.00618158,0.00773354,0.00943435,0.01128277,0.01331886, DATA 
&0.01561789,0.01858760,0.02159597,0.02446741,0.02697339, DATA 
&0.02944744,0.03184155,0.03352325,0.03388860,0.03392000, DATA 
&0.03392000,0.03392000,0.03392000,0.03392000/ DATA 
DATA (FWA(11,1), I=0,26)/0.00000000,0.00007854,0.00031415, DATA 
&0.00070684,0.00135317,0.00236152,0.00349722,0.00476965, DATA 
&0.00618158,0.00773354,0.00943435,0.01128277,0.01331886, DATA 
&0.01561789,0.01858760,0.02091358,0.02290609,0.02581900, DATA 
&0.02836256,0.03067555,0.03331445,0.03527035,0.03624839, DATA 
&0.03628340,0.03631000,0.03631000,0.03631000/ DATA 
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DATA (FWA(12,1), I=0,26)/0.00000000,0.00007854,0.00031415, DATA 
&0.00070684,0.00135317,0.00236152,0.00349722,0.00476965, DATA 
&0.00618158,0.00773354,0.00943435,0.01128277,0.01331886, DATA 
&0.01561789,0.01858760,0.02091358,0.02290609,0.02474866, DATA 
&0.02680521,0.02966125,0.03204608,0.03463931,0.03678817, DATA 
&0.03794205,0.03842010,0.03845000,. 0.03845000/ DATA 
DATA (FWA(13,1), 1=0,26)/0.00000000,0.00007854,0.00031415, DATA 
&0.00070684,0.00135317,0.00236152,0.00349722,0.00476965, DATA 
&0.00618158,0.00773354,0.00943435,0.01128277,0.01331886, DATA 
&0.01561789,0.01858760,0.02091358,0.02290609,0.02474866, DATA 
&0.02649089,0.02818199,0.03113294,0.03348374,0.03616180, DATA 
&0.03835102,0.03953936,0.04028323,0.04030000/ DATA 
DATA (FWA(14, I), 1=, 26)/0.00000000,0.00007854,0.00031415, DATA 
&0.00070684,0.00135317,0.00236152,0.00349722,0.00476965, DATA 
&0.00618158,0.00773354,0.00943435,0.01128277,0.01331886, DATA 
&0.01561789,0.01858760,0.02091358,0.02290609,0.02474866, DATA 
&0.02649089,0.02818199,0.02983009,0.03261854,0.03506147, DATA 
&0.03758595,0.03994047,0.04100601,0.04183848/ DATA 
C DATA 
C SECTION 400 Data for subroutine AREA. DATA 
C DATA 
C Read in values of flame volume at specific piston positions DATA 
C and flame radius. DATA 
C DATA 
DATA (FV(0, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00000020,0.00000124. DATA 
&0.00000362,0.00000754,0.00001274,0.00001901,0.00002592, DATA 
&0.00003259,0.00003811,0.00004116,0.00004217,0.00004284, DATA 
&0.00004339,0.00004362,0.00004392,0.00004392,0.00004392, DATA 
&0.00004392,0.00004392,0.00004392,0.00004392,0.00004392, DATA 
&0.00004392,0.00004392,0.00004392,0.00004392/ DATA 
DATA (FV(1, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00000023.0.00000142. DATA 
&0.00000408,0.00000844,0.00001409,0.00002089,0.00002838, DATA 
&0.00003579,0.00004205,0.00004578,0.00004739,0.00004856, DATA 
&0.00004951,0.00004991,0.00005011,0.00005011,0.00005011, DATA 
&0.00005011,0.00005011,0.00005011,0.00005011,0.00005011, DATA 
&0.00005011,0.00005011,0.00005011,0.00005011/ DATA 
DATA (FV(2,1), 1=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00000026,0.00000186, DATA 
&0.00000530,0.00001090,0.00001786,0.00002614,0.00003538, DATA 
&0.00004481,0.00005337,0.00005950,0.00006261,0.00006528, DATA 
&0.00006740,0.00006832,0.00006837,0.00006837,0.00006837, DATA 
&0.00006837,0.00006837,0.00006837,0.00006837,0.00006837, DATA 
&0.00006837,0.00006837,0.00006837,0.00006837/ DATA 
DATA (FV(3, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00000026,0.00000209. DATA 
&0.00000667,0.00001411,0.00002316,0.00003368,0.00004557, DATA 
&0.00005817,0.00007047,0.00008080,0.00008711,0.00009210, DATA 
&0.00009606,0.00009782,0.00009786,0.00009786,0.00009786, DATA 
&0.00009786,0.00009786,0.00009786,0.00009786,0.00009786, DATA 
&0.00009786,0.00009786,0.00009786,0.00009786/ DATA 
DATA (FV(4,1), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00000026,0.00000209, DATA 
&0.00000707,0.00001647,0.00002844,0.00004179,0.00005684, DATA 
&0.00007327,0.00009023,0.00010630,0.00011899,0.00012728, DATA 
&0.00013387,0.00013716,0.00013718,0.00013723,0.00013723, DATA 
&0.00013723,0.00013723,0.00013723,0.00013723,0.00013723, DATA 
&0.00013723,0.00013723,0.00013723,0.00013723/ DATA 
DATA (FV(5, I), 1=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00000026,0.00000209, DATA 
&0.00000707,0.00001668,0.00003076,0.00004810,0.00006683, DATA 
&0.00008721,0.00010895,0.00013104,0.00015179,0.00016794, DATA 
&0.00017828,0.00018415,0.00018467,0.00018471,0.00018471, DATA 
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&0.00018471,0.00018471, 
&0.00018471,0.00018471,1 
DATA (FV(6, I), I=0,26)/ C 
&0.00000707,0.00001668, 
&0.00009741,0.00012373,1 
&0.00022484,0.00023542,1 
&0.00023825,0.00023825,1 
&0.00023825,0.00023825,1 
DATA (FV(7, I), I=0,26)/ C 
&0.00000707,0.00001668, 
&0.00009963,0.00013154, 
&0.00026060,0.00028317.1 
&0.00029561,0.00029561,1 
&0.00029561,0.00029561,1 
DATA (FV(8, I), I=0,26)/ 
&0.00000707,0.00001668, 
&0.00009963,0.00013164, 
&0.00028334,0.00031474, 
&0.00035452,0.00035456, 
&0.00035456,0.00035456, 
DATA (FV(9, I), I=0,26)/ 
&0.00000707,0.00001668, 
&0.00009963,0.00013164, 
&0.00029454,0.00033279, 
&0.00041145,0.00041293, 
&0.00041297,0.00041297, 
DATA (FV(10,1), I=0,26)/ 
&0.00000707,0.00001668, 
&0.00009963,0.00013164, 
&0.00029480,0.00033749, 
&0.00045097,0.00046334, 
&0.00046897,0.00046897, 
DATA (FV(11,1), I=0,26)/ 
&0.00000707,0.00001668, 
&0.00009963,0.00013164, 
&0.00029480,0.00033749, 
&0.00047242,0.00049442, 
&0.00052087,0.00052095, 
DATA (FV(12, I), I=0,26)/ 
&0.00000707,0.00001668, 
&0.00009963,0.00013164, 
&0.00029480,0.00033749, 
&0.00048129,0.00051027, 
&0.00056686,0.00056757, 
DATA (FV(13, I), I=0,26)/ 
&0.00000707,0.00001668, 
&0.00009963,0.00013164, 
&0.00029480,0.00033749, 
&0.00048135,0.00051493, 
&0.00060068,0.00060646, 
DATA (FV(14,1), I=, 26)/ 
&0.00000707,0.00001668, 
&0.00009963,0.00013164, 
&0.00029480,0.00033749, 
&0.00048135,0.00051493, 
&0.00062215,0.00063388, 
D. 00018471, 
). 00018471, 
). 00000000, 
0.00003076, 
0.00015118, 
0.00023813, 
0.00023825, 
). 00023825, 
). 00000000, 
0.00003076, 
0.00016468, 
0.00029341, 
0.00029561, 
). 00029561, 
). 000(X000, 
0.00003076, 
0.00016785, 
0.00033687, 
0.00035456, 
0.00035456, 
). 00000000, 
0.00003076, 
0.00016785, 
0.00036260, 
0.00041297, 
0.00041297, 
0.00000000, 
0.00003076, 
0.00016785. 
0.00037516. 
0.00046850 
0.00046897, 
0.00000000, 
0.00003076 
0.00016785 
0.00037578 
0.00050992 
0.00052095, 
0.00000000 
0.00003076 
0.00016785 
0.00037578 
0.00053383 
0.00056767 
0.00000000 
0.00003076 
0.00016785 
0.00037578 
0.00054554 
0.00060812 
0.00000000 
0.00003076 
0.00016785 
0.00037578 
0.0005480E 
0.00063980 
0.00018471,0.00018471, 
0.00018471/ 
0.00000026,0.00000209, 
0.00004917,0.00007209, 
0.00017875,0.00020452, 
0.00023822,0.00023825, 
0.00023825,0.00023825, 
0.00023825/ 
0.00000026.0.00000209, 
0.00004917,0.00007211, 
0.00019788,0.00023056, 
0.00029554,0.00029559, 
0.00029561,0.00029561, 
0.00029561/ 
0.00000026,0.00000209, 
0.00004917,0.00007211, 
0.00020761,0.00024665, 
0.00035004,0.00035439, 
0.00035456,0.00035456, 
0.00035456) 
0.00000026,0.00000209, 
0.00004917,0.00007211, 
0.00020777,0.00025054, 
0.00038625,0.00040282, 
0.00041297,0.00041297, 
, 0.00041297/ 
, 0.00000026, 0.00004917, 
0.00020777, 
0.00040591, 
0.00046890, 
0.00046897/ 
, 0.00000026, 
, 0.00004917. 
, 0.00020777, 
, 0.00041205, 
, 0.00051828, 0.00052095/ 
, 0.00000026, 0.00004917, 
0.00020777, 
0.00041205, 
0.00055158, 
0.00056767/ 
, 0.00000026, 0.00004917, 
0.00020777, 
0.00041205, 
0.00056999, 
. 0.00060822/ ý, 0.00000026, 
i, 0.00004917, 
0.00020777, 
º, 0.00041205, 
1,0.00057884, 
º, 0.00064179/ 
C 
C SECTION 500 Data for subroutine AREA. 
0.00000209, 
0.00007211, 
0.00025054, 
0.00043129, 
0.00046897, 
0.00000209, 
0.00007211, 
0.00025054, 
0.00044532, 
0.00052087, 
0.00000209, 
0.00007211, 
0.00025054, 
0.00044713, 
0.00056219, 
0.00000209, 
0.00007211, 
0.0002504, 
0.00044713, 
0.00058889. 
0.00000209, 
0.00007211, 
0.000250,54, 0.0004 4713, 
0.00060332, 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
DATA 
Read in values of free flame front area at specific piston DATA 
positions and flame radius. DATA 
DATA 
DATA (FA(0, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000.0.00010307.0.00032352. DATA 
&0.00062183,0.00090034,0.00113994,0.00130042,0.00135866, DATA 
&0.00120409,0.00085379,0.00019650,0.00009218,0.00008555, DATA 
&0.00006442,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000/ DATA 
DATA (FA(1, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000.0.00012187.0.00036580, DATA 
&0.00069518,0.00098794,0.00122765,0.00141264,0.00146270, DATA 
&0.00137221,0.00099082,0.00031349,0.00027643,0.00017108, DATA 
&0.00012882,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000.0.000000001 DATA 
DATA (FA(2,1), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00015740,0.00048588, DATA 
&0.00089581,0.00124726,0.00149693,0.00173653,0.00184232, DATA 
&0.00178485,0.00146093,0.00072343,0.00055400,0.00042727, DATA 
&0.00032170,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000/ DATA 
DATA (FA(3, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000.0.00015740.0.00062959, DATA 
&0.00119264,0.00167511,0.00191392,0.00222679,0.00244414, DATA 
&0.00246487,0.00223514,0.00163695,0.00102247,0.00086221, DATA 
&0.00058761,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000/ DATA 
DATA (FA(4, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00015740,0.00062959, DATA 
&0.00141594,0.00221224,0.00250246,0.00280149,0.00311023, DATA 
&0.00330344,0.00327502,0.00290626,0.00180624,0.00140707, DATA 
&0.00102589,0.00003782,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000/ DATA 
DATA (FA(5,1), 1=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00015740,0.00062959, DATA 
&0.00141594,0.00240003,0.00323082,0.00357333,0.00385748, DATA 
&0.00418305,0.00436173,0.00426080,0.00372246,0.00242056, DATA 
&0.00160930,0.00036735,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000/ DATA 
DATA (FA(6,1), 1=0,26)/ 0.000000009 0.00015740,0.00062959, DATA 
&0.00141594,0.00240003,0.00323082,0.00411014,0.00492495, DATA 
&0.00508405,0.00531648,0.00545921,0.00528596,0.00458113, DATA 
&0.00300647,0.00099100,0.00008640,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000/ DATA 
DATA (FA(7, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00015740.0.00062959, DATA 
&0.00141594,0.00240003,0.00323082,0.00411014,0.00502061, DATA 
&0.00591957,0.00659888,0.00652289,0.00649578,0.00625545, DATA 
&0.00533276,0.00293245,0.00077764,0.00004619,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000/ DATA 
DATA (FA(8, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00015740,0.00062959, DATA 
&0.00141594,0.00240003,0.00323082,0.00411014,0.00502061, DATA 
&0.00591957,0.00678897,0.00756987,0.00793173,0.00744862, DATA 
&0.00680570,0.00511397,0.00325175,0.00158018,0.00009361, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000/ DATA 
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DATA (FA(9, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00015740,0.00062959, DATA 
&0.00141594,0.00240003,0.00323082,0.00411014,0.00502061, DATA 
&0.00591957,0.00678897,0.00756987,0.00821635,0.00864929, DATA 
&0.00832476,0.00648337,0.00508807,0.00385685,0.00229544, DATA 
&0.00075062,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000/ DATA 
DATA (FA(10, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000.0.00015740,0.00062959. DATA 
&0.00141594,0.00240003,0.00323082,0.00411014,0.00502061, DATA 
&0.00591957,0.00678897,0.00756987,0.00821635,0.00864929, DATA 
&0.00873851,0.00781281,0.00660562,0.00536915,0.00426491, DATA 
&0.00302728,0.00157316,0.00034433,0.00000000,0.00000000, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000)00/ DATA 
DATA (FA(11,1), 1=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00015740,0.00062959, DATA 
&0.00141594,0.00240003,0.00323082,0.00411014,0.00502061, DATA 
&0.00591957,0.00678897,0.00756987,0.00821635,0.00864929, DATA 
&0.00873851,0.00781281,0.00724832,0.00694230,0.00571225, DATA 
&0.00466270,0.00363493,0.00210143,0.00084285,0.00003465, DATA 
&0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000/ DATA 
DATA (FA(12, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00015740,0.00062959, DATA 
&0.00141594,0.00240003,0.00323082,0.00411014,0.00502061, DATA 
&0.00591957,0.00678897,0.00756987,0.00821635,0.00864929, DATA 
&0.00873851,0.00781281,0.00724832,0.00694230,0.00673748, DATA 
&0.00631198,0.00502315,0.00397804,0.00257173,0.00127129, DATA 
&0.00044168,0.00000000,0.00000000,0.00000000/ DATA 
DATA (FA(13, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00015740,0.00062959. DATA 
&0.00141594,0.00240003,0.00323082,0.00411014,0.00502061, DATA 
&0.00591957,0.00678897,0.00756987,0.00821635,0.00864929, DATA 
&0.00873851,0.00781281,0.00724832,0.00694230,0.00673748, DATA 
&0.00663018,0.00649982,0.00513489,0.00415501,0.00269003, DATA 
&0.00143645,0.00065772,0.00000000,0.00000000/ DATA 
DATA (FA(14, I), I=0,26)/ 0.00000000,0.00015740,0.00062959, DATA 
&0.00141594,0.00240003,0.00323082,0.00411014,0.00502061, DATA 
&0.00591957,0.00678897,0.00756987,0.00821635,0.00864929, DATA 
&0.00873851,0.00781281,0.00724832,0.00694230,0.00673748, DATA 
&0.00663018,0.00649982,0.00640915,0.00516749,0.00410328, DATA 
&0.00279724,0.00138402,0.00072437,0.00000000/ DATA 
DATA 
END DATA 
CC 
C C---------------_---w_--- __ -SspSeeSeeeepe. eaee 
CC 
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B3 LISTING OF FLAME MODEL PROGRAM. 
C. 
_w____________________ w_w____--M. __. ____M_N_M__M_N_---M_M_ M. N_N _M__M 
C 
CC 
C MODEL. F77 C 
C ... C CC 
C MODELF77 Calculates the burnt region volume and the surface area C 
C of the flame in contact with the cylinder and the "free" flame front C 
C area at specific CA and flame rada'us. C 
CC 
CS NEWNHAM University of Surrey Oct 88 C 
C__w_w_. ___. ______r___________________________ 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) 
COMMON/GEO/VOL(0: 14). H(0: 14) 
COMMON/VAIJVL(0: 180,0: 90) 
COMMON/ENGBORE, STROKE, CONN, OS, PI, CR 
INTEGER CA, STEP 
C 
C Print program title. 
C 
PRINT*, ' 
PRINT*, ' MODEL. F77' 
PRINT*, ' -----"---»_ __ 
PRINT*, ' 
PRINT*, ' 
PRINT*, 'MODEL. F77 calculates the burnt volume, the area' 
PRINT*, the "free" flame front area at specific CA and' 
PRINT*; flame radius. ' 
PRINT*, ' 
PRINT*; CA RF CYCL V CYCL A FLAME V FLAMEA FL 
&AME WA IOTA' 
STEP=1 
PI=3.1415 
BORE=0.08733 
STROKE=0.11 
CONN=0.2319 
CR=16.0 
OS=0.025 
CYHA=PI*BORE**2/4 
PISA=CYHA-PI*OS**2 
BOWLA=(4*PI*OS**2)R 
CALL HEIGHT 
DO 10 CA=, 14 
DO 20 RFLAME=0.005,0.150,0.005 
CALL LENGTH (CA, RFLAME, STEP) 
CALL CALC (RFLAME, VOLUME. FLAMEA, WALLA, STEP) 
AWALIr-PI*BORE*H(CA) 
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IOTA-CYI-IA+AWALL+PISA+BOWLA 
CALL OUTPUT (CA, RFLAME. VOLUME, FLAMEA, WALLA, TOTA) 
IF (FLAMEA. LE. 0.0) GOTO 10 
20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
C Sound bell 
C 
WRITE(l, *) CHAR(7) 
STOP 
END 
C C 
C_ _________-___-___. ______-_____ . _. -. -C C C 
SUBROUTINE HEIGHT 
C C 
C HEIGHT calculates the distance from the cylinder head to the top of C 
C the piston and also calculates the incylinder volume. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (1) 
INTEGER CA 
COMMON/GEO/VOL(0: 14), H(0: 14) 
COMMON/ENGBORE, STROKE, CONN, OS, PI, CR 
VS=PI*BORE* *2*STROXZ14 
VC=VS/(CR-1) 
DO 10 CA=0,14 
RADS=CA* 10*PI/180 
A=2*CONN/STROKE 
B=PI*BORE* *2*STROKEI8 
C=SQRT(A*A-SIN(RADS)*SIN(RADS)) 
VOL(CA)=VC+B * (1 +A-C-COS (RADS)) 
H(CA)=(VOL(GA)-OS* *3*2*PI/3)/(PI*BORE* *2/4) 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C C 
C-------- ---_»-»_ . »_»_ . _. _-C C C 
SUBROUTINE CALC(RFLAME, VOLUME FLANIEA, WALLA, STEP) 
C C 
C CALC calculates the volume and area of each needle and calculates C 
C the total volume and area of the mesh. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HJ-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) 
INTEGER O, A, STEP 
COMMON/GEOIVOL(0: 14)M(0: 14) 
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COMMON/VAL4VL(0: 180,0: 90) 
COMMON/ENG/BORE, STROKE, CONN, OS, PI, CR 
FLAMEAO. 0 
WALLA=0.0 
VOLUME=0. O 
FAH=0.0 
BETA=PI/180 
DO 10 0=, 179, STEP 
FAH=FAH+(((VL(O. 0)+VL(O+1'0))/2)'' "2) " P1/360 
DO 20 A=0,89, STEP 
ALPHA=A*PI/180 
GAMMA=BETA*COS((A+1)*PI/180) 
DELTA=BETA* COS (ALPHA) 
VL1=VL(O, A) 
VL2=VL(O, A+1) 
VL3=VL(O+1, A) 
C 
C Calculate area of base of needle. 
C 
IF (A. NE. 89) THEN 
VI4=VL(O+1, A+1) 
EPS=SQRT(((DELTA+GAMMA)/2) * *2+B ETA* *2) 
L11=SQRT(VL3**2+VL4**2-2*VI. 3*V1.4*COS(BETA)) 
L12=SQRT(VL3**2+VL1 **2-2*VL3*VLl*COS (DELTA)) 
L 15=S QRT(VL 1** 2+VL2 * *2-2* VL 1* VL2 * COS (BETA)) 
L16=S QRT(VL4* *2+VL2* *2-2* VL4*VL2* COS (GAMMA)) 
L19=SQRT(VL3**2+VL2**2-2*VL3 *VL2*COS(EPS)) 
L20--SQRT(VL1 **2+VIA**2-2*VL1 *VL4*COS(EPS)) 
ZETA=ACOS((Li l **2+L16**2-L19**2)/(2*LI 1 *L16)) 
ETA=ACOS((L12**2+L15**2-L19**2)1(2*L12*L15)) 
MU=ACOS((L12* *2+L11 * *2-L20**2)/(2*L12*L11)) 
LAMBDA=ACOS((LI6**2+L15**2"L20* *2)/(2*L16*L15)) 
AREA 1=(LI 1 *L16*S IN(ij A))/y 
AREA2=(L12*L15*SIN(ETA))/2 
AREA3=(L12*L11 *SIN(1 lU))/2 
AREA4=(L16*L 15 *S IN(LAMBDA))t2 
AREA=(AREAL+AREA2+AREA3+AREA4)i2 
ESE 
L6=SQRT(VL1 **2+VL3**2-2*VLI*VL3*COS(DELTA)) 
L7=S QRT(VL3 * *2+VL2* *2-2* VL3 * VL2* COS (BETA)) 
LI OSQRT(VL2**2+VL1 * *2-2*VL2*VL1 *COS(BETA)) 
ZETA=ACOS((L6* *2+L7* *2-L10* *2)/(2*L6*L7)) 
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AREA=(L6*L7 *SIN(Z. ETA))2 
ENDIF 
C 
C Calculate volume of needle. 
C 
HIGH=(VL(O. A)+VL(O+l, A)+VL(O+l, A+I)+VL(O. A+I ))/4.0 
Li =(VL(O, A)+VL(O+ 1. A)) *TAN(D ELTAR) 
L2=(VL(O. A+1)+VL(O+1, A+1))*TAN(GAMMAl2) 
PAREA=HIGH*(L1+L2)*TAN(BETAI2) 
VOLUME=VOLUME+(PAREA*I IGH/3) 
IF (HIGH. LT. RFLAME) THEN 
WALLA WAII. A+AREA 
ELSE 
FLAMEA=FLAMEA+AREA 
ENDIF 
20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
VOLUME=VOLUME*2 
WALLA=(WALLA+FAH)*2 
PLANER=FLAMER*2 
RETURN 
END 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-H, J-Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) 
INTEGER O, A, CA, STEP 
C- --------------------------- I -C CC 
SUBROUTINE LENGTH (CA. RFLAME, STEP) 
C 
C LENGTH Calculates distance from the spark plug to the cylinder wall 
C or piston surface. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
COMMON/GEONOL(0: 14), H(0: 14) 
COMMONNAUVL(0: 180,0: 90) 
COMMON/ENG/BORE, STROKE, CONN, OS, PI, CR 
DO 100 0=, 180, STEP 
DO 110 A=0,89, STEP 
THETAS*PI/180 
ALPHA=A*PI/180 
Calculate the distance to the wall (DIS). 
171 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DTS =(OS * COS crHETA)+S QRT(OS * *2 * (COS (THETA)) * *2-OS * *2+ 
&BORE* *2/4))/COS (ALPHA) 
Check if needle contacts piston. 
ZI=DTS*SIN(ALPHA) 
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IF (Z1. GT. H(CA)) THEN 
DTS=H(CA)/SIN(ALPHA) 
X 1=DTS * CO S (ALPHA) * CO St I HE I A) 
Y 1=DTS * COS (ALPHA) *SI N(TIE-TA) 
C 
C Check if needle penetrates bowl. 
C 
IF (((X1-OS)**2+Y1**2). LT. (OS**2)) THEN 
C 
C Find distance from spark plug to bowl surface. 
C 
K 1=1 +(1/(TAN (ALPHA) *TAN (ALPHA)) ) 
K2=2*H (CA)+((OS *2* COS (THETA))/(TAN (ALP1 U1))) 
K3=H(CA)* *2 
Z=(K2+SQRT(K2**2-4*K1*K3))/(2*K1) 
X=(Z*COS(THETA))TAN(ALPHA) 
Y=(Z*SIN(THETA))/TAN(ALPHA) 
DTS=SQRT(Z* *2+Y* *2+X* *2) 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
IF (DTS. GT. RFLAME) THEN 
VL(O, A)=RFLAME 
ELSE 
VL(O, A)=DTS 
ENDIF 
110 CONTINUE 
IF (H(CA). GT. RFLAME) THEN 
VL(0,90)=RFLAME 
ELSE 
VL(0,90)=H(CA) 
ENDIF 
100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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C C 
C----- ----- ____-______w_______ ---C 
C C 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(CA, RFLAME, VOLUME, FLAMEA, WALLA, TOTA) 
C C 
C OUTPUT prints a table of all the values calculated to the file on C 
C channel5. C 
C C 
IMPLICIT REAL (A"HJ"Z) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (I) 
INTEGER CA 
COMMON/GEOIVOL(0: 14), H (0: 14) 
WR1TE(1,10)CA* 10, RFLAME, VOL(CA), TOTA, VOLUME, FLAMEA, WALLA, 
&FLAMEA+WALLA 
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10 FORMAT(I3,2X, F5.3,2X, F10.8.2X, F7.5,4(2X, F10.8)) 
RETURN 
END 
CC 
C--------------------------------------------------------- --------- ------------»_.. _.. _.. _......... C 
CC 
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Cl GAS OIL FULL LOAD OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
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LABORATORY RECORD SHEET OF ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
Test series: DIES- DIES- DIES- DIES- DIES- 
Test number: 20 22 24 26 28 
Test date: 19/4/1988 =__ 
RECORDED DATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 
Ambient pressure bar: 
Speed kHz: 
Balance reading N: 
Orifice pressure mbar. 
Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 
Exhaust temperature °C: 
Head temperature °C: 
Engine room temp. °C: 
Injection pressure bar. 
Injection timing °btdc: 
Ignition timing °btdc: 
Ignition duration °btdc: 
Spark plug type: 
Spark plug gap mm: 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
20 aaaa 
1aaaa 
10.8 = e a a 
198 = = a t 
4.45 = = a a 
27.09 27.32 28.06 28.06 27.4 
26.65 27.17 27.63 28.03 26.19 
26.66 27.00 27.78 27.81 26.16 
395 385 375 370 375 
232 229 231 234 241 
27 28 29 29 29 
200 
20 22 24 26 28 
n/a 
n/a = = a cc 
n/a = = _ _ 
n/a = = _ 
Speed rev/min: 1800 
Torque Nm: 29.7 
Brake power kW: 5.598 = 
Fuel flow kg/h: 1.682 1.66 1.621 1.612 1.696 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.682 1.66 1.621 1.612 1.696 
Air flow kg/h: 34.73 = = = = 
Air/fuel; ratio: 20.642 20.927 21.431 21.541 20.475 
Stoichiometric: - - - Equivalence ratio: - 
Bsfc kg/kWh: . 301 . 296 . 289 . 288 . 303 Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh: . 301 . 296 . 289 . 288 . 303 Brake thermal efficiency %: 26.327 26.691 27.332 27.473 26.114 
Bmep kN/m2: 561.675 = _ 
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Test series: DIES- DIES- 
Test number: 30 32 
Test date: 19/4/1988 a 
RECORDED DATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 20 = Ambient pressure bar. 1 = 
Speed kHz: 10.8 = Balance reading N: 198 = Orifice pressure mbar. 4.45 = Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 27.31 26.22 
26.18 25.78 
26.09 25.38 
Exhaust temperature O( 380 390 
Head temperature 0C: 253 266 
Engine room temp. 0C: 29 29 
Injection pressure bar. 200 = 
Injection timing obtdc: 30 32 
Ignition timing Obtdc: n/a 
Ignition duration obtdc: n/a = 
Sark plug p rVa = 
ark lugap mm: S n/a 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
Speed rev/min: 1800 = 
Torque Nm: 29.7 = 
Brake power kW: 5.598 = 
Fuel flow kg/h: 1.7 1.748 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.7 1.748 
Air flow kg/h: 34.73 = 
Air/fuel; ratio: 
Stoichiometric: 
Equivalence ratio: 
Bsfc kg/kWh: 
Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh: 
Brake thermal efficiency %: 
Bmep kN/m2: 
20.432 19.867 
. 304 . 312 
. 304 . 312 26.059 25.338 
561.675 = 
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LABORATORY RECORD SHEET OF ENG WE OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
Test series: E711- Eli- LM 1- ET1 I- 
Test number: 40-16 60-16 70-16 80-16 
Test date: 11/4/1988 esm 
RECORDED DATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 20 _ M 
Ambient pressure bar. 1 
Speed kHz: 10.8 Q = " 
Balance reading N: 198 = _ "* 
Orifice pressure mbar. 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 
Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 15.59 14.15 14.47 13.28 
15.68 14.84 14.5 12.56 
15.98 14.78 14.72 13.5 
Exhaust temperature 0C: 345 400 390 410 
Head temperature °C: 222 218 224 220 
Engine room temp. °C: 30 30 23 27 
Injection pressure bar. 221 
Injection timing Dbtdc: 40 60 70 80 
Ignition timing Obtdc: 16 
Ignition duration obtdc: 12 a a 
Spark plug type: NGK BE527YII = Q Q 
Spark plug gap mm: 0.5 = a = 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
Speed rev/min: 1800 
Torque Nm: 29.7 
Brake power kW: 5.598 a a a 
Fuel flow kg/h: 2.706 2.921 2.927 3.25 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.605 1.732 1.736 '1.927 
Air flow kg/h: 34.73 34.73 34.73 34.73 
Air/fuel; ratio: 12.834 11.888 11.867 10.685 
Stoichiometric: 8.96 
Equivalence ratio: 0.698 0.754 0.755 0.839 
Bsfc kg/kWh: 0.483 0.522 0.523 0.581 
Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh: 0.287 0.309 0.31 0.344 
Brake thermal efficiency %: 27.583 25.552 25.505 22.965 
Bmep kN/m2: 561.675 =0 
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LABORATORY RECORD SHEET OF ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
Test series: Elli- EIEI. M-11- LM I- Ella. 
Test number: 40-18 50-18 60-18 70-18 80-18 
Test date: 11/4/1988 .. 
RECORDED DATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 
Ambient pressure barr. 
20 
I_ .ý 
Speed kHz: 10.8 = = a Q Balance reading N: 198 = a a a 
Orifice pressure mbar. 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 
Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 15.32 14.69 15.47 14.37 14.91 
14.5 14.31 15.44 15.63 14.47 
16.03 15.88 15.78 15.59 14.84 
Exhaust temperature °C 335 330 375 375 405 
Head temperature 0C: 228 216 217 222 226 
Engine room temp. °C: 30 30 30 25 30 
Injection pressure bar: 221 a a a 
Injection timing °btdc: 40 50 60 70 80 
Ignition timing Obtdc: 18 = a a 
Ignition duration obtdc: 12 a a a 
Spark plug type: NGK BE527Y11 = = a a Spark plug gap mm: 0.5 = a a 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
Speed rev/min: 1800 = a = Torque Nm: 29.7 = = a Brake power kW: 5.598 = _ a 
Fuel flow kg/h: 2.789 2.849 2.739 2.805 2.892 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.654 1.69 1.624 1.663 1.715 
Air flow kg/h: 34.73 34.73 34.73 34.73 '34.73 
Air/fuel; ratio: 12.453 12.19 12.682 12.383 12.011 
Stoichiometric: 8.96 = ft 
Equivalence ratio: 0.719 0.735 0.707 0.724 0.746 
Bsfc kg/kWh: 0.498 0.509 0.489 0.501 0.517 
Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh: 0.295 0.302 0.29 0.297 0.306 
Brake thermal efficiency %: 26.766 26.2 27.256 26.614 25.814 
Bmep kN/m2: 561.675 = _0 ft 
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LABORATORY RECORD SHEET OF ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
Test series: En-i- ETII- LMI- L"lii- Ml- 
Test number: 40-20 50-20 60-20 70.20 80.20 
Test date: 11/4/1988 w"0 
RECORDED DATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 
Ambient pressure bar: 
Speed kHz: 
Balance reading N: 
Orifice pressure mbar: 
Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 
Exhaust temperature 0G 
Head temperature OC: 
Engine room temp. °C: 
Injection pressure bar. 
Injection timing Dbtdc: 
Ignition timing Obtdc: 
Ignition duration Dbtdc: 
Spark plug type: 
Spark plug gap mm: 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
20 ss aaa 
jsaaa 
10.8 a ýe ýa ae 
198 - - m 
4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 
16.34 17.5 15.41 15.06 15.22 
16.71 17.18 15.97 15.59 14.4 
17.03 16.72 15.94 14.72 14.25 
325 305 360 360 385 
224 216 214 228 215 
29 22 30 26 28 
221 a :s a a 
40 50 60 70 80 
20 a a ss - 
12 a a a a 
NGK BE527Y11 = - "ý 0.5 = a a a 
Speed rev/min: 1800 = 
Torque Nm: 29.7 _ = a 
Brake power kW: 5.598 = a = 
Fuel flow kg/h: 2.553 2.488 2.702 2.818 2.915 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.514 1.475 1.602 1.671 1.728 
Air flow kg/h: 34.73 34.73 34.73 34.73 34.73 
Air/fuel; ratio: 13.602 13.961 12.853 12.323 11.916 
Stoichiometric: 8.96 = _ 
Equivalence ratio: 0.659 0.642 0.697 0.727 0.752 
Bsfc kg/kWh: 0.456 0.444 0.483 0.503 0.521 
Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh: 0.27 0.264 0.286 0.299 0.309 
Brake thermal efficiency %: 29.235 30.006 27.624 26.486 25.61 
Bmep kN/m2: 561.675 0 a 
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LABORATORY RECORD SHEET OF ENGINE OPERATING CONDMONS. 
Test series: ETH" Erl!. uni- M11- M-11- 
Test number: 40-22 50-22 60-22 70-22 80-22 
Test date: 11/4/1988 
RECORDED DATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 20 = = e ,: Ambient pressure bar: 1 a a .. 
Speed kHz: 10.8 s a ý, e Balance reading N: 198 
Orifice pressure mbar. 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 
Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 15.65 17.03 16.28 14.72 13.62 
15.84 16.97 16.66 15.69 15.09 
15.88 17.56 16.16 16.16 15.12 
Exhaust temperature °C: 325 300 350 350 365 
Head temperature OC: 245 222 226 234 226 
Engine room temp. OC: 30 25 30 27 30 
Injection pressure bar. 221 
Injection timing °btdc: 40 50 60 70 80 
Ignition timing Dbtdc: 22 
Ignition duration obtdc: 12 = = a ,ý 
Spark plug type: NGK BE527YU 
Spark plug gap mm: 0.5 = 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
Speed rev/min: 1800 = a ,ý Torque Nm: 29.7 = = a = Brake power kW: 5.598 
Fuel flow kg/h: 2.699 2.48 2.604 2.746 2.917 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.601 1.471 1.544 1.628 1.73 
Air flow kg/h: 34.73 34.73 34.73 34.73 34.73 
Air/fuel; ratio: 12.866 14.004 13.336 12.649 11.905 
Stoichiometric: 8.96 
Equivalence ratio: 0.696 0.64 0.672 0.708 0.753 
Bsfc kg/kWh: 0.482 0.443 0.465 0.49 0.521 
Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh: 0.286 0.263 0.276 0.291 0.309 
Brake thermal efficiency %: 27.653 30.099 28.663 27.186 25.587 
Bmep kN/m2: 561.675 = 
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LABORATORY RECORD SHEET OF ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
Test series: ETH- EM;. uni. LM1. 
Test number: 50-24 60-24 70.24 80-24 
Test date: 11/4/1988 
RECORDED DATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 20 
Ambient pressure bar. I 
Speed kHz: 10.8 
Balance reading N: 198 
Orifice pressure mbar. 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 
Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 17.1 15.93 15.5 14.63 
17.07 16.18 15.54 15.53 
17.28 17.16 15.5 14.87 
Exhaust temperature °C: 305 340 340 345 
Head temperature °C: 238 243 241 234 
Engine room temp. °C: 27 30 28 30 
Injection pressure bar. 221 a 
Injection timing °btdc: 50 60 70 80 
Ignition timing °btdc: 24 
Ignition duration °btdc: 12 
Spark plug type: NGK BE527YII 
Spark plug gap mm: 0.5 s a s: 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
Speed rev/min: 1800 a a = Torque Nm: 29.7 = a ,ý Brake power kW: 5.598 = a = 
Fuel flow kg/h: 2.485 2.595 2.747 2.84 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.474 1.539 1.629 1.684 
Air flow kg/h: 34.73 34.73 34.73 34.73 
Air/fuel; ratio: 13.974 13.382 12.641 12.231 
Stoichiometric: 8.96 
Equivalence ratio: 0.641 0.67 0.709 0.733 
Bsfc kg/kWh: 0.444 0.464 0.491 0.507 
Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh: 0.263 0.275 0.291 0.301 
Brake thermal efficiency %: 30.035 28.762 27.169 26.287 
Bmep kN/m2: 561.675 0 
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LABORATORY RECORD SHEET OF ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
Test series: 1- ;. mi. 1. 
Test number: 50-26 60-26 70-26 80-26 
Test date: 11/4/1988 . 
RECORDED DATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 20 
Ambient pressure bar. 1 
Speed kHz: 10.8 02 Balance reading N: 198 w Orifice pressure mbar: 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 
Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 16.46 17.41 15.12 15.06 
17.13 16.5 14.82 15.72 
16.91 16.63 15.28 15.63 
Exhaust temperature O 320 335 335 330 
Head temperature °C: 266 246 250 247 
Engine room temp. °C: 28 30 29 30 
Injection pressure bar. 221 a 0 Injection timing Obtdc: 50 60 70 80 
Ignition timing Obtdc: 26 Q a Ignition duration Obtdc: 12 
Spark plug type: NGK BE527YII a Q Spark plug gap mm: 0.5 a a 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
Speed rev/min: 1800 
Torque Nm: 29.7 
Brake power kW: 5.598 
Fuel flow kg/h: 2.532 2.53 2.828 2.755 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.501 1.5 1.677 1.634 
Air flow kg/h: 34.73 34.73 34.73 34.73 
Air/fuel; ratio: 13.716 13.727 12.282 12.605 
Stoichiometric: 8.96 a 
Equivalence ratio: 0.653 0.653 0.73 0.711 
Bsfc kg/kWh: 0.452 0.452 0.505 0.492 
Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh: 0.268 0.268 0.3 0.292 
Brake thermal efficiency %: 29.48 29.504 26.398 27.093 
Bmep kN/m2: 561.675 
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C3 ETHANOL PART LOAD OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
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LABORATORY RECORD SHEET OF ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
Test series: ETH3" E7}13- 13T113" MI 13- fl 13- 
Test number: 40-15 50-15 60.15 70-15 80.15 
Test date: 5/12/1988 Q 
RECORDEDDATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 21 == Q = 
Ambient pressure bar. 1 = 
Speed kHz: 9 
Balance reading N: 170 = s = ,ý Orifice pressure mbar. 3.1 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.1 
Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 22.8 21.2 20.0 19.8 19.0 
23.0 21.0 20.2 19.5 18.8 
22.9 20.9 19.9 19.8 19.2 
Exhaust temperature 0G 290 345 350 350 365 
Head temperature OC: 182 188 203 201 183 
Engine room temp. °C: 25 21.5 28 30 28 
Injection pressure bar. 221 = _ ,ý 
Injection timing Dbtdc: 40 50 60 70 80 
Ignition timing Obtdc: 15 = a a = 
Ignition duration Obtdc: 7 = _ = a 
Spark plug type: NGK BE527YII = = a = Spark plug gap mm: 0.5 = 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
Speed rev/min: 1500 = = a ,ý Torque Nm: 25.5 
Brake power kW: 4.006 = = a = 
Fuel flow kg/h: 1.861 2.026 2.128 2.164 2.243 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.104 1.202 1.262 1.283 1.33 
Air flow kg/h: 28.498 28.666 27.894 27.802 28.355 
Air/fuel; ratio: 15.311 14.146 13.111 12.85 12.64 
Stoichiometric: 8.96 = a a a 
Equivalence ratio: 0.585 0.633 0.683 0.697 0.709 
Bsfc kg/kWh: 0.465 0.506 0.531 0.54 0.56 
Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh: 0.276 0.3 0.315 0.32 0.332 
Brake thermal efficiency %: 28.695 26.356 25.103 24.685 23.808 
Bmep kN/m2: 482.246 =_a 
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LABORATORY RECORD SHEET OF ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
Test series: ETH3- ETH3- M13- ETI 13- Is Ti 13- 
Test number: 40-20 50-20 60-20 70-20 80-20 
Test date: 5/12/1988 s" 
RECORDED DATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 
Ambient pressure bar: 
Speed kHz: 
Balance reading N: 
Orifice pressure mbar: 
Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 
Exhaust temperature °C: 
Head temperature °C: 
Engine room temp. °C: 
Injection pressure bar. 
Injection timing °btdc: 
Ignition timing Obtdc: 
Ignition duration Obtdc: 
Spark plug type: 
Spark plug gap mm: 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
21 .ý 
1a 
9 a ss a et 
170 _ = e 
3.05 3.15 3.0 3.0 3.05 
24.6 21.5 21.6 20.0 19.8 
24.5 21.1 21.8 19.8 19.9 
24.3 21.6 21.9 20.0 19.9 
260 315 310 330 350 
187 190 203 198 181 
26 19 28 30 29 
221 aaa at 
40 50 60 70 80 
20 =aa ss 
7a 
NGK BE527YII =aa 
0.5 == ee a 
Speed rev/min: 1500 _ 
Torque Nm: 25.5 = a = 
Brake power kW: 4.006 = = Q = 
Fuel flow kg/h: 1.742 1.992 1.958 2.138 2.145 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.033 1.181 1.161 1.268 1.272 
Air flow kg/h: 28.220 29.02 27.894 27.802 28.079 
Air/fuel; ratio: 16.199 14.571 14.245 13.002 13.088 
Stoichiometric: 8.96 = s = Q 
Equivalence ratio: 0.553 0.615 0.629 0.689 0.685 
Bsfc kg/kWh: 0.435 0.497 0.489 0.534 0.536 
Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh: 0.258 0.295 0.29 0.317 0.318 
Brake thermal efficiency %: 30.658 26.815 27.274 24.977 24.894 
Bmep kN/m2: 482.246 a = 
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LABORATORY RECORD SHEET OF ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
Test series: ETH3- ETH3- Fn l3- Efl13- EM 13- 
Test number: 40-25 50-25 60-25 70-25 80.25 
Test date: 5/12/1988 aw" 
RECORDEDDATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 
Ambient pressure bar. 
Speed kHz: 
Balance reading N: 
Orifice pressure mbar: 
Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 
Exhaust temperature °C: 
Head temperature °C: 
Engine room temp. °C: 
Injection pressure bar. 
Injection timing °btdc: 
Ignition timing Obtdc: 
Ignition duration °btdc: 
Spark plug type: 
Spark plug gap mm: 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
21 aaaa 
1aas re 
9 a a a at 
170 a a ie ýe 
3.0 3.0 2.9 2.95 3.05 
23.6 23.4 22.4 21.3 20.0 
23.5 23.8 22.8 21.5 19.8 
23.8 23.5 22.6 21.6 20.2 
250 280 285 295 330 
205 193 208 198 180 
26 23 29 30 30 
221 = a a a 
40 50 60 70 80 
25 = = = a 
7 = se a s 
NGK BE527YII 
0.5 = = a a 
Speed rev/min: 1500 = Q 
Torque Nm: 25.5 
Brake power kW: 4.006 
Fuel flow kg/h: 1.803 1.809 1.886 1.986 2.131 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.069 1.072 1.118 1.177 1.264 
Air flow kg/h: 27.987 28.129 27.38 27.569 28.033 
Air/fuel; ratio: 15.518 15.553 14.518 13.885 13.154 
Stoichiometric: 8.96 = = a a 
Equivalence ratio: 0.577 0.576 0.617 0.645 0.681 
Bsfc kg/kWh: 0.450 0.452 0.471 0.496 0.532 
Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh 0.267 0.268 0.279 0.294 0.316 
Brake thermal efficiency %: 29.613 29.53 28.319 26.899 25.061 
Bmep kN/m2: 482.246 = a = 
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LABORATORY RECORD SHEET OF ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
Test series: ETH3- M113- E7i13- EM 13- E 13. 
Test number: 40-30 50-30 60-30 70-30 80-30 
Test date: 5/12/1988 a 
RECORDED DATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 21 
Ambient pressure bar: 1 a a e : 
Speed kHz: 9 = _ .. e Balance reading N: 170 = a .ý Orifice pressure mbar. 2.85 2.95 2.9 2.95 3.05 
Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 23.0 24.6 23.3 22.5 20.7 
22.8 24.8 23.8 22.4 21 
22.8 24.9 23.6 22.4 20.7 
Exhaust temperature 0C: 265 260 '275 270 300 
Head temperature °C: 240 210 219 204 180 
Engine room temp. OC: 27 23.5 29 30 30 
Injection pressure bar. 221 = 
Injection timing Dbtdc: 40 50 60 70 80 
Ignition timing Obtdc: 30 
Ignition duration Obtdc: 7 
Spark plug type: NGK BE527YII = = a Q Spark plug gap mm: 0.5 _ a = ,ý 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
Speed rev/min: 1500 = a a a Torque Nm: 25.5 = a a a Brake power kW: 4.006 = Q a 
Fuel flow kg/h: 1.864 1.721 1.809 1.9 2.049 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.105 1.021 1.072 1.127 1.215 
Air flow kg/h: 27.233 27.87 27.38 27.569 28.033 
Air/fuel; ratio: 14.61 16.194 15.139 14.511 13.68 
Stoichiometric: 8.96 = = a a 
Equivalence ratio: 0.613 0.553 0.592 0.617 0.655 
Bsfc kg/kWh: 0.465 0.43 0.452 0.474 0.512 
Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh: 0.276 0.255 0.268 0.281 0.303 
Brake thermal efficiency %: 28.653 31.034 29.53 28.11 26.063 
Bmep kN/m2: 482.246 aaa 
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LABORATORY RECORD SHEET OF ENGINE OPERATING OONDmONS. 
Test series: ETH3- E'IH3" EM 13- ETI I3" ET1 13. 
Test number: 40-35 50-35 60-35 70-35 80-35 
Test date: 5/12/1988 - 
RECORDED DATA: 
Ambient temp. °C: 21 
Ambient pressure bar. 1 = .ý e 
Speed kHz: 9 
Balance reading N: 170 
Orifice pressure mbar. 2.7 2.85 2.8 2.95 3.05 
Time for 15 ml of fuel s: 20.9 24.3 23.9 22.8 22.0 
21.1 24.4 23.5 23.8 22.3 
21.2 24.2 23.9 24.2 22.4 
Exhaust temperature 0C: 300 265 280 270 275 
Head temperature °C: 257 238 240 221 182 
Engine room temp. OC: 28 25 30 30 31 
Injection pressure bar. 221 = a 
Injection timing °btdc: 40 50 60 70 80 
Ignition timing Obtdc: 35 = a = 
Ignition duration °btdc: 7 a = ,ý 
Spark plug type: NGK BE527YII 
Spark plug gap mm: 0.5 
CALCULATED RESULTS: 
Speed rev/min: 1500 a a ,ý Torque Nm: 25.5 _ a a Brake power kW: 4.006 - a = 
Fuel flow kg/h: 2.023 1.754 1.793 1.806 1.917 
Gas oil equivalent kg/h: 1.2 1.04 1.063 1.071 1.137 
Air flow kg/h: 26.463 27.324 26.859 27.569 27.987 
Air/fuel; ratio: 13.08 15.578 14.977 15.265 14.599 
Stoichiometric: 8.96 = a a 
Equivalence ratio: 0.685 0.575 0.598 0.587 0.614 
Bsfc kg/kWh: 0.505 0.438 0.448 0.451 0.479 
Gas oil equivalent kg/kWh: 0.3 0.26 0.265 0.267 0.284 
Brake thermal efficiency %: 26.397 30.449 29.781 29.572 27.859 
Bmep kN/m2: 482.246 =s 
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C4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF GAS OIL DATA. 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IN-CYLINDER PRESSURE. 
Test series Dom. 
Test number: 26 
Number of cycles recorded: 50 
Average max pressure bar 77.98 
at °atdc 4.78 
Ave max pressure rise rate 
bar/deg at °atdc - 
Test max pressure bar 82.02 
at °atdc 4 
Test min pressure bar 75.23 
at °atdc 3 
Earliest peak pressure bar 75.23 
at °atdc 3 
Latest peak pressure bar 76.99 
at °atdc 7 
Standard deviation pressures 1.25 
Standard deviation crank angle 1.07 
Cyclic dispersion 0.016 
Imep kN/m2 607.14 
Number of cycles 
without combustion 0 
191 
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CS STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FULL LOAD DATA. 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IN-CYLINDER PRESSURE. 
Test series ETH- E TH- M71. Ell i. 
Test number: 40-16 60-16 70.16 80-16 
Number of cycles recorded: 50 50 50 50 
Average max pressure bar 60.71 43.38 52.52 43.63 
at °atdc 14.9 14.58 13.76 13.3 
Ave max pressure rise rate 3.146 2.934 2.887 2.315 
bar/deg at °atdc 8 20 '14 21 
Test max pressure bar 89.65 61.38 78.37 68.60 
at °atdc 11 21 13 18 
Test min pressure bar 37.89 37.26 36.47 35.01 
at °atdc -1 0 -1 "1 
Earliest peak pressure bar 37.99 37.45 36.47 59.57 
at °atdc -1 -1 -1 .3 Latest peak pressure bar 48.97 43.11 51.32 47.61 
at °atdc 24 24 22 24 
Standard deviation pressures 17.23 6.28 10.88 7.99 
Standard deviation crank angle 7.37 8.65 5.75 6.73 
Cyclic dispersion 0.2829 0.14447 0.2071 0.1832 
Imep kN/m2 707.3 693.6 708.0 705.6 
Number of cycles 
without combustion 2 1 4 2 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IN-CYLINDER PRESSURE. 
Test series ETH- E TH- M11- EMI- 1- 
Test number: 40-18 50-18 60-18 70-18 80- l8 
Number of cycles recorded: 50 50 50 50 38 
Average max pressure bar 64.77 64.89 48.04 50.43 44.02 
at °atdc 13.54 13.62 16.52 13.42 12.63 
Ave max pressure rise rate 4.054 4.890 3.160 2.526 2.277 
bar/deg at °atdc 8 11 18 13 21 
Test max pressure bar 103.56 89.84 69.92 69.68 71.48 
at °atdc 7 12 15 13 15 
Test min pressure bar 37.94 36.13 36.82 37.74 36.33 
at °atdc -2 -1 -1 9 10 
Earliest peak pressure bar 37.94 37.45 36.82 41.31 40.14 
at °atdc -2 -1 -1 9 8 
Latest peak pressure bar 47.31 56.64 47.85 52.25 50.14 
at °atdc 22 19 23 19 21 
Standard deviation pressures 17.62 12.93 8.14 7.37 7.07 
Standard deviation crank angle 6.56 4.71 6.59 2.43 3.36 
Cyclic dispersion 0.2720 0.1993 0.169 0.1461 0.1607 
Imep kN/m2 629.8 650.0 695.7 682.3 863.4 
Number of cycles 
without combustion 3 4 3 0 0 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IN-CYLINDER PRESSURE. 
Test series ETH- ETH- EI'H- Em- Em. 
Test number: 40-20 50-20 60-20 70-20 80-20 
Number of cycles recorded: 50 50 50 50 50 
Average max pressure bar 71.98 68.67 52.90 57.41 48.59 
at °atdc 13.42 13.68 14.24 13.38 12.3 
Ave max pressure rise rate 4.612 4.522 3.061 3.139 2.391 
bar/deg at °atdc 9 10 14 10 14 
Test max pressure bar 106.74 90.28 82.71 75.00 94.19 
at °atdc 6 8 11 10 9 
Test min pressure bar 38.77 37.30 37.26 43.60 36.08 
at °atdc 0 0 -1 11 0 
Earliest peak pressure bar 39.60 37.30 37.26 46.58 36.96 
at °atdc -1 0 -1 10 0 
Latest peak pressure bar 48.73 57.96 50.54 50.73 50.34 
at °atdc 23 18 20 20 22 
Standard deviation pressures 18.54 8.29 11.47 9.03 13.10 
Standard deviation crank angle 5.56 2.79 4.46 2.38 4.60 
Cyclic dispersion 0.258 0.1208 0.217 0.1573 0.2695 
Imep kN/m2 694.9 688.5 686.3 654.2 714.0 
Number of cycles 
without combustion 3 1 0 0 1 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IN-CYLINDER PRESSURE. 
Test series ETH- ETH- I. LM I- m. 
Test number: 40-22 50-22 60-22 70-22 80-22 
Number of cycles recorded: 50 50 50 50 50 
Average max pressure bar 80.47 77.01 65.53 69.51 56.72 
at °atdc 8.38 10.94 13.4 10.52 12.28 
Ave max pressure rise rate 5.863 5.334 4.233 3.906 3.100 
bar/deg at °atdc 4 8 11 8 10 
Test max pressure bar 107.08 94.68 94.04 96.04 96.63 
at °atdc 4 7 7 6 10 
Test min pressure bar 37.74 38.52 39.11 37.89 38.38 
at °atdc -2 -1 0 0 4 
Earliest peak pressure bar 37.74 38.52 39.11 38.09 39.45 
at °atdc -2 -1 0 0 3 
Latest peak pressure bar 50. 19 59.6 50. 59 57 . 67 48. 14 
at °atdc 18 17 0 17 8 
Standard deviation pressures 21.68 12.82 13.45 16.54 16.25 
Standard deviation crank angle 5.55 3.18 4.84 4.09 4.04 
Cyclic dispersion 0.2694 0.1665 0.205 0.2380 0.2864 
Imep kN/m2 621.2 687.8 691.3 686.9 710.1 
Number of cycles 
without combustion 4 1 1 2 0 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IN-CYLINDER PRESSURE. 
Test series ETH- ETiI EM. Ell i. 
Test number: 50-24 60-24 70-24 80-24 
Number of cycles recorded: 50 50 50 50 
Average max pressure bar 90.12 78.05 75.35 63.33 
at °atdc 7.10 9.68 8.52 10.9 
Ave max pressure rise rate 8.516 5.212 4.389 3.18 
bar/deg at °atdc 5 6 6 9 
Test max pressure bar 100.29 95.85 94.92 93.26 
at °atdc 5 4 5 6 
Test min pressure bar 81.84 39.99 37.99 38.48 
at °atdc 10 1 -1 -1 
Earliest peak pressure bar 97.80 39.99 37.99 38.48 
at °atdc 4 1 -1 .1 
Latest peak pressure bar 84.86 43.75 54.93 51.90 
at °atdc 10 17 18 19 
Standard deviation pressures 3.57 14.29 16.37 14.43 
Standard deviation crank angle 1.39 3.30 3.67 3.98 
Cyclic dispersion 0.0396 0.1831 0.2173 0.2279 
Imep kN/m2 688.3 692.6 681.6 614.2 
Number of cycles 
without combustion 0022 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IN-CYLINDER PRESSURE. 
Test series EM- E TH- ETH. Un I. 
Test number: 50-26 60-26 70-26 80-26 
Number of cycles recorded: 50 50 50 50 
Average max pressure bar 97.88 86.71 84.06 76.95 
at °atdc 3.00 7.02 5.38 8.86 
Ave max pressure rise rate 10.09 6.699 5.406 4.734 
bar/deg at °atdc 1 3 1 4 
Test max pressure bar 106.79 99.12 101.66 102.00 
at °atdc 2 5 2 5 
Test min pressure bar 89.26 58.89 40.28 40.87 
at °atdc 4 13 2 4 
Earliest peak pressure bar 96.24 93.51 101.66 99.41 
at °atdc 0 3 2 3 
Latest peak pressure bar 89.60 58.89 62.64 48.10 
at °atdc 7 13 12 20 
Standard deviation pressures 3.74 9.87 15.01 14.06 
Standard deviation crank angle 1.55 2.61 2.42 3.56 
Cyclic dispersion 0.0382 0.1138 0.1785 0.1827 
Imep kN/m2 679.3 682.1 632.4 676.6 
Number of cycles 
without combustion 0 0 0 0 
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C6 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PART LOAD DATA. 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IN-CYLINDER PRESSURE. 
Test series ETH3- ETH3- ETH3- ETH3- ET113- 
Test number: 40-15 50-15 60-15 70-15 80-15 
Number of cycles recorded: 50 50 50 50 50 
Average max pressure bar 45.19 41.19 45.07 40.66 37.50 
at °atdc 16.54 10.66 10.46 10.12 5.08 
Ave max pressure rise rate 2.715 1.648 1.610 1.450 1.910 
bar/deg at °atdc 15 18 8 18 26 
Test max pressure bar 50.57 45.98 49.21 45.30 41.00 
at °atdc 16 15 11 12 11 
Test min pressure bar 37.29 36.32 37.15 37.15 36.56 
at °atdc 19 -1 -1 9 0 
Earliest peak pressure bar 37.54 36.41 37.15 38.12 36.56 
at °atdc 0 -1 -1 7 0 
Latest peak pressure bar 41.69 43.20 46.32 42.81 41.00 
at °atdc 20 15 13 15 11 
Standard deviation pressures 3.87 2.20 2.10 1.95 0.91 
Standard deviation crank angle 2.87 2.92 2.01 1.55 3.61 
Cyclic dispersion 0.0856 0.0535 0.0465 0.0479 0.0242 
yep kN/m2 533.5 545.9 538.0 559.8 582.9 
Number of cycles 
without combustion 1 0 1 0 0 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IN-CYLINDER PRESSURE. 
Test series ETH3- ETH3- ETfi3- ETI3- M3- 
Test number: 40-20 50-20 60-20 70-20 80-20 
Number of cycles recorded: 50 50 50 50 50 
Average max pressure bar 54.18 46.57 49.32 45.75 40.68 
at °atdc 13.38 11.32 8.98 9.30 8.16 
Ave max pressure rise rate 2.734 1.786 1.690 1.398 2.328 
bar/deg at °atdc 9 14 16 18 25 
Test max pressure bar 65.90 54.53 54.33 51.21 48.96 
at °atdc 12 11 14 11 12 
Test min pressure bar 42.57 41.15 41.74 39.78 37.29 
at °atdc 13 8 5 6 1 
Earliest peak pressure bar 55.99 44.95 41.74 39.78 37.29 
at °atdc 11 7 5 6 1 
Latest peak pressure bar 47.99 48.72 53.45 43.49 41.15 
at °atdc 16 15 16 11 13 
Standard deviation pressures 5.26 2.96 2.71 2.66 2.36 
Standard deviation crank angle 1.24 1.82 2.02 1.15 2.56 
Cyclic dispersion 0.0971 0.0636 0.0550 0.0581 0.0580 
Imep kN/m2 525.3 550.8 525.7 542.2 577.4 
Number of cycles 
without combustion 0 0 0 0 0 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IN-CYLINDER PRESSURE. 
Test series ETH3- MID- E M13- MI 13. L"I l3. 
Test number: 40-25 50-25 60-25 70.25 50.25 
Number of cycles recorded: 50 50 50 50 50 
Average max pressure bar 70.98 54.06 58.06 52.92 43.20 
at Oatdc 9.68 10.40 9.98 9.62 9.90 
Ave max pressure rise rate 3.616 1.890 2.356 1.878 1.877 
bar/deg at °atdc 5 10 8 12 16 
Test max pressure bar 86.46 64.88 72.35 70.64 52.92 
at °atdc 6 12 10 12 10 
Test min pressure bar 37.10 44.62 44.23 38.12 39.98 
at °atdc -1 9 4 0 6 
Earliest peak pressure bar 37.10 52.72 45.01 38.12 40.95 
at °atdc -1 8 3 0 S 
Latest peak pressure bar 56.38 61.75 58.00 56.19 50.67 
at °atdc 15 13 15 15 14 
Standard deviation pressures 10.95 4.57 9.21 6.55 3.35 
Standard deviation crank angle 3.07 1.441 3.02 3.06 121 
Cyclic dispersion 0.1545 0.0845 0.1586 0.1238 0.0741 
Imep kN/m2 517.0 541.1 502.3 518.7 577.3 
Number of cycles 
without combustion 2 0 0 1 0 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IN-CYLINDER PRESSURE. 
Test series ETH3- ETH3" MI 13- EM ; 3. MI 13. 
Test number: 40-30 50-30 60-30 70-30 80.30 Number of cycles recorded: 50 50 50 50 50 
Average max pressure bar 89.92 62.40 68.36 59.29 51.65 
at °atdc 0.42 11.42 9.82 10.38 10. CW 
Ave max pressure rise rate 7.048 2.697 3.267 2.263 2,037 
bar/deg at °atdc -4 9 5 7 16 
Test max pressure bar 96.42 76.01 76.31 80.26 73.82 
at °atdc -1 8 7 7 9 
Test min pressure bar 37.73 49.40 56.58 43.49 37.24 
at °atdc -1 5 13 5 2 
Earliest peak pressure bar 37.97 49.40 75.28 43.49 37.24 
at Oatdc -1 5 7 S 2 
Latest peak pressure bar 93.93 55.16 58.43 58.87 52.14 
at °atdc 3 16 14 14 13 
Standard deviation pressures 13.37 6.36 5.41 9.02 6.49 
Standard deviation crank angle 1.09 2.93 1.84 2.31 2.01 
Cyclic dispersion 0.1489 0.1019 0.0792 0.1522 0.1256 
Imep kN/m2 499.5 521.8 509.9 513.7 571.1 
Number of cycles 
without combustion 3 0 0 0 0 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IN-Cl"UNDCCCt Citts'SSUttti. 
Test saies 17713" Un 13" IM l3" £rn 13" Iith 13" Test numbcr: 40.33 50.35 (0.33 70-33 90.33 Number of tees , «, jaf: 50 30 30 So 30 
A. uagc max p tsswc bas 83.62 54.70 79.84 73.34 58.56 
at oatdo 0.38 4.32 4.26 6.58 9.54 Me mac txrssurc rise rate 5.225 5.622 2.432 3.389 2.147 bar/deg at t*at& . 10 .1 -6 2 7 
Test mu prcuurc bar 99-50 59.9 99.69 82.36 74 30 
at Pat&. .3 3 2 5 . 9 Test min pttssur bar 37.03 50.11 39.39 43.94 41 10 at vauk at 6 0 7 . 4 
Wiest peak pressure bar 95.10 88.32 39.39 77.97 41.25 
at Datdc "b 3 0 5 3 Latest peak pressure bar 38.51 80.11 50.18 61.17 54.38 
at °atdc 28 6 13 It 14 
Standard deviation pry . sorts 
24.19 2.24 16.87 7.03 9.25 
Standard deviation crank angle 7.87 0.79 2.92 1.57 2.31 
Cyclic dispersion 0.2893 0.0264 0.2113 0.0958 0.1579 
Imcp kN/m7 438.3 505.0 479.7 504.1 530.2 
Number ofc)"cles 
without combustion 5 0 1 0 0 
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C7 PRESSURE RISE ANALYSIS BURN TIMES. 
Burn times given in "CAS multiply by 0.1111 to obtain ms. 
Test name 0-1% 0-10% 0-50% 0-90% 1-90% 
ETH3-40-15 17 23 34 51 34 
ETH3-40-20 18 23 34 47 29 
ETH3-40-25 20 25 33 40 20 
ETH3-40-30 19 23 29 38 19 
ETH3-40-35 22 24 30 32 10 
ETH3-50-15 18 23 38 70 52 
ETH3-50-20 20 25 39 64 44 
ETH3-50-25 19 26 39 56 37 
ETH3-50-30 18 25 40 48 30 
ETH3-50-35 18 24 37 46 28 
ETH3-60-15 17 22 39 79 62 
ETH3-60-20 18 23 37 56 38 
ETH3-60-25 18 23 37 48 30 
ETH3-60-30 20 25 39 49 29 
ETH3-60-35 20 25 33 51 31 
ETH3-70-15 18 23 42 72 54 
ETH3-70-20 18 24 39 64 46 
ETH3-70-25 19 26 41 58 39 
ETH3-70-30 21 28 42 53 32 
ETH3-70-35 23 29 41 49 26 
ETH3-80-15 ----- 
----- ETH3-80-20 
ETH3-80-25 ---- 
ETH3-80-30 ----- 
ETH3-80-35 ----- 
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C8 EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS BURN TIMES. 
Burn times given in "CA, multiply by 0.1111 to obtain ms. 
Test name 0-1% 0-10% 0-50% 0-90% 1-90% 
ETH3-40-15 14 21 33 50 36 
ETH3-40-20 16 23 33 46 30 
ETH3-40-25 18 25 33 50 32 
ETH3-40-30 16 23 29 
ETH3-40-35 19 24 30 - 
ETH3-50-15 13 22 37 73 60 
ETH3-50-20 18 24 39 71 53 
ETH3-50-25 18 26 39 58 40 
ETH3-50-30 17 26 40 49 32 
ETH3-50-35 17 24 36 47 30 
ETH3-60-15 13 21 39 90 77 
ETH3-60-20 15 22 37 75 60 
ETH3-60-25 16 23 38 - - 
ETH3-60-30 18 26 40 - - 
ET113-60-35 18 25 37 - - 
ETH3-70-15 12 22 42 109 97 
ETH3-70-20 17 25 42 - - 
ETH3-70-25 17 25 41 - 
ETH3-70-30 20 29 45 - 
ETH3-70-35 22 29 41 54 32 
ETH3-80-15 ---" 
ETH3-80-20 
ETH3-80-25 ----- 
ETH3-80-30 ---- 
ETH3-80-35 ----- 
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C9 OCCURRENCE OF MISFIRES. 
Comparison of misfires defined by negative IMEP and the in-cylinder pressure 
being less than 19 bar at 20° atdc. 
Test name -ve IMEP <19 bar 20°atdc 
ETH3-40-15 0 1 
ETH3-40-20 0 0 
ETH3-40-25 2 2 
ETH3-40-30 3 3 
ETH3-40-35 4 5 
ETH3-50-15 0 0 
ETH3-50-20 0 0 
ETH3-50-25 0 0 
ETH3-50-30 0 0 
ETH3-50-35 0 0 
ETH3-60-15 1 1 
ETH3-60-20 0 0 
ETH3-60-25 0 0 
ETH3-60-30 0 0 
ETH3-60-35 1 1 
ETH3-70-15 0 0 
ETH3-70-20 0 0 
ETH3-70-25 1 1 
ETH3-70-30 0 0 
ETH3-70-35 0 0 
ETH3-80-15 0 0 
ETH3-80-20 0 0 
ETH3-80-25 0 0 
ETH3-80-30 0 0 
ETH3-80-35 0 0 
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To be presented at the 3' International Conference on Small Engines and their Fuels for 
Use in Rural Areas. University of Reading July 1990. 
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International Journal of Vehicle Design, IAVD Congress, Geneva (pages 183-195). 
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European Power News, 13, (8), pp 13-15. 
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